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The perturbed
conditions
periment

particle transport

in the Alcator

Chair

coefficients were determined

C tokamak,

a component

of the Microwave Tokamak

(MTX), from analysis of density perturbations

experiments.

Density measurements

created

from a 15 chord far-infrared

sufficiently detailed to allow radial profiles of the transport
Gas modulation
low currents

experiments

and the perturbed

limit.

Ex-

in gas modulation
interferometer

were

coefficients to be resolved.

were carried out on plasmas over a range of relatively

and a wide variety of line-averaged

Greenwald density

for a range of plasma

With this technique

densities, including
the perturbed

convection velocity V can be determined

values near the

diffusion coefficient D

simultaneously.

Measured

profiles of D rise toward the outside of the plasma column in a manner generally similar to those determined

previously

for Xe,HP from sawtooth

heat pulse propagation.

Values of D are typically smaller than those of Xe,HP given for the _me

line-averaged

densities by a factor of 2-5. Diffusion coefficients from a series of discharges

at con-

stant current showed little variation with density through most of the saturated

ohmic

confinement

regime. At the Greenwald density limit threshold

increase occurred in both the perturbed

(_e = _J) a dramatic

convective and diffusive transport

coefficients

in the outer region of the plasma.

The increases were most pronounced

ermost range of the radii where coefficients were determined
apparent

over a region which extended

maintained

at the out-

(r/a -- 0.8), but were

well into the plasma interior.

Density profiles

a similar shape near the density limit, congruous with the similar behav-

ior of the transport

coefficients.

No dramatic deterioration

was evident in the global

energy confinement.
These increases in the transport
which had relatively low temperatures
collisionality
compared
lence.

coefficients occurred

in regions of the plasma

(T_ <250 ev) and were in the Pfirsch-Schlfiter

regime. The variation of D in this region of these high density plasmas

well with the scaling given in a theory of resistivity-gradient-driven

The inverse dependences

key components

on the temperature

and temperature

gradient

turbuwere

of the model most closely associated with this result.
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1

Introduction
1.1

Density

A prerequisite

and Background

Limits

for achieving ignition in future magnetic fusion plasma experiments is

the production

of stable plasmas with central

densities near (2 - 5) × 102°m -3.

In

the design for ITER the average densities for these ignited plasmas are expected

to

be near or beyond the limits according to the empirical Greenwald scaling.
plasmas

at the density

adverse impact

limit often terminate

on the reliability of operations

to enhance our understanding

by disruptions

parameterized

by _,

in tokamaks

One type, known as the Murakami

limit, has been

one [37]. This density limit has been

attributed

to a loss of balance between input power and radiated

disruption

is preceded

Murakami

are often clas-

< MBt/R. The Murakami number M is increased as additional

heating is applied [1, 2] or as Z,ff approaches

unfavorable

Thus it is desirable

responsible for this limit.

Limits to the maximum density that can be attained
sified into one of two types.

which could have an

in this machine.

of the mechanisms

Tokamak

by an increase in the radiated

power [38, 9]. The

power which leads to a locally

power balance [10]. It has been observed that much higher values of the
parameter

can be obtained

limit may not scale as Bt/R

at low values of Bt than at high Bf, so this

[11].

A second type of density limit is apparent
of shots versus plasma current.

when _, is plotted for a large number

The earliest plots of this kind, known as Hugill plots,

display the Murakami number
tokamak

operating

versus 1/q.

space appears

having a slope proportional

The pattern

to be constrained

which emerges is that the

to a region with a boundary

to 1/q. Based on data from Alcator C, DIII-D and PBX,

Greenwald derived the following scaling expression
= _7
where _ is the central line-averaged
elongation parameter

(1.1)

density measured

in units of 102°m -3, tc is the

and J is the average current density in MA-m -2 [16]. This is not

an exact scaling and it is not obeyed by all machines.

But there is an ample amount

of empirical evidence that in ohmic discharges (where q is not too low) a Greenwaldtype scaling holds with _

= C_J.

The constant

C varies somewhat

from device to

device and generally increases with the purity of the discharge [13]. The density limit
in a reversed field pinch and for ultra low-q (% < 1) devices can be described
similar scaling parameter

nRq/Bt.

by a

In an RFP, the density limit is called the "lower

I/N" limit, with I being the plasma current and N the line density [12]. This limit
can be the same as the Greenwald _ype limit found in tokamaks

[10]. These results

imply there could be a single cause for the variety of behaviors that are observed near
the density limit.
With the addition

of auxilliary power in the form of neutral

density limit at fixed current can be increased.
represented

beams or r. f. the

Present experimental

data have been

by the power law scaling
( P'"'_'_

(1.2)

The exponent (_ varies between the different machines and can even vary in different
operating

configurations

on the same device.

Values of a as large as 0.5 have been

observed in JT-60 and in the old divertor configuration
ASDEX divertor configuration
with a _< 0.25.

A comparatively

of ASDEX. In the newer [14]

a rather weaker dependence
weak dependence

served on DIII-D, with 0 _<a _<0.2.

on power was observed

with neutral

beam power is ob-

1.2

Fuelling

Limits

In the larger machines, where the ratio of the mean free path for low energy neutrals
to the minor radius is less than for the smaller devices, substantial
in the operating ranges attainable

differences are seen

with gas fuelling and with pellets.

By injecting

high speed pellets of frozen fuel into the plasma core, the dimculties associated with
gas pumng can be avoided. Fuel may be introduced into the plasma core with neutral
beams yielding similar results.
The maximum obtainable density can be influenced by the limiter/divertor

em-

ployed. For example the highest densities obtainable in machines with carbon limiters
and gas fuelling are approximately

half of those with molybdenum or beryllium lim-

iters [16]. With pellet fuelling on Alcator C with carbon limiters the same density
limit is obtained as with gas fuelling and molybdenum.

The variation in the limits

can be caused by the differences in the pumping effects of the limiters and divertors
as well as changes in impurity levels they introduce.

1.3

Density

Limit

Physics

and

Phenomena

The density limit is most often manifested as a termination
major disruption.

of the discharge by a

Because the plasma electron density does not appear explicitly

in the equations of magnetohydrodynamics,
stability is merely the final manifestation

it would appear that the loss of MHD

resulting from some other underlying cause.

A widely accepted notion is that cooling of the plasma edge causes the current
profile to contract, resulting in an increase in the current density gradient near the
q=2 surface and causing the m/n = 2/1 mode to become unstable [13]. A number of
mechanisms can cause edge cooling. Impurity radiation, charge exchange, ionization
losses or a deterioration of energy or particle confinement in the plasma edge can all
be important.

If the edge particle confinement deteriorates with respect to energy

confinement then the ratio of energy flux to particle flux decreases, causing a decrease
in the average particle energy. Increased particle transport can also effect the edge

density and impact particle recycling.
Early theories focused on edge radiation as the cause behind the density limit
disruption [38, 9]. Radiation losses increase with density while input power does not,
making this a plausible mechanism for plasma edge cooling.

A number of authors

have derived scalings for the density limit based upon thermal instability

and MHD

collapse caused by impurities radiating in thin shells at the plasma boundary.

An

example is the following scaling [15]

n,_._ _ q--_
B( Z,f!
Z*ff- 1 ) ½ _-'i-_"
1
T_

(1.3)

which gives a maximum edge density that increases as Z,/! is reduced. Results from
several experiments indicate
density.

that the density limit depends strongly upon the edge

On JET [3], ASDEX [34] and JT-60 [10] higher central and line-averaged

densities can be achieved with pellet injection than with gas fuelling. The maximum
edge densities are, however, quite similar for the pellet and gas fuelled discharges. The
improvement in the maximum line-averaged density with pellet fuelling is a profile
effect.
The density limit for a series of gas fuelled and pellet fuelled limiter discharges
was studied in JT-60 [10]. These were high current/low

q discharges, with q@t = 2.1

- 2.4, and were thus near the region of the Hugill plot generally associated with the
Murakami limit. In the early stages of the disruption sequence, radiated power from
the plasma edge approaches 100% of the input power. The line-averaged
the outer portion of the plasma was measured with the FIR interferometer

density in
viewing

along a chord 50 cm off axis from the center of the vessel (a = 90 cm). A plot of _,
(r=50 cm) Rq_ul/Bt versus absolute
of stable operation

input power shows an upper limit to the region

which scales approximately

the plasmas are stable, but disruptive

Below this region most of

discharges are scattered

lower density. The data indicates that disruptive
power radiated

0.5

as P,b,"

well into the region of

shots tend to have a higher ratio of

in the exterior region to absolute input power. The density limit rises

with increasing P.b, and decreasing
The electron temperature

Zeff.

must be considered significant in determining

the effect

of radiated

power on the power balance.

For carbon and oxygen impurities,

the

dominant light impurity species in JT-60, the radiated power at coronal equilibrium
increases rapidly

with decreasing electron temperature

for Tr < 0.3 - 0.5 keV and

especially fast for Tr < 100 ev. The electron temperature
at the time the disruptions
systematically

are triggered in disruption

at r = 80 cm is < 0.5 keV
shots studied.

This value is

lower than values for stable discharges having the same values of Pabs

and _Z--_//Ir=s0_.

These observations

for these high current shots considered,

consistent with the picture of a radiative inst_bility

are

causing a loss of equilibrium

the power balance in the outer portion of the plasma.

In particular,

models of the

density limit based upon radiative power balance in the plasma edge "predict"
the limit to the edge density should scale approximately

in

that

0.5

as Pabs.

Data from JET also shows an upper limit to the edge density that can be obtained
0.5

which scales as Pah,. Studies of the density

limit in JET with carbon

3] found that this limit was always disruptive.

As the density

limiters

[20,

was increased

the

radiated power eventually exceeded the input power, resulting in a thermal instability
in the plasma edge.
associated

As a result the electron temperature

profile contracted.

narrowing of the current density profile destabilized

modes, particularly
disruption.

The

a sequence of MHD

the m/n = 2/1 mode, which grew, locked and caused a major

When evaporated

beryllium

layers and beryllium

limiters were used the

density limits were increased by roughly 50% compared to those with carbon limiters.
At moderate densities (_ _ 3 x 1019m-3) the steady state level of radiation
only 50% of that for equivalent

discharges bounded

could be

by carbon.

There are problems with the density limit model based on radiated power balance.
The global database for the operating region of JT-60 shows an upper limit of ff_ (r=50
cm) Rq_t/Bt

which scales with input power as p0_s. For a fixed total input power,

the upper limit of _, (r=50 cm) Rq,vt/Bt

appears

of q,vt. The persistence

limitation

based upon the radiated
The variable _Rq/Bt

of this Hugill-type

power balance, particularly

to be constant

cannot be explained
for cases where PNB

can be considered as dimensionless

of the ratio of radiated

over a wide range
by models
>>

POH.

and scales as the square root

power to ohmic input power [36]. The notion that the Hugill

scaling of the density limit for ohmic plasmas results because this parameter
relates to the power balance does not explain the fact the Hugill-type

directly

scaling persists

even for high power neutral beam heated discharges in JT-60.
In Alcator C the Greenwald density limit is accessible for values of Zrfs up to 1.5
and perhaps even as large as 2. Theoretical

scalings based on a radiated

power bal-

ance, such as eq. 1.3, predict that the limit density should diverge as Zr/: approaches
1. In the outer regions of the plasma,
bremsstrahlung

impurity

radiation

dominates

over hydrogen

for Zr:! only slightly larger than 1. This suggests that some alternate

mechanism plays a dominant

role in determining

The behavior of the particle

confinement

the density limit in Alcator C.

near the density limit in Alcator C was

examined in a series of pellet injection experiments

[17]. The results are described by

the following passage from reference [16].
"In these experiments,
atively

low plasma

single pellets were injected into plasmas with rel-

current.

The density

increased

very quickly at the

time of injection (0.27 sec) for ali discharges and the rate of density decay
was monitored.

As the plasma current was lowered from shot to shot,

the decay time decreased

dramatically ....

the density limit, established

with gas fuelling, was greatly exceeded. These discharges did not disrupt,
however, but simply 'shed' particles

in excess of the limit.

decay time is not the same as the particle confinement
related.

At steady state the particle confinement

The density

time but is closely

time is given by the ra-

tio of density to source; however, in those cases where the time derivative
dominates

the source term, the density decay time will equal the particle

confinement

time rv. Unlike the conventionally

is dominated

by the large particle fluxes in the plasma edge, this confine-

ment time is characteristic

of the plasma core.

defined global rv , which

It is worth pointing

out

that no decline in energy confinement

accompanied

the drop in particle

confinement

loss directly

associated

except for the convective

with the

density decay."
As shown in Fig. 1.1, the rapid drop in particle confinement
6

occurs for values of J/_
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Figure 1.1: Density decay time (after pellet injection) versus 3/_.

(from Greenwald

et al. [161)
near the previously defined Greenwald limit. The dramatic drop in density decay time
is symptomatic

of a dramatic

deterioration

"Marfes" are bands of low temperature

of particle confinement
poloidally

asymmetric

pear in most tokamaks as the density limit is approached.

thermal condensation

and large amounts of radiated
phenomenon

particle

by large amplitude

power. They are thought to be a

[18, 19] localized to the inside of the torus by neo-

classical flows. Greenwald et al. [1G] postulated
of deteriorating

plasma which ap-

They are always localized

to the inside of the torus near the limiter and are characterized
density fluctuations

in the plasma core.

confinement.

orates relative to energy confinement,

that Marfes may by early symptoms

In this picture, as particle

confinement

deteri-

the average energy of edge particles decreases,

setting up the right conditions
In JET once the radiated

for a radiative condensation.
power was reduced compared to the level for an equiv-

alent carbon

bounded

discharge through

the introduction

fundamental

change in the plasma behavior

of beryllium

there was a

near the density

limit [3, 20]. As the

density was increased to near the limiting density, the radiated

power still increased

rapidly.

Following this, however, a Marfe formed on the inner wall of the tokamak,

resulting in an increase in radiated

power which could exceed input power for a time.

In JET Marfes occur when T, at the limiter falls to 10 to 20 ev. When the Marfe
forms the global particle confinement

time falls along with the edge plasma density.

This decrease in edge density is most likely caused either by screening of neutrals,

a

reduction of power flow to the scrape off layer [136], changes in recycling (the limiter
interaction

is much reduced), or a deterioration

of particle

plasma [20]. The result is that the Marfe terminates.
if fuelling continues.
limit disruptions

confinement

in the edge

The entire cycle can re-occur

Since there is little MHD activity during these events density

are quite rare in JET plasmas with beryllium

limiters.

With Beryllium limiters the density limit in both ohmic and auxilliary heated JET
plasmas has been extended substantially
as a result of reduced impurity
temperature

beyond that obtained

radiation.

of the edge plasma appear

Besides impurity

with graphite limiters
levels, the density and

to be quite important

in determining

the

limit density in JET, since this limit is extended by auxilliary heating and deep pellet
fuelling.

In JET discharges with beryllium

limiters the density

more a refuelling than a radiative limit. Radiation

limit appears

and particle confinement

to be

may both

play a role.
Density limit discharges were studied on the DITE tokamak at high values of edge
q = 4-8 to minimize the occurrence of disruptions
was a gradual narrowing of the plasma temperature
in the edge temperature
contraction

[19]. As the density was raised there
and current profiles. A reduction

is measured and Marfes may appear.

For q > 6 continued

of the profiles leads to formation of a detached plasma which remains sta-

ble. A detached plasma is characterized
profile from the limiter.

by an inward contraction

The discharge is surrounded

of the temperature

by a symmetric

band of low

temperature

plasma which radiates essentially

contraction,

observed

confinement

relative

100% of the input power. The profile

as the density is raised, is the result of a deterioration
to the center and may be explained

only partly

losses [19]. A large fraction of the input power must be transported

by radiation

to the edge of the

plasma to sustain the radiation losses observed in the Marfes. Application
beam heating

does' not result in a significant

of edge

rise in edge temperature,

of neutral
but instead

causes an increase in radiation from the Marfe. The limit density is increased.

Allen

et al. state [19]:
"The Marfe can be avoided by adjusting the plasma position in the limiter
aperture

but this does not affect the density limit appreciably.

to be a symptom
Particle transport

of low edge temperature

rather than the cause of it."

in the plasma edge plays a dominant role in the density limit be-

havior of the TUMAN-3 tokamak [21]. In experiments
gas puffing while the current was ramped
sion of the minor radius of the plasma.
fashion.

It appears

the density was increased with

up concurrently

with magnetic

compres-

The plasma density increased in a "steplike"

Periods where the slope of the density increase was reduced coincided with

pronounced
confinement

increases in the H_ signal, implying steplike changes in the global particle
time.

A high density mode (HDM),

of the density limit and enhanced
ity responsible

characterized

energy confinement,

values

is achieved when the instabil-

for increased edge recycling is suppressed.

current alone was quickly ramped

by increased

In experiments

when the

up, an increase in the Ho emission symptomatic

of an increase in recycling was observed [22]. In this case the density could not be
increased.
The density limit in T-10 is characterized
First, as _ is increased, confinement
sulting in an enhanced
tron temperature

plasma-wall

by a well defined sequence of events [33].

deteriorates
interaction.

in the plasma edge.

in at least the plasma exterior, reThis coincides with decreasing elec-

A plasma cooling front moves inward.

An

increase in edge density fluctuations

during gas puffing is measured

with a reflec-

tometer and it seems to be associated

with edge cooling [22]. In the second stage the

Do line intensity decreases along with a decrease in the plasma density in the exterior
9

portion

of the plasma.

during which "partial

The third stage is punctuated
disruptions"

by a burst

cause the plasma to lose a substantial

energy. The fourth and final stage is a major disruption,
the discharge.

of MHD activity

resulting

levels associated

density limit disruptions

with microturbulence

enhancement

is observed

to precede

[40].

Thus there is substantial

evidence that particle confinement

in the density limit dynamics on at least several tokamaks.

plays a dominant

in density. Recycling is increased, resulting in cooling of the edge plasmal
density is increased

greater

in particle

radiation

will result in further

or energy confinement

The relative

importance

is sufficiently dirty, the increase in radiation
If particle

expect a reduction
density limit.
relatively

confinement
in impurity

cooling.

increase

If the edge

Radiation

and

can act to cool the plasma

edge

of each varies between different machines

and even between different regimes of operation

contract.

role

When particle confinement

at the edge a greater fuelling source is required for an incremental

simultaneously.

of

A sharp decrease in the decay time of pellet fuelled T-10 discharges is

of density fluctuation

a deterioration

of

in termination

reported at densities near the limiting density [39]. In TEXT a transient

deteriorates

amount

in the same machine.

will cause the operating

is the dominant

mechanism

If the plasma
boundaries

to

then one would not

content of the plasma to result in an increase in the

This evinces comparison

with the density limit scaling observed for

clean Alcator C plasmas.

It is possible that the two mechanisms
ation is considered

a viable driving term in several current

lence [41, 42]. Experimental
is an important

are closely associated.

evidence from TEXT supports

driver of edge turbulence

more than the radiation

theories on edge turbuthe notion that radiation

[43, 4]. If turbulent

in the edge plasma by an increase in radiation

transport

is enhanced

it could cause the plasma to cool even

alone, playing an important

10

For example radi-

role in the instability.

1.4

Summary

of Experiment

Because of the importance
an enhancement
degradation

in several machines
contribute

of high density operation

in our understanding

of particle

and

confinement

in future tokamak experiments,

of the transport

process responsible

for the

which has been observed near the density

would be valuable.

The MTX experiment

in this regard. Its principal components,

C tokamak

Results

limit

is aptly suited

to

shown in Fig. 1.2, are the Alcator

and a free electron laser used to produce high power microwaves for use

in electron cyclotron resonance
experiments

heating experiments.

This laser was not used in the

considered here. The Alcator C tokamak has a high toroidal field strength

(3-13 T) and produces high density plasmas (_ up to 102_m-3). The ranges of both
of these parameters

are relevant to tokamak

experiments

planned

for the future.

In

addition, when operated at fairly high q_ the Alcator C plasma generally remains well
behaved near the density limit. The standard
machine was in a configuration

16.5 cm limiters were used so that the

essentially identical to that used during operations

at

MIT.
The primary
understanding
confinement

focus of this work is a series of experiments
of the transport

in the Alcator

processes responsible for the deterioration

C core plasma near the density limit.

technique

was used to modify the density

resolution

using a 15 chord far-infrared

profiles were created

turbations,

interferometer.

were also produced
but of opposite

manifest in the perturbed

sign.

convection and diffusion

analysis.

which were highly correlated

with the density perperturbations

is

convection velocity, V, as described in chapter 2.

limit was approached

transport

in a series of shots at a constant

shown in fig. 1.3. Diffusion coefficients showed little variation
saturated

Local temperature

The effect of these temperature

A key result of this study is the variation of particle
density

with good

Small changes in the density

particle

using linear perturbation

in particle

A gas modulation

profile, which was measured

in such a way that perturbed

coefficients could be extracted
perturbations

aimed at increasing our

ohmic confinement

regime between 2.2 x 1020 < _

11

coefficients as the
current of 285 kA
with density

in the

< 2.9 x 102°. At the

Beamline of
microwave
transmission
system

/- Computer
consoles
in control room

Mirrors
MFTF
vault

Shield
wall

Wiggler

Experimental
Accelerator

Test
II

Microwave Tokamak
Experiment
(MTX)
Access ports

Incoming
beam

Plasma

Tokamak

Figure

1.2: Overview

of the Microwave

12

Tokamak

Experiment
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Figure

,

of resistivity

density

limit

a dramatic

,

gradient

was seen in both

coefficients

in the outer

region

a similar

shape

the density

limit,

transport

coefficients.
the large rise in the particle

tion was evident
increases

low temperatures
The scaling
with

which is evaluated

associated

,_:---_..
-....._ -d

,

.

I

turbulence

,

.

,

0.8

diffusion

coefficients

for

coefficients

at _, = 3.3 x 1020 for this plasma

of the plasma.
congruous

transport

with

convective

Density

coefficients
time.

were measured

given in a nonlinear
for the plasma

theory

profiles

gradients

high density

(0.6 < r/a

were key components

with this outcome.

14

behavior

of the

deteriora-

in the region where
< 0.8) had relatively
collisionality

regime.

is seen to compare

of resistivity-gradient-driven

in fig. 1.4. Inverse

maintained

no dramatic

Plasmas

plasmas

and diffusive

profiles

the similar

(T, < 250 ev) and were in the Pfirsch-Schlfiter

and temperature

,

0.6

the perturbed

confinement

of D in this region of these

the scaling

perature

in the global energy

in the transport

driven

wbich occured

transport

Despite

,

scan.

threshold,

increase

near

I

0.4
normalized radius

of the 285 kA density

Greenwald
current,

i

0.2

1.4: Scaling

plasmas

%/."

"> "" _-

well

turbulence,

dependences

on the tem-

of the model

most closely

This result, taken with those from other machines as discussed in chapter 6, suggests that the enhanced transport

which has been observed in the outer regions of the

bulk plasma on several tokamaks near the density limits is precipitated
of the temperature

profile. The coefficient profiles provide evidence that the mecha-

nism responsible

is localized to regions of plasma having relatively low temperatures

and causes particle
on Te and/or

1.5

transport

coefficients to increase through an inverse dependence

LTe characteristic

Outline

The remaining

of several resistive edge turbulence

chapters of this thesis are organized as follows. Guided by considera-

a framework for the description

amined.

of the transport

study, several considerations
The method

coefficient dependences

observed in experiments,

is outlined

in chapter

2. The

on plasma parameters

are ex-

of the gas modulation

relating to the experimental

technique

method

used in this

are covered.

data is described

in chapter 3.

for obtaining a basis function fit for the density profile from interferomis derived.

The routine incorporates

of the interferometer

tion effects is stationary
position

transport

employed for analysis of modulation

eter measurements
for refraction

of particle transport

of particle

Then, following a description

A procedure

theories.

of Thesis

tion of theory as well as characteristics

consequences

by narrowing

beam.

a self-consistent

It is shown that the correction

for small changes to the density profile.

can also be treated

as constant,

analysis routines

tions are developed for use in determining
during modulation.

Separate

regression methods

to determine

correction
for refrac-

Since the plasma

based upon linear equa-

the small changes in the density profile

versions are introduced
the perturbed

which utilize spectral and linear

particle

transport

coefficients.

The

influence of spline fitting performed by the routines as well as the particle source term
and filtering of the interferometer
Experimental

results

electron temperature
energy confinement

signals are considered.

are discussed

in chapter

and particle transport

4. The behavior

of the density,

coefficient profiles as well as the global

time near the density limit are described.

The chapter

also in-

cludes observations

about particle transport

quality of the model's
perturbations

fit to the data is discussed.

is considered.

values of transport

Estimates

ious theories of plasma turbulence

The significance of temperature

are made of the uncertainties

in empirical

coefficients are compared with predictions

between the characteristics

on various machines are examined

the results of this study.
7 restates

of var-

in chapter 5. The role of certain plasma variables

In chapter 6 similarities

finement deterioration

Chapter

The

coefficients.

The measured particle transport

is elucidated.

not related to the density limit.

the major findings of this thesis.

!6

of the particle con-

and interpreted

in light of

Chapter

2

Method

of Experiment

Theory

of Data

In fusion research we are interested
satisfying

a macroscopic

and

Analysis
only in plasmas which attain

force balance.

Once a plasma attains

gross stability

by

gross stability we can

consider the processes which govern the flow of energy and mass through the system,
known as transport
therefore

processes.

constantly

Since fusion plasmas must be hot and confined, and are

driven, resulting gradients

of temperature,

particle density and

current density are sources of free energy. These sources can drive "microinstabilities",
instabilities

which are of a size scale of order the Larmor radius.

evolve into a state of turbulence
toward thermal equilibrium.
equilibrium

Although fusion plasmas never achieve thermodynamic

they can reach a steady state, in which plasma parameters

plasma is characterized
be parameterized

created

between the input and transport

as being close to thermodynamic

by intensive thermodynamic

An appropriate

framework

in the material

ticle flux to obtain

particle

coefficient dependences

for describing

which follows.

with a gas modulation

can

and can drive fluxes which tend to carry the system

in time, when a balance is obtained

outlined

These instabilities

technique
transport

equilibrium

are constant
processes.

The

because it can

variables.
particle transport

in a plasma will be

Small changes in local plasma parameters
can be related

to changes in the local par-

coefficients.

The consequences

of transport

on local plasma parameters

will be examined.

The experi-

17

mental gas modulation

method utilized for this study will be described

along with

key experimental considerations.

2.1

Particle

Transport

In a tokamak geometry transport due to collisions is known as neoclassical transport.
Neoclassical fluxes are described by elements of a transport matrix and are linearly
proportional to gradients of plasma parameters.

Though this formulation is useful for

describing some fluxes under some circumstances,

it is most often inadequate,

ticularly for describing particle and electron thermal transport in tokamaks.
transport matrix has survived as a standardized
plasma behavior.

par-

Yet the

framework in which to characterize

There can be cases when even this framework is not helpful.

For

example if the transport is determined by a turbulent flux which is an integral over
the spectrum

of fluctuating

quantities

with implicit dependences

on plasma parame-

ters [5]
f__

F = f dw n(w)¢(w)l"f(w)lko(w)sino_(w)/Bt

,_ _

%

(n)2n

it may be impossible to separate the flux into an unique representation
and off-diagonal terms. Even though this complication
steady state

transport,

linear perturbation
expanded

it is not a problem

theory.

Any analytic,

about an equilibrium

subtracted

value. When the steady state portion

components,

are retained (appropriate

it is customary

flux can be written

plasmas there often exist substantial

in regions which have no significant

observation

of the flux is

matrix.

In the core of steady state tokamak
gradients

flux using

expression for a flux can be

the resulting expression for the perturbed

in the form of a transport

with diagonal

for analysis of a perturbed

differentiable

(2.1)

can affect the analysis of the

off and only the terms linear in the perturbation

for a small perturbation)

_

to represent

particle

flux.

the radial particle

a diffusive term and a counter balancing
I'_ = -D_rr
18

- Vn

Due, in part,

density
to this

flux as the sum of two

inward convection term:
(2.2)

The particle flux is governed by the continuity equation,
On

(2.3)
where S is the particle

source term.

The divergence

relation is applied to yield an

expression for the radial flux at a flux surface:

In the case of circular flux surfaces this simplifies to

Fr(r) =lr fo r (S(r')
In gas fuelled tokamak

plasmas the particle

edge because the neutral particle
By combining equations
empirical description

2.1.1

On(r'))Ot r' dr'.

Previous

source term is usually localized to the

density in the plasma core is typically very small.

2.2 and 2.5 one obtains

of particle

(2.5)

an expression which is useful for an

transport.

Observations

Two general approaches

have been employed in the study of particle

analysis of the steady state flux and the response

of equation

the

of the flux to a perturbation

the density profile. In the former case it is impossible
from the two components

transport:

to separate

in

the contributions

2.2. In the latter case it is possible to create a

significant flux over the entire plasma column from which the convective and diffusive
components

can be extracted.

In several studies
fractional

amplitude

puffing or resulted
good agreement

changes in the density.
from the density

between

above representation
of the transport

[6, 7, 8] particle transport

simulated

was modelled during transient,
These were typically

created

decay following pellet injection.
and measured

results

for the flux with assumed functional

were obtained

large
by gas

Reasonably
using the

forms for the radial profiles

coefficients. In order to fit the data credibly the transport

in ali of these cases [6, 7, 8] must bc much larger than the neoclassical

coefficients
values in at

least the outer portions of the plasma column and generally in the interior region as
19

well. Thus an anomalous

inward pinch balances anomalous

diffusion in at least the

outer portion of those plasmas.
When perturbations

to the density profile are fractionally

efficients may be obtained

through linear perturbation

small the transport

analysis and may be associated

with a specific local plasma state (i.e. local intensive variables).
modulation

techniques

et al. [48] and were extended

TEXT and ASDEX by Gentle
periodic density perturbations
perturbed

Perturbative

were first applied to the study of tokamak

in T-10 by Bagdasarov

to equilibrium

[23, 80] and TFTR

through

particle

by Efthimion

fluxes were determined

to

[24]. On TEXT

Anno

on TEXT for various amplitudes
[25]. Published

density changes of around 13% or less. Modulation

to the density perturbation

implications

for single term factorable
or local turbulence

amplitude.

of

results indicate fracwith small

of the turbulence

small as weil. Also the profiles of the perturbed

proportional

parameters

transport

the applications

tional changes in the local fluxes of order unity or larger were associated

was fractionally

density

were created with gas puffing. The local ratios of the

the fractional central density modulation

fractional

co-

level

fluxes were linearly

Gentle et al. [25] considered the

models for the flux in terms of local plasma

levels e.g.

F = Cn _' (Vn) _ T _ (VT)6...

(2.6)

or

F =Cn '_

....

(2.7)

The linear terms in the expansion of eq. 2.6 scale as a(An/no)+...,_
argue that since the perturbations

to ali of the local quantities,

levels, are of order 10% at least some of the exponents

at/ro.

They

including turbulence

a, _ and 6 would have to

be rather

large in order for a single term of the form of eq. 2.6 to produce

fractional

changes in the flux. Very strong dependences

would be inconsistent
and density

upon parameters

with the observed linearity between the perturbed

perturbation

amplitudes.

the flux would become more pronounced

In addition

the higher harmonic

as the density wave propagated

there would be large differences between equilibrium
2O

and perturbed

large

(a > 10)

particle flux
content

of

inward and

behavior, neither

of which are observed.
expressed

Gentle et al. thus showed that the particle

as a single term factorable

point out that expressions

model, such as in equations

which scale proportional

flux cannot be

2.6 and 2.7. They

to a + b y_, a,b > 0 can also be

excluded.
Considering

ali of these observations

suitable format for characterizing
subtracting

the standard

the behavior

of particle

off the steady state solution from equation

the perturbed

model of eq 2.2 remains
flux in experiments.

a
By

2.5 we obtain the equation for

flux
r(

0fi

In the core of a gas fuelled, high density

i\

Alcator C plasma the perturbed

particle

source term is negligible compared

to the inertial term for any significant perturba-

tion occurring

time scale.

neglecting

on the equilibration

the perturbed

used to determine

particle source term we obtain an expression which can be

the perturbed

particle

Alcator C plasma from measurements

Or
Equation

2.2

transport

coefficients

of the density profile

}-V(r)h(r,t)

Consequences

The parameters
the transport

= -r

\

Ot

dr'.

of Transport

(2.9)

on Plasma

Coefficient

which define a plasma must affect the transport
coefficients.

The effects of such dependences

will now be considered

in detail.

for this case were published
dences can be included
of the important

processes and hence

on perturbed

by Gentle [26] in cartesian

Gentle used cartesian

transport

coordinates.

coordinates

equations

Other depen-

and include most
to permit

of the effects. The effects will persist in cylindrical coordinates,
21

transport

The convection and diffusion coefficients

but the results given are quite instructive

dependences.

De-

Parameters

are assumed to be functions of n, Vn, T and VT. The perturbed

evaluation

in the core of the

2.9 is the basis for the analysis methods presented in chapter 3.

pendences

behavior

By combining eqs. 2.8 and 2.2 and

analytic

with small

modifications,

but the increased

would obscure their underlying

complexity

entailed

calculations

causes [26].

The linearized expression for the perturbed
__

in the numerical

particle flux is

DOff
OD
CDD+T-ff_.
-cDD) cD
no
o_+ v_+ (.."'--CDD+ _a._
_ + ¢.-_.

=

+

(.n=,--On::
av + n"_n
. av +

_::-_
ov + T-_
.av) no

(2.10)

with

OA
A_ = cox"
When there is no particle source the continuity equation is expanded into the following
expression

D + -ff'nn_-_x F -O'_n_
n° 'O_x2 +

CD'--[=

_

cDx + --_ n o

+ v+-N_n°+ o. o_ +_

-gg2_
n° +-g_+_

+ _+_

N-2_o_

_ 0_j +_

cDx2

_ o_j] _

+ [ _d ( _CDDCDno
o_) + CD
OTO_+
-g-_no
D cDno _d ( -g-_no+
CD
V
)
cD
V ]cD'
_-f 0_ + _ _-fno _.
(0o0no))]

+ _
The spatial

derivatives of the transport

plicit dependences

the transport

coefficients are evaluated

upon plasma parameters.

coefficient (term multiplying

through

upon density gradients.

OffOx contribute

their im-

Note that the effective particle diffusion

cD2fi/cDx2)is modified from the equilibrium

coefficients depend

brackets multiplying

(2.11)

to the perturbed

value D, if

The first three terms in

convection velocity. The last

three terms result from the spatial variation of the diffusion coefficient and do not contribute

to the perturbed

This equation

convection coefficient, contrary

could be rewritten

in the form

0--7 = CD---:_
D + on_:Oz + _no

o(( oooo

+_z

to the published

-_z

V+ On CDxF--_nno Ct +...
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claim [26].

The term in parenthesis
has a spatial variation,
Empirically

multiplying

but the overall behavior

variables

lt

of the term is diffusive in nature.

the volume integral of the left hand side of the above equation

with the local values of perturbed
transport

cOil/Ox is the effective diffusive coefficient,

is correlated

at the flux surface to determine

coefficients in eq. 2.9. Fluxes driven by the perturbed

the

local variables which

correlate well in time with fi are effectively convective fluxes. The spatial variation of
the perturbed

diffusion coefficient, which multiplies Vfi in this equation,

affects only

the diffusive portion of the flux.
In theories

of r/i turbulence,

drift wave turbulence,

transport

resistivity-gradient-driven

coefficients depend upon VT.

the effect of this we consider the case where transport
The effective diffusivity
cause the perturbed

remains

temperature

D in equation

illustration

where only the highest

retaining

the full range of dependences

equations

for density and temperature

cO-----_
=

D -t cOn_ Ox

2or =

spatial

and perhaps

In order to examine

coefficients depend only on VT.

2.11 [26]. The VT dependence

and density equations

Gentle [26] gives a highly instructive
perturbations,

turbulence

to become strongly coupled.

of these effects by considering
derivatives

of the transport

can

need be considered,

coefficients.

fast
but

The perturbed

are

t- -_n_n °

-bi+ x + 8-T

-_'5x
2+

cO
T:_ cOx t- --_ n o

+L

+ (cOX
O--_n_cOz
_
cOT°+l.5To ____) cOx-----cO2fi

(2.13)

where X is the thermal diffusivity

and U is the "heat pinch" velocity which is inde-

pendent

from particle

of the thermal

transport

convection.

The equations

into the form of the coupled oscillator

problem.

Two solutions,

fast wave and slow wave are obtained.

Numerical results were generated

are cast

corresponding

to a

for the case

when D and X depend only on VT. The effect of this coupling on the fast, primarily
thermal
rate.

root is that

the wave diffuses more rapidly than the equilibrium

For realistic values of x/D

is > 2. Thermal

and 77, relevant to experiment,

diffusivities calculated

from sawtooth
23

diffusion

the ratio of X_II/X

heat pulse propagation

have

been reported

to be higher than equilibrium values by a similar ratio on a number

of experiments.

This could be considered

by temperature

gradients

as evidence that the transport

[26]. The slow root always diffuses more slowly than D,

but for realistic values of x/D

and r/the

rather modest.

perturbation

turbation,

is driven

A temperature

modification

to the apparent

accompanies

diffusivity

is

the slow wave density per-

but it is always of opposite sign. When the coefficients depend upon T the

effective particle

convection velocity is modified because of the coupling between

and T in the slow root. The perturbed
related to the functional

D
V

dependence

forms D and Y as

i)D One_
Deq+00 Or_ 0r

=

OD On,q
OY
OV T
V_q+ On Or + O---_n_q+--_-_n'q+

(2.14)

is usually associated

between the perturbed

be quite complex.

Virtually

value [26]. Theoretical

The perturbed

with D by definition.

and equilibrium

any dependence

will result in a perturbed

from gas modulation

OD T On,q
OT-fi Or +""

(2.15)

(_-_) is absent from the expression for D because any significant

of P on OnOr

that the relation

parameters

diffusion and convection coefficients are thus

=

The term from 0V/0

h

convection

of the transport

It is apparent
velocities

can

coefficients on plasma

convection velocity different from the equilibrium

expressions for the flux can be compared with values derived
experiments

transport

through the expansions

of equations

coefficients are themselves of fundamental

2.14 and 2.15.

significance:

they

describe how the system responds to a small perturbation.

2.3

Experimental

The gas modulation

method

will now be described.
evolution,

necessary

Considerations
for extracting

perturbed

Detailed line-integrated
for this approach,

infrared interferometer
state plasma conditions

particle transport

measurements

are obtained

coefficients

of the density profile

on MTX with a 15-chord far-

(FIR) described in appendix D. It is desired that quasi-steadybe established

gas valve flow is then modulated,

prior to the start

creating
24

of the perturbation.

density waves which propagate

The
into the

plasma.

It is essential

be fractionally

that

and density gradient

small in order for linearized analysis to be valid.

Vn must not be correlated
can be differentiated.
modulation

the changes in the local density

Changes in n and

so that the convective and diffusive portions

Two general types of modulation

can be employed,

or a single gas puff. The first method offers the advantage

of approaches

of the flux
periodic

that a variety

can be used to analyze the data.

When periodic density modulation
be chosen arbitrarily.
will be quasi-static

is employed the modulation

If the modulation

frequency may not

frequency is too slow, the density modulation

in nature and it will be impossible to separate the convective and

diffusive components.

If the modulation

frequency is too high the diffusive term will

cause the density wave to damp rapidly near the edge of the plasma, making it rather
difficult to determine
measurement.

the central density variation

This effect was examined

of the line integrals
versus radius

by calculating

of the fundamental

for various normalized

accurately

frequency

frequencies

The spectral form of the particle transport

from a line-integrated

the amplitudes

density

modulation

and transport

and phases
component

coefficient profiles.

equation

o t, a,] . -,_
10
, a,

+ (r)

was solved with the source modelled as
S(r) = So exp i:'+(,-:)/x.
For the case when D is taken as constant
in the following non-dimensional

•

and V(r) = Voxr/a

(2.17)
this can be expressed

form

i_(p)n= __
10(
P_-'_0_) +TKp(P_)
10
+-_(p)
with a = aV/D,
the line integrated

/7 = wa/V,
perturbed

of values of/3, and a=l.

_S = Sa/V

density components

The optimum

the range 2 < /7 < 10. For moderate
optimum

modulation

and p=r/a.

frequency

The amplitudes

MTX plasmas

for modulation

falls in

(_e "" 1.4 x 102°) the

range was found to be 5-15 Hz.
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and phases of

are shown in fig. 2.1 for a variety

normalized frequency
density

(2.18)
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a=l.

2.3.1

Stability

of Plasma

Position

From the outset the need to maintain steady plasma position throughout the modulation period was recognized. The vertical field required for a stable tokamak plasma
is given by [47]
B_ - I_°lp (ln 8R + _po_+ _'

)

and thus depends most strongly upon the plasma current.

During early gas modu-

lation shots, when the plasma current changed substantially

during the modulation

period, the plasma position could undergo excursions larger than 8 mm. This amount
was unacceptably

large for the purpose of this experiment.

This amount

of plasma

motion induces changes in the chord signals which are not small compared
associated

with subtle changes occurring in the profile due to the gas puff. In addi-

tion there are substantial
edge plasma.
impossible

changes in the nature of the limiter interaction

The occurrence

to separate

mers were adjusted

tained,

Variations

with the

of all of these changes at once makes it difficult if not

out accurately

the changes in the core density profile.

the OH power supplies on MTX lack current feedback capability

plateau.

to those

Since

the supply program-

until, eventually, the current was held nearly steady through the
in plasma current

as small as 1% during the plateau

were ob-

as shown in fig. 2.2. Once the plasma current was held steady the plasma

position

remained

quite stable during

the modulation.

Fig 2.3 shows the plasma

position for shot 14034 moves out just 2 mm following a gas puff before being stabilized by the feedback circuit.
modulation
detectable

This was the maximum

when the plasma current

was held nearly constant.

change in plasma position occurred

interferometer

displacement

during modulation.

observed during
On most shots no
Changes

in the

signals due to this small amount of motion were sufficiently small that

they could be ignored during the data analysis.
The flux surface geometry itself can change during gas modulation.
tude of the Shafronov
equilibrium

calculation

shift, estimated

The magni-

from theory and derived from self-consistent

using plasma data, as described in sec. 3.2, is quite small on

Alcator C. For typical plasmas the value at the center relative to the last closed flux
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time(see)

0.40

density during periodic gas modulation

surface ranges from 1.2 - 1.8 cm. In these experiments
and the changes in _p associated

on shot 13524.

the values of/_p were modest

with gas puffing were quite small.

all changes in flux surface geometry associated

0.50

Thus the over-

with gas puffing should be negligibly

small in these experiments.
The shot length on MTX was limited nominally to a total length of some 400 msec.
As shown in fig. 2.2 the plasma current ramp up, following breakdown,
msec. After allowing -_ 2 energy confinement
state, periodic modulation
maximum

2.3.2

times for profiles to reach a quasi-steady

at 15 Hz commences,

as shown in fig. 2.4. Therefore

length of time over which gas modulation

be conducted

lasts about 130

about a quasi-steady

the

state can

is limited to _ 200 msec in MTX.

Plasma

Response

to Gas Modulation

Because of the subtle nature of the modulations

desired, the limited amount

of time

available during a shot and the difficulties associated with operating near the density
limit, precise control of the gas fuelling valve was imperative.
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In order to facilitate
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Figure 2.5: Gas valve flow with large amplitude,
operations

for gas modulation

described in Appendix

experiments,

low duty cycle modulation.

a computer-controlled

gas fuelling system,

D, was installed on MTX.

The flexibility offered by this system proved valuable in these experiments.
operations
density

During

at high densities the gas fuelling system waz adjus',ed to bring the plasma

up quickly during the initial phases of the shot in order to maximize

limited time available for ,gas modulation.

Periodic modulation

variation in average density could only be achieved for densities
when the gas valve waveform had large amplitude
as shown in fig. 2.5.

C. The plasma responded

density was raised into the saturated
frequency

with relatively little
above 1 × 102°m -3

puffs with a rather low duty cycle,

At higher der sities the periodic modulation

not be used on Alcator

range for modulation.

the

technique

could

more slowly to gas puffs as the

ohmic confinement

regime, lowering the optimum

With the slower plasma response characteristic

of

the high densities a longer time was required to bring the density profile to a quasisteady state.

Recycling increased at higher density, evidenced by an increase in the

D_ signal. The characteristic

time for the density to return to its prior level, once
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Figure 2.6: Line density during shot 13546 with a single gas puff modulation

at 230

msec.
the gas valve closed following a gas puff, lengthened

considerably

with increasing

density. The overall effect was that the period required between gas puffs exceeded
the length of time during the shot effectively available for modulation.

Only one

option remained for high density shots: a single gas puff late in the steady state
portion of the discharge, as shown in fig. 2.6
Single puff modulation shots were repeated a total of 8-10 times in order to achieve
measurements

with a good signal to noise ratio.

With periodic modulation

a few

periods were completed on each shot, so that the total number of shot repetitions
required was reduced to 4-6. The gas modulation

shots were highly reproducible so

that these requirements did not pose a problem. Density limit studies were pursued at
low values of plasma current, with values of q= = (4.8, 5.7), so that stable plasmas were
produced even near the density limit, and refraction of the FIR beam was diminished.
Other difficulties became manifest as the density limit was approached.
are characterized by large amplitude density fluctuations

Q1
t.#J,

Marfes

with rather small density

gradient scale lengths.

Whenever

Marfe regions intersect

an interferometer

on MTX, they cause rapid, large amplitude

changes in the beam refraction.

interferometer

the channel

phase lock is lost, rendering

sufficiently high density
conditions

as detached

At

plasma

This would result in the breakup of ali interferometer

chords, instead of just the innermost
The plasma background

The

useless it if persists.

the Marfe would encircle the plasma,

were approached.

chord

ones, as normally occurs during Marfe activity.

density and puff amplitude

were adjusted

precisely on shots

near the density limit to avoid these effects and to obtain good data as close to the
density limit as possible.
Some degree of 60 Hz component
bremsstrahlung

is always visible on interferometer

array chords which are tangent

This is due to a slight wobble in the horizontal
Hz ripple in the vertical field coil current.
to become more pronounced

and visible

to the outer portions of the plasma.
position of the plasma caused by 60

This periodic component

at densities approaching

has a tendency

the limit density.

This effect

was inferred to be caused by the change in position of the edge flux surfaces relative
to the limiter caused by the 60 Hz wobble.
edge plasma-limiter

interaction

of the poloidally asymmetric
odic component
an unphysical

The resulting

periodic

can result in periodic modulation

change in the

of the local values

density at the limiter. It is significant because the peri-

will correlate between FIR chords in the regression analysis creating
contribution

this contribution

to the perturbed

flux and variation of local variables.

is sufficiently large (i. e. comparable

in magnitude

to the variation

from the true flux) it can adversely affect the results of the analysis.
component

of the signal always retained

its well defined 60 Hz frequency

effectively removed from most of the data through the application
cursive 60 Hz bandstop
be highly suppressed

Because this
it could be

of a digital nonre-

filter. Only shot data in which the 60 Hz component

through

filtering were used for the determination

coefficients.

v_

If

could

of transport

Chapter

3

Method

of Data

Unlike the electron temperature
cyclotron

emission,

profile, which can be measured locally from electron

the density profile is obtained

in the form of a line-integrated
procedure

for obtaining

a self-consistent

Analysis

a density

refraction

measurement,

from the inteferometer

complicating

on MTX

the data analysis.

profile from the chord data which incorporates

correction

is derived in this chapter.

based upon linear equations are outlined which are appropriate
changes in the profiles during modulation.

Separate

use spectral and linear regression methods to determine

Analysis

small

versions are introduced

which

particle transport

coefficients.

data, the influence of spline fitting performed

as well as the particle

source term and filtering of the signal are considered.

Processing

of FIR

routines

for determining

With use of simulated

3.1

A

by the routines

Signals

Before the interferometer signals can be analyzed

"fringe shifts" and periodic noise

must be removed.

At times the interferometer

lock, predominantly

due to the effect of Marfe-like activity.

only instantaneous,

as is often the case, then the resulting fringe shift can be removed

using the continuous

phase comparator

loses its phase

If the loss of phase lock is

nature of the time variation of the line-integrated

density signal.

Segments of data from both sides of a fringe shift are fitted to a cubic polynomial
with an arbitrary

step change connecting

them using a least squares fitting routine.
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As shown

in figure 3.1 the method

In addition

be filtered

out.

CO2 laser

power

Sometimes
lock,

supply,

This

transport

to maximize

composite

individual

in the last chapter
in the signals

caused

fringe

Because

is predominantly
portion

the signal

of the signal

also

of the

and

has a

range of the

is dominated

by noise.

with use of a low pass filter.

at 60 and 110 Hz and a low pass cutoff
It is described

in Appendix

FIR

data

E. The char-

high that the low frequency

in the signal was not significantly

34

of

in the FIR signal

in the low frequency

to noise ratio

unprocessed

and must

is very small

the information

of this filter were sufficiently

in 3.2 where

harmonics

by the operation

100 Hz component

for this application.

information

ple of this is shown

removal

in removing

are present

filter with stop bands

cutoff frequencies
transport

effective

discussed

these measurements.

at 90 Hz was optimized

particle

is highly

(5-15 Hz), the high frequency

A causal

and after fringe

an 100 Hz component,

is present.

with particle

It is advantageous

acteristic

before

(< 1 msec).

to the power

effect upon

associated

, ....
0.340
time (sec)

to the 60 Hz component

120 Hz, also related

spectrum

, ....
0.335

3.1: FIR signal

shifts of short duration

negligible

.

distorted.

and the filtered
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Figure 3.2: Superimposed

FIR chord signals with and without

0.32
filtering during gas

puff
superimposed.

The filtered signals are then used to obtain a "background"

density

profile at a reference time by fitting the profile to a set of basis functions
self-consistent

3.2

refraction

correction

Equilibrium

as will be described in section 3.3.

Simulation

The flux surface geometry for the MTX configuration
librium solution to the Grad-Shafronov

has been analyzed with an equi-

equation calculated using the ACCOME code

[29, 30]. Although the code is capable of modelling
with inductive
as neutral
mechanisms

a tokamak

current drive as well as with non-inductive

beams,

lower-hybrid

and bootstrap

were absent in the simulation

plasma equilibrium

current drive sources such

effects, non-inductive

The equilibrium

current

drive

results given here.

The actual coil geometry was input so that an accurate equilibrium
calculated.

with a

field on MTX is produced
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field could be

by two sets of coils, EF1 and
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Figure 3.3: Cross section of the MTX Tokamak
EF2. These are illustrated

in Fig. 3.3. EF1, which has a radius of 0.95 m, is located at

vertical positions of :k0.5m and has 61 turns. EF2 is located at the same height with
a radius of 1.12 m and has 52 turns. The toroidal field strength
inversely proportional

to major

uniform with a value consistent
is used to determine

radius.

The inductive

is taken to be simply

electric field is taken to be

with the input plasma current.

Spitzer conductivity

the current profile. Plasma density and temperature

profiles are

input using the following parametrizations:

n(_l,) = no[1 - (1 - ¢)""]z"

T¢(¢) - Tro [1 - (1 - ¢)"']Z'
The following typical MTX plasma parameters

• 36

"11

were used in the calculation:

sl.........,
•
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Figure 3.4: MTX surfaces of constant flux calculated by ACCOME.
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EF1, EF2 current

Several significant output

=

1803 kA

Bt

=

5T

lp

=

350 kA

an

=

0.8,

no

=

3.0 × 102°m -3

at

=

1.2,

Tc

=

1.2keV,

Zey!

=

1.5.

parameters

f_,, = 1.0

_t = 1.0
Tio=l.OkeV

are

A(0)

=

1.31cm

q(O)= o.s5
q(a)

=

3.4

_v

=

0.35

gi =

1.24

j3t =

0.0025

Profiles of n(R), Te(R), Bz(R) and ¢(R) for this equilibrium
plotted

vs major radius at the midplane.

A contour

are shown in Fig. 3.5

plot of the calculated

constant

flux surfaces is shown in Fig. 3.4 along with the radial variation of the toroidal and
vertical field strengths

at the tokamak

solutions to the Grad-Shafronov

midplane.

If the vertical field was constant,

equation would be concentric offset circular flux sur-

faces. In Alcator C, as in most tokamaks,

the vertical fie',d decreases with increasing

major radius for improved vertical stability.

The effect of this is to introduce

triangularity

The offsets of the flux surfaces are impor-

into the flux surface geometry.

tant for this analysis.

The slight deviation

is too small to be significant.
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a slight

of flux surface geometry from circularity
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Figure 3.5: Plasma profiles used in the ACCOME simulation.

3.3

Profile

Determination

Since the plasma density measured
ment, some method
the data.

by the interferometer

must be employed to determine

is a line-averaged

the plasma density profile from

The Abel [31] inversion is one well known method

The chord integral, expressed

in cylindrical radial coordinates

The Abel inversion is determined

n(r) =

of accomplishing

this.

is

f aon(r)x/r_-x_"
rdf

We(x)=2

measure-

(3.1)

by
1 [_ OWr(x)
dx
r
Ox x/z 2 - r s

(3.2)

ON particularly
The integral here is sensitive to the details of _-,

close to the singularity

at r=x.

Ne(x) is only known at

This poses certain

difficulties,

a fixed number of chord locations.
effects of density asymmetries

particularly

This method

because

has been extended

to include the

[32] as well as Shafronov shifts [49, 50, 51].
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For the present analysis the method of profile fitting adopted
methods
data.

used for tomographic

Fourier-Bessel

this method

reconstruction

basis functions

is inspired by the

of mode structures

using soft x-ray

have been shown to be well suited for use with

[52, 53].

In the interior of the plasma,

where classical transport

rates parallel to the mag-

netic field are very high, we would not expect to see any substantial
try on a given flux surface.

Near the edge, low plasma temperature

with the limiter can lead to substantial
DENSEPACK

poloidal asymmetries.

[54], a poloidal array of Langmuir

poloidal asymmetries

density asymmeand interaction

Measurements

probes, in Alcator

with

C show strong

in the plasma density at minor radii greater than or equal to

the limiter radii which persist for all values of n__t
lp"
The ratio of the maximum

to poloidal average of density was examined

at three

radii (r = 16.5 16.8, 17.2 cm) for a wide range of values of m
This ratio was nearly
lp'
insensitive

to -_t
tp with only the r = 16.8 cm data showing a slight increase with 1p"

The values for the ratio fell in the range n_aX/<

ne >,,e_

1.5- 2.5 for all three radii.

The ratio of the minimum to average density shows more of a dependence
generally lowering at high _

with

except for the r = 17.2 cm data which remains fixed to

a very low value _ .05 - .15. Overall there is only a slight increase in the normalized
density asymmetry at high values of _.
Studies with DENSEPACK also showed that the Marfe is the result rather than
the cause of asymmetries
cooler, Marfe-prone
by experiment.
asymmetric,

in the edge plasma [54]. The hypothesis

region existing at the upper-inside

of a preferentially

poloidal location was verified

The density at the limiter radius was found to be strongly poloidally
independent

of a Marfe.

weak poloidal density perturbation
A threshold

criterion

[1012cm-31
_ 0.6.
-X'-X-J >

In fact, a Marfe was detected

[54].

for Marfe occurrence

A scatter

on Alcator

plot of data from discharges

regimes show no obvious difference in the magnitude
try [54]. In addition

the angular

as a relatively

positions

C was found to be
in Marfe and non-Marfe

of normalized

density asymme-

of the density extrema

remain the same

for any value of _lp" Also, data from shots in the Marfe versus non-Marfe regimes do
4O

not indicate any shift in the overall density asymmetry.
Only three of the fifteen interferometer

chords are far enough inside of the mag-

netic axis to be useful sources of information

on in-out poloidal asymmetries.

chords are lost when Marfes are present, such as in high-density
to the interferometer

profiles can be obtained

discharges.

without introducing

These

Good fits

any poloidal asym-

metry into the form of the resulting density profile. For these reasons only poloidally
symmetric

terms are included in the analysis.

As we saw from the ACCOME
well represented
represented

simulation,

the flux surfaces of Alcator

as circular with a Shafronov shift. In this analysis this geometry

with x the horizontal coordinate,

(3.3)

y2 = p2

y the vertical coordinate,

p the flux surface radius, eo

the Shafronov shift and 60 the plasma offset. Ali of these coordinates

are normalized

to the radius of the last closed flux surface with the origin at the magnetic

interferometer

is

by the following equation
(x + 6o + eo (1 - pO))2 +

the machine.

C are

The Shafronov shift is determined

by an equilibrium

and other data [55]. The normalized

p_) compares well with the equilibrium
shots considered

axis of

fit to polarimeter,

profile of the Shafronov shift (1 -

profiles from a wide variety of gas modulation

for c_ = 2.75. The magnitude

of the Shafronov

shift of the center

relative to the last closed flux surface is typically _ 1.4 cm and varies over a fairly
narrow parameter

range for the gas modulation

shots considered.

The plasma

usually offset slightly to the inside of the torus on MTX as the operators

is

believe this

results in the most stable plasma operation.
The density profile is represented

by the following set of basis functions
4

p< 1

n(p) =

n lp=, + __,niJo(Aip)

(3.4)

i=1

p> 1

n(p)

=

n Ip=, e-( "_-ce_"_
)

(3.5)

with Xi is the ith zero of the zero order Bessel function Jo and _, is the density decay
length in the scrape-off layer. The choice of 4 Bessel functions
observation

that this was the optimum

was motivated

by the

number to yield a sufficiently general profile
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fit without

substantial

spurious details.

The exponential

limiter was measured in Alcator C with the DENSEPACK

3.3.1

Refraction

density

decay behind the

array [54].

Corrections

Refraction corrections are often neglected on most devices because they are typically
of order 1%. On MTX they are significant for two basic reasons: 1) MTX can operate
at rather high densit;es which, along with the small plasma minor radius, results in
large aensity gradients; 2) the detectors are located sufficiently far from the plasma
such that substantial

chord offsets result from small refraction angles. The refraction

correct;'_ _ is implemented here be: ause high-density plasmas are to be studied and it
is desired that the density profile be obtained with the greatest accuracy.
Refraction error analysis has been derived for an interferometer which utilizes a
collimated beam [56]. The situation on the MTX interferometer is different because
the probe beam is expanded into a continuous sheet, interrupted only by the blockage
of the port ribs. The effect of plasma refraction is to shift, the effective chord radius
viewed by the detector.

The geometry is illustrated in Fig. 3.6. A ray in the laser

beam directly incident upon the det,ector in the absence

of plasma

is denoted

by

segment AB. Since the phase velocity of the wave exceeds c in the plasma the refracted
beam, represented by segment AC, is bent outward.
small, the path is approximately

Because the refraction angle is

straight in the plasma.

Using this approximation

the refraction angle for a chord located a distance x frcrn the midplane
Appendix

is derived in

B, with the result given by

0

x t a On

dr

n c ]_ 0--_x/'r 2 - x 2

where n_ = C2eom4r2/(,_2e 2) is the cutoff density.

(3.6)
For _ = 184 #m nc equals

326× 102°m -3
Plasma refraction causes the chord positions viewed by the detector to be displaced
inward by the dist,,nce
LXx = H sin O _ HO
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(3.7)

Detector

H.168 cm

a-16.5 cm

W

Figure 3.6: Effect of refraction on FIR ray geometry
As the refraction angle increases during the shot from 0 to O, the path length of the
chord is lengthened

by the amount
HO 2
Ag = H seco - H _ _.

(3.8)

Note that the increase in path length tends to offset somewhat
shift of the chord position.

the change due to the

The maximum refraction angles are usually less than 0.01

rad (0.6 °) for the range of densities in the discharges studied here.
It must be mentioned
adds to the diffraction

that the blockage of portions of the beam by the port ribs
caused by the finite beam size.

inside edges of the outer slots are particularly

The first detectors

on the

affected by this since in the absence of

diffraction, refraction typically moves their viewing position behind the port ribs. This
is a possible source of inaccuracy

in the measurement.

at fixed points in time do not show any noticeably

Profiles of chord measurements

different behavior in these channels

than the ethers; spline fits easily pass through these points without any inflection.

,oo

_o

3.3.2

Calculation

of Chord Integrals

The region of the cross section with p < I is divided into 50 discrete flux surfaces,
separated by equal spacing of Ap. Along a chord the quantity Ay, a discrete path
length element, is most conveniently evaluated in matrix form given by

l

- p
Ayij

--

0,

,

at the equator

Ay_j <0

The contributions

to the 'llne integrals are then evaluated

by multiplying the vector

of n(p), the density at the center of each ring, by the matrix of Ay's.

In a similar

manner the region of p > 1 is divided into 30 radial zones, extending many times
the scrape-off layer thickness outside of the last closed flux surface. The Ay matrix,
generated from the same equation for the flux surface geometry, multiplies the vector
of the density basis function

values generated

equation for the total contribution
NL,i

--

a(1

__

from equation

The

to a chord from the profile of basis functions is
interior
l__Yij
A

6o)Y_ rn(p=a) + _-_nkJo()_kpj))
j

\

/k

+ a (1 - 60) _] n(o=l)e \
J
The refraction

3.5 for p > 1.

_, ] .zayi
_ ,_terior
i

angle (eq. 3.6) for each chord is also expanded

(3.9)

in terms of the contri-

butions of the basis functions yielding the following expression:

Oi

_

"-- xl

E

E

nc j=l m=l

_m?ZmJ1

(AmPj)

The refraction corrections

A_li_teri°r

pj

E n(0=')e
nc j=l

"_---

-k

/
_,,PJ

are calculated for the given parameters

. (3.10)

at the initial chord

locations. The chord positions and path lengths are then adjusted and the refraction
correction re-calculated

at the new positions.

by iterating the procedure
tained using a non-linear

A self-consistent

just a few times. Fit parameters

correction is obtained

for the chord data are ob-

least squares fitting routine based on the conjugate gradient
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method

[57]. The routine minimizes the quantity

where Ni is the ith measured line integral, NI(xi) is the calculated fit at the position
of the lth chord and ai is the standard
lth chord.

deviation of measurement

for the

The routine converges relatively quickly, but is too slow for the purpose

of fitting data from a large number of time steps.
refraction

uncertainty

corrections

determined

For this reason the geometry and

from the background

fit are used with a separate

linear routine which analyzes the time variation of the profiles.
For a small perturbation
changes in the refraction

of the density profile about this background
correction

profile the

are second order effects and can be neglected.

This is illustrated

with the following argument.

Consider a small perturbation

to the background

density no(r) which results in the profile
n(r)= no(r)+ e_(r)

where _(r) is a continuous

function

(3.12)

and e is taken to be small.

detector viewing along a ray with wavenumber

ko introduced

e_(r)

The phase at the

as the ray traverses the

plasma at position x is given by

¢=

ko [_
-rtc j_ n(r)

rdr
(3.13)

V/r 2 _ X2"

We consider only the portion of the change in the phase of the detector signal due to
the change in the refraction correction

due to e_. This is evaluated

for small changes

_ ----_0 a_

0¢
0¢ dx O0
lim__0
= _ 1_=0- Ox dO Oe

koOAg. 06)
019 i)e"

The first term is the change in phase due to the change of chord position

(3.14)
in the

plasma,

while the second is the change in signal phase due to the change of the path

length.

This is equal to

0¢
0-"_'=° = - [_'-_
(9 (ko
-_ ff

_n(r)rdr
: z2 ]_ Hi)O
_
- k ogq) 06)
c9"---_
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(315)

By integrating

the term in brackets by parts and using the fact that only regions with

finite density contribute

to the refraction

N_-°

N

_

integral one obtains

_

0--_

-

which by Leibnitz rule reduces to

0--__=°=
Inspection

of equation

from the change in the refraction

can be treated

0r _/r2-z2

above vanishes.

for small, continuous

in e through Fermat's

-n--:

"

3.6 reveals that the first term in brackets

(9, so that the expression
is stationary

0e

principle.

as constants

Thus the contribution

variations
correction

in the density

due to refraction

profile.

Contributions

can also be inferred to be second order

Since the refraction

corrections

through the period of modulation,

inversion problem for density perturbations

is simply equal to

and plasma position
the time-dependent

reduces to a linear set of equations,

greatly

simplifying the analysis.

3.4
3o4.1

Analysis
Spline

in the

Time

Domain

Fit

With this approach to the time dependent problem chord data is fit at 1 msec intervals
to a spline under tension.

The routine

utilized

function f given abscissae xi and ordinates

yi, i=l,...,n

_[d2f
over all functions

f with two continuous

of (f(xi)

is

deviation

-- yi)/di

for the spline fit computes

the fit

by minimizing

Ayi_
derivatives such that the sum of the squares

less than a given constant

s. The coefficient di is the standard

error associated with the ith chord signal. It is taken here as the greater of

either the rms noise level of the chord during a period prior to plasma initiation
the uncertainty

in the chord calibration

taken as 1% of the signal amplitude.

s is set equal to zero and a = 0 an ordinary
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cubic spline fit passing

or

When

through

the

data points results.

As s is increased the spline fit is increasingly

of s equal to the number of chords yields the smoothest
passes through

the error bars of the data points.

factor which determines
is emphasized.
fit function

resulting

A value

fit function

The parameter

which

a is the tension

the degree to which the first derivative part of the smoothing

Some degree of smoothing

constrained

smootheu.

to pass through

chord signals, particularly

of the fit function

A

the data points can amplify errors in the

those near the gaps created

smoothing will distort the information

can be desirable.

contained

by the port ribs.

Excessive

in the fit by moving the fit function

further away from the data points.
We must consider how the edge points of the spline fit are handled.

The interfer-

ometer chord with the greatest major radius is just outside the limiter, tangent

to a

minor radius of 16.75 cm from the machine axis. The effective position with plasma is
shifted inward somewhat
Measurements

by refraction,

with the DENSEPACK

and crosses a region of non-negligible

density.

array [54] showed that the poloidally averaged

density scrape-off length behind the limiter radius varies with density from _0.4 to
0.6 cre. The density scrape-off length is, however, highly asymmetric
imum at a poloidal location just above the equator
where it is approximately

on the outside of the machine,

1 cm. The density at the limiter is poloidally

as well, implying that significant asymmetry
the limiter.

and has a max-

asymmetric

exists on closed flux surfaces just inside

For a line averaged density of 2×102°m -3 the density measured

at the

limiter varies between 2×1019m -3 at the outside of the torus to 1.1 × 102°m -3 just
inside either the bottom
to set n,(a)

or top of the vessel [54]. Therefore

= 0 as a boundary

condition.

the spline fit of chord data is obtained
amplitude

it would be incorrect

The outer edge boundary

by adding an extra

condition

for

chord with a constant

equal to 5% that of the chord at +16.75 cm at a reference time and at 1.12

times its normalized

radius.

This point is given a rather small weighting

its di several times larger than that for neighboring

data points.

by making

The factor 1.12 was

chosen to allow the flux surface grid to extend sufficiently beyond the outermost
radius so that the profile could fall off smoothly.

chord

For comparison the poloidal average

of measured density at r = 17.6 cm [54] is typically a few percent of the central value.
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When ali of the inside interferometer
major radius corresponds

chords are usable,

to a position

of-11.75

the chord of minimum

cm inside from the machine axis.

There is a large gap between this chord and the inner plasma boundary,
the effect of refraction

which is pronounced

this large region is attempted.
taken as the inner boundary
the innermost

in this region.

No extrapolation

Instead the chord data at minimum
condition.

increased by
across

minor radius is

For higher density shots typical of this study,

useful chord is at -2.75 cm because the three innermost

chords are lost

due to the effects of Marfes.

3.4.2

Matrix

Using equation
determined

Inversion
3.3 for the flux surface geometry

from the background

profile fit, a grid of 50 flux surfaces is produced

with equal spacings in p so that the normalized
tangent

with the outer boundary

line-integrated

along with the plasma position

radius of the largest flux surface is

location at the plasma equator.

density are generated

corresponding
determined

for the

at two positions between each location where

each adjacent pair of flux surfaces intersect the equator.
region spanning

Equations

This is done for the whole

the width of the spline fit to form a path length matrix DY.

The

positions of the detectors are calculated using the refraction corrections
from the density profile obtained from the background

fit. The resulting

set of matrix equations
N(r) = DY n(p)
is over determined

(3.19)

as the total number of chord positions

where the spline fit is

evaluated is greater than 100 compared to 50 flux surface grid points. This system is
solved using singular value decomposition
system is equivalent

to determining

which, when applied to an over determined

the least-squares

solution to the equations

Once the system is solved using singular value decomposition
quickly computed

for each time step using a back substitution
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[59].

the vectors n(p) are
routine.

3.4.3

Multidimensional

Linear

Regression

The density and density gradient are calculated

Analysis

by averaging groups of four adja-

cent values from the inverted profiles. This averaging process tends to smooth out
errors introduced through the spline fitting process. It results in twelve radial positions, which is considered an optimum value and is similar to the number of chords
available for measurement.
multidimensional

The coefficients V(r), D(r) are determined

linear regression analysis at each radial position for many time slices

during the density perturbation

according to

D(r) i)fi (r,t)

l /o_ (Oh(r',t))

taking ft and OffOr as independent
in Appendix

3.5

variables.

r' dr'

(3.20)

Details of the mathematics

are given

C.

Impact

of Particle

Source

Term

The significance of the particle source term neglected
quantitatively

with calculations

to analyze transport

performed

in tokamak

in eq. 3.20 is now analyzed

with the ONETWO

plasmas.

of electron density, electron temperature
parameters.

by applying

transport

In the analysis mode used here, profiles

and Z_ll are input along with other plasma

Among the large number of parameters

of neutral particle density, temperature

output

by the code are profiles

and the particle source term. The code mod-

els a wide range of atomic physics phenomena

including charge exchange,

recombination

and impact ionization

the calculation

of the neutral density profile. The overall magnitude

mechanisms

using measured

is obtained from DENSEPACK

averaged electron temperature
the assumption

radiative

cross sections in
of the particle

source profile is scaled so as to match the input global particle confinement
estimate of this parameter

code, used

time. An

data [54]. Using poloidally

and density profiles in the scrape-off layer and using

that the scrape-off layer plasma flows at the speed of sound to the

limiter, the total particle source rate for the steady state plasma can be estimated

as

Q

f F dS

47rc_n_A,a.
,19

(3.21)
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Figure 3.7: Profile of particle source term for shot 14079 at 280 msec calculated from
ONETWO.
The global particle confinement

time for the steady state plasma is given by
fn dV
"rr'= f F dS '

The above set of assumptions

(3.22)

for relating scrape-off layer parameters

to the flow rate is

one of two proposed in reference [54]. The other set proposed yields values of the total
flux at the plasma edge factor of 2 higher than equation 3.21. Thus estimates
global particle

confinement

time given from equations

of global particle confinement
on the former assumptions,
of the analysis

at a time during

14079 are presented
is appropriately

in reference [54]. As an example

the steady state portion

in figure 3.7. In the ONETWO

modelled

3.21 and 3.22 yield estimates

times a factor of two larger than the estimates,
presented

of the

the results

of gas modulation

simulation

based

shot

the scrape-off layer

by assigning it a width equal to the poloidal average of

the measured decay length and using a temperature
scrape-off layer values. For the relevant conditions
15 eV. A global particle confinement

representative

of the measured

these are An = 0.4 cm and Te =

time of 3 msec was used. The ion temperature
5O

profile was calculated assuming an ion thermal
value.

Values of the neoclassical

production

rate.

The particle

represented

as an exponential

multiplier

conductivity
are inferred

source term calculated

S = S_e _-

5 times the neoclassical
by matching

in the outer

the neutron
plasma is well

p _<1

_

(3.23)

which decays rapidly from the edge. The fit to the value of _,, here is 1.3 cm. The
parameter

_n decreases with increasing density of the outer plasma.

The Ha detector
equator

on MTX views the plasma through

from the outside of the torus.

including

the localized high radiation

a chord along the plasma

Given the asymmetries

in the edge plasma,

densities of Marfes, this signal could be used

for only a rather crude order of magnitude

estimate of the total particle source term.

Since the signal amplitude

affected by the degree to which a Marfe

can be greatly

overlaps the chord, even the trends in the global energy confinement
determined

from this signal. For the sake of completeness

ticle confinement

times of --_4- 25 msec are obtained

with use of a calibration

obtained

A routine was implemented
nuity equation

estimates

time cannot be
of the global par-

for these modulation

discharges

with a Unisphere B source.

which generated

simulated

data by solving the conti-

with given profiles of D(r), V(r) and with a source function

= so
where G(t) is specified for the simulation.

,, , a(t),

Simulated

results for h(r,t) could be input

directly into the linear regression analysis routine to reproduce

the analytic functions

forms for D(r), V(r) in regions where the source term was insignificant

when no radial

averaging was used. If we assume that the steady state and perturbed

particle source

terms have the same spatial profiles then we can examine the influence of the source
term for various values of the source term decay length obtained
simulation.

from ONETWO

An example is given for a value of (, = 0.8 cm and
V(p)

=

2 p + 6 p'_

(3..24)

D(p)

=

0.04 + 0.04p + 0.4 p2

(3.25)
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Figure 3.8: Comparison

.

.........
0.6
0.8
normalizedradius

of results of analysis neglecting

, ,
1.0

,

.

_

1.2

source terms with analytic

results
which are representative

values for the high-density

density profiles calculated
which the particle

shots considered.

with this routine were analyzed

source term is absent.

directly

Results are compared

Perturbed

via eq. 3.20, in

with the analytic

forms for D, V in fig. 3.8. The neglected source term is not negligible for r/a > 0.8 as
expected.
the particle

Since the integral

equation

3.20 has an inner boundary

condition

at r=0,

source term, which is negligible except at the very edge of the plasma,

has a negligible impact

upon the results for r/a < 0.8 and can be ignored there. This

same result is in fact obtained

for ali of the values of _, obtained

for shots in this

study. Since the profile of the particle source term could not be measured directly and
because particle transport

in the edge plasma is asymmetric,

only particle

transport

coefficients derived for the region r/a < 0.8 will be considered.
The time varying

density

converted into equivalent

profiles calculated

line-integrated

with the simulation

routine

were

signals at the positions of the MTX chords.

The analysis routine described earlier was applied to these signals yielding the results
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Figure 3.9: Comparison
positions

,
.
0.2

,

,

,
0.4

.

,
0.6

.

of results of analysis with data generated

,

,
0.8

at MTX chord

with analytic forms

which are compared

with the

analytic

forms for D, V in fig. 3.9. The majority

error in the result is due to uncertainties
are modest,

-,_10% for D and _20%

Since the absolute magnitude
uncertainties

introduced

of

from the spline fit. The errors

for V, in the outer portions

of the plasma.

of the errors is similar across the profile the fractional

of the smallest coefficient values, at small r, are the largest.

The same

exercise was performed for 15 evenly spaced chords spanning the same range of major
radii as the MTX chords.
results can be obtained

The results,

shown in fig 3.10, show that more accurate

when the chords are evenly spaced.

ribs made it impossible to space the interferometer
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As noted earlier the port

chords evenly on MTX.
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,
0.4

,

,

with data

,

,
0.6

generated

....
0.8

at evenly

spaced

3.6

Effect

of Filtering

and Influence

of Spline

Fit

Parameters
The application

of the composite 60 Hz/ll0

signal will tend to cause some distortion

Hz band stop, 90 Hz low pass filter to the

to the gas modulation

data, but is essential

because of the presence of periodic noise at 60 Hz and other discrete
The uncertainties
as uncertainties

frequencies.

in the results of the analysis are due to a number of factors such
resulting

the port ribs, calibration

from the spline fit, particularly

with the gaps caused by

errors, noise in the chord signals and uncertainties

in the

position and geometry of the plasma.
When the analysis

routine is applied

sults are usually obtained

without

to simulated

data, the most accurate

filtering and with s=0 in the spline routine

that the fit passes through the data points with no smoothing.
results are obtained
be distinguished
constrains

flux is sizable ali across the plasma column. This

in the manner

discussed

in section 2.3.

are chosen so that the accuracy of the results obtained

V(r), which are on the average more accurate,
of some smoothing

When these parameters

smoother

profiles of D(r),

can often be obtained

through

upon the choice of the spline fit

a in eq. 3.11 over the range 0< a <1. The value of sigma is set to 1 for

all of the analysis presented
When significant
to the simulated

here.

smoothing

is employed,

the application

data does not cause a substantial

D(r), V(r). In some cases, when smoothing

of the low pass filter

increase in the overall errors in

is used in the spline fitting routine,

accurate values are obtained for V(r), D(r) derived from filtered simulated
for unfiltered

the

into the spline fit (0 < s < 15). The values of the

coefficients show essentially no dependence

parameters

G(t) used

are reduced or when system-

atic errors, such as in the plasma position, are introduced

transport

Of course, accurate

the choices of V(r), D(r) and the time scale of the perturbation

introduction

so

only when the convective and diffusive portions of the flux can

and the perturbed

in the simulation

re-

more

data than

data.

The effect of the lowpass filtering was assesed on a simulated
55

signal generated
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Figt_re 3.11: The function G(t) used in numerical

simulation

in the time domain.

with this routine u_ing the parameters
V(p)

=

2 p -t- 6 p2

(3.26)

D(p)

=

.04 + .04p + .8p2

(3.27)

S = Soe_ _-_29__
G(t),
The function u_cd for G(t) is illustrated
central

= 0.8 cm
in fig. 3.11. The signal calculated

chord was processed with the bandstop/lowpass

the unfiltered

(3.28)
for the

filter and is compared

with

signal which is shown as a solid curve in fig 3.12. Besides the character-

istic time delay, the filtering causes some noticeable distortion

to the signal waveform.

Despite this the overall errors in the coefficients D(r), V(r) obtained
ysis of the filtered, simulated

from the anal-

data with s=0, shown in fig. 3.13, are not significantly

worse than for the case without filtering shown in fig. 3.9. The bulk of the transport
information
substantially

in the signal is carried by th_ low frequency components
distorted

by the filter.

efficients the 60 Hz bandstop/90

which were not

For much, much larger values of transport

Hz lowpass filter could become a dominant

co-

source

of error. As we shall see, however, the coefficient profiles used in the last simulation
ha"e magnitudes

which are representative

The coefficient profiles obtained

of the values determined

for MTX plasmas.

from the analysis of MTX data show no systematic

trend as the low pass filter frequency is increased to much larger values, other than to
56
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0.6

with filtering

of simulated

0.8

data.

become more bumpy, due to the increased noise content of the signal. Thus compared
with other errors, such as those introduced

through

the spline fit, the distortion

the density modulation

transient

filter is an unimportant

source of error. The principal limitations

the results obtained

signal from the application

are made_ and particularly

systematic

errors associated

3.7

Spectral

analyzed.

on the accuracy of

Analysis

Usually the fundamental

at which mea-

the gaps caused by the port ribs, as well as

with uncertainties

When periodic gas modulation
priate.

of the bandstop/lowpass

stem from the finite number of chord positions

surements

of

in plasma position and geometry.

Methods

is used a spectral method of analysis is most appromodulation

frequency component

of the signal is

Complex coemcients for the density are used in the spectral form of the

continuity equation.

Two such approaches are outlined in Appendix F. These resem-

ble in several respects the approach outlined for the time domain in this chapter.

3.8

Summary

of Analysis

The steps in the data analysis procedure

Procedure
can be summarized

as

• 1. remove fringe shifts
• 2. apply bandstop/lowpass
• 3. determine

background

filter
fit at reference time

• 4. Apply spectral or time domain analysis.
Results from several shots are summed.

These algorithms

written in IDL 2 specifically for this application.
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are implemented

in a code

Chapter

4

Experimental
Gas modulation

Results

experiments

were conducted

at a variety of line-averaged

and plasma currents, ali at a toroidal field of 6.25 T. Triangular
in fig 4.1 each consist of a shot, repeated
modulation
Square

occurs in which background

data points represent

data points shown

8-10 times, where a single puff density

plasma parameters

shots with periodic density

the same criterion for the background

densities

conditions.

are held nearly constant.
modulations

which meet

These were repeated

a total of six

times or less. Data from these discharges is discussed and analyzed in the following
sections.
The potential

impact of certain experimentally

surement must be addressed.
discussed
parameters.

in the previous

on the mea-

It is shown in sec. 4.1 that the basis function fit routine

chapter

Edge asymmetries

observed phenomena

can fit the chord data well with realistic

represent

ysis. Data from the DENSEPACK

a potential

source of difficulty for the anal-

array and the MTX interferometer,

discussed in

sec. 4.2, form very strong evidence that little change occurs in the asymmetric
density during gas modulation
the asymmetries

in the high-density

input

discharges,

edge

so that the impact of

on the results of the analysis is minimal.

The behavior of the electron density, temperature
profiles and global energy confinement

and particle transport

time as the density limit is approached

covered in sec. 4.3. Some differences were seen in density limit behavior
values of plasma current,

coefficient

as discussed iii the following section.
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are

at different
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densities and currents at which gas modulation

data was

taken.
Results not directly related to the density limit are also given in this chapter.
comparison

of the ratios of aV/D to a/L.

expected from an equilibrium

from sawtooth

in sec. 4.5 reveals values similar to those

balance in the plasma core. The effect of off diagonal

terms and coefficient dependences
Particle transport

on plasma parameters

is found to be significant.

coefficients are also compared with values of XHP determined

propagation.

A

The existence

of anomalous

inward particle

earlier

convection

in MTX is demonstrated.
Discharges

with periodic gas modulation

are compared

with those from analysis in the time domain in sec. 4.8. The validity

of the model for the particle

flux used in the analysis is considered.

that the model is a statistically
temperature

are analyzed in sec. 4.7 and the results

perturbations

these measured

description

of the data.

The effect of

is contained in the convection velocity V. Uncertainties

particle transport

We begin by examining

meaningful

It is shown

coefficients are estimated.

a typical fit to the density profile at a reference time.
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Figure 4.2: Weak sawteeth on central polychrometer

4.1

Density

0.26

channel, shot 14079.

Profiles

All of the shots represented

in fig 4.1 were sawtoothing

shots at 210 and 285 kA the sawtooth amplitude

discharges.

For the high q

on the central polychrometer

chan-

nel is fairly weak, as shown in fig. 4.2 for shot 14079 with qa = 4.8. The background
density profile fit for shot 14108 (_e =1.8x102°ra-a,

Ip = 285 kA) is shown in fig 4.3.

The density profile is flat near the center, as is often the case for these sawtoothing
discharges.

Recall that the data has been lowpass filtered at 90 Hz so that this fit

profile is averaged over the sawtooth period.

The density at p=l,

surface, is higher than that at the outside limiter.

the last closed flux

The separation

between the two

at the outside of the tokamak is due to the slight inward offset of the plasma.
offset parameter
is compared
ometer

determined

by the fit routine is 6o = -.063 equal to 1.0 cm. This

to results determined

from a routine which uses polarimeter,

and other data to fit the equilibrium

equations

The

geometry

using the MHD equilibrium

[55]. In that code the plasma position is determined
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interfer-

essentially from po-
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density profile and fit to chord data for shot 14108.
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larimeter data.

The offset it determined

the fit to the interferometer
determined
was reported

data. This small discrepancy

from polarimeter
previously

poloidal asymmetries

for shot 14108 is 4 mm different than from

and interferometer

in a separate

between the plasma offsets

data is present on many shots and

analysis by Rice [55]. It may be due to the

in the scrape-off layer (sol) density, uncertainties

lation of A(r) stemming

from the inhomogeneous

in the calcu-

vertical field and uncertainties

in

the radial profile of Ti.
The Shafronov

shift determined

plasma parameters
experiments.

by this code exhibits

very little sensitivity

over the range of currents and densities covered in the modulation

Profiles of A(r) calculated

base having rather

different

by the code for a number of shots in the data

line-averaged

densities

and different

values of current

were well fit by A(p) = co(1 - pa) with eo "" -.08 and a =2.75.
eo=-.0825, cr =2.75, obtained
of the gas modulation

4.2

to

Edge

for a particular

values of

shot, were used for the analysis of all

shot data.

Asymmetries

Profile

Constant

and

Measured

Density

Evolution

A local increase in the density scrape-off length can occur at the poloidal location of
the Marfe, accompanied

by a decrease at other poloidal locations.

LaBombard

noted that the Marfes were detected, however, as relatively small perturbations
already asymmetric

scrape-off layer density.

from probe measurements

of particle transport

measurements

and FIR interferometer

only on the inner chords.

interferometer

The three innermost

from the analysis of Marfeing shots. There was no indication
chords during modulation,

there is only a rather slight increase in normalized
63

were present

chords were excluded
of a Marfe on the other

nor on the visible bremsstrahlung

in the same region. As noted on page 40, DENSEPACK

[54].

coefficients here, indication

of Marfe activity on the visible bremsstrahlung

12 interferometer

to the

Tile location of the Marfes determined

coincides with that from spectroscopic

In the shots used for determinations

[54]

measurements

chords

indicate

that

poloidal edge density asymme-

0.02
0.00
-10

0

10

20

chord radius (cm)
Figure 4.4: Change in FIR chord signals following a gas puff for _

= 3.3 x 102°rn-3,

Ip = 285 kA.
tries at high core density values [54]. The angular positions
remain the same for any value of _/Ip.
of the density extrema
contribute

The normalized

of the density extrema

magnitudes

are insensitive to the presence of Marfes.

to the modulation

and positions

Edge asymmetries

signal only to the extent the plasma density at the edge

changes during modulation.
The change in FIR chord signals following a single gas puff is shown at various
increasing time intervals in fig. 4.4. The two outermost
ation following the gas puff.
gas modulation

shots.

This behavior

is observed

chords show very little varion ali of the high-density

With the effect of plasma refraction

last chord intersects the plasma equator

included,

the second to

at a position just inside the last closed flux

surface. The behavior of these two outermost

chords indicates that the change in the

plasma density outside the last closed flux surface is quite small compared to changes
occurring in the bulk plasma during modulation.

Concurrently,

reveals no indication

in the change in the chord signals

of significant

asymmetries
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inspection of fig. 4.4

Figure

4.5: Evolution

of density

profile

vs. flux surface

radius

and time during

a gas

puff.

following

the puff.

the density
here, at _
(_

The change

wave propagates

in the signals
toward

The evolution

In figure

for background
little

change

around
outer
plasma.

density

of the density

by "inverting"

chapter.

the center

more peaked

of the plasma.

= 3.3 x 102°m -3, Ip = 285 kA, is at the Greenwald

= _J) and was the highest

domain

becomes

chord

4.5 a surface

plasma
outside

data

at 1 msec

intervals

plot of the evolution

conditions

of _

of the last closed

=

2.2,

This

of the plasma,
is characteristic

density

through

flux surface

threshold

was obtained.

analysis

in the time

in the previous

of the density

during

Once

profile

is given

again

we see

the puff, which occurs

at

rises rapidly

in the

but evolves on a slower time scale near the center

of the

of the evolution
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The density

as

examined

limit

data

as described

lp = 285 kA.

10 msec into the 50 msec shown in the plot.
regions

The shot

at which useful modulation

profile fie(p, t) is obtained

at the center

of the density

perturbation

observed

0 msec
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of the density profile at several times steps following the gas

puff, _, = 1.8, Ip = 285 kA.
in high-density

MTX plasmas.

Profiles at several times are superimposed

in fig. 4.6.

The length of the time period used for linear regression analysis is another
tant _onsideration.
of the transient

This is chosen so as to encompass

the most significant

induced by the gas puff, during which the perturbed

The time window illustrated

imporportion

flux is largest.

in fig. 4.5 is typical of that used for the analysis.

regression is applied to data starting

The

at ,-,10 msec before the gas puff and continues

for a total length of 50-70 msec. Beyond this the noise in the signals becomes more
prominent

than the perturbed

flux which continues to diminish as the transient

out. If the time window for regression analysis is extended
direction the additional

time segments contribute

dies

for 10's of msec in either

mostly noise to the record and the

overall signal to noise ratio for the record decreases.

The profiles of transport

coeffi-

cients show little change in their overall shape for such variations in the length of the
record analyzed.
is small compared

If the amplitude

of the noise contained

to tile flux from the modulation
66

in the additional

transient,

segment

the coefficient values

show virtually

no change due to the addition

added segment is substantial

of the segment.

the resulting profiles of transport

If the noise in the
coefficients will tend

..

to become more bumpy while retaining the same overall appearance.

When the time

span of the analysis is made too long, the overall change in the plasma parameters
.,

can become too great and the linearized analysis is no longer applicable.
span of the record used for analysis is optimized
plasma parameters

during the transient,

The time

to cover most of the variation of the

while maximizing

the overall signal-to-noise

ratio.

4.3

Trends

Observed

as

Density

Limit

is

Ap-

proached
Six gas modulation

data points, consisting of 8-10 shots each, were collected at Ip=285

kA with average reference line densities of _,20 = 1.8, 2.2, 2.6, 2.9, 3.3, 3.6 at the start
of the gas puff. The highest line-averaged
shot just before rampdown

density obtained

at this current, late in the

of the OH2 coil was initiated,

was 4.0 × 102°m -3. This

is a full 20% above the limit scaling of Greenwald, who pointed
an approximate
were reported

out that it was only

scaling law. Gas fuelled plasmas with values of _/xJ
for Alcator

C [16]. The line-averaged

of up to 1.2

central densities were increased

by 8-12% by the gas puff for these shots. Densities at which data points were taken
were closely spaced.
No substantial

MHD activity

was observed on any of the gas modulation

during the quasi steady state portion of the discharge.
highest densities at 285 kA, 6.5 T are predicted
threshold

[81]. In deuterium

of MHD activity reported
with a standard

shots

This is so even though

the

to be in the vicinity of the Granetz

discharges the Granetz threshold
for Alcator C operations

densities for the onset

at MIT had substantial

scatter,

deviation of -t-20% [81]. On MTX study of data from a large number

of shots indicates that the scatter
plasma current and density

in the amplitude

of MHD activity

[82] in the vicinity of the Granetz

in the vicinity of the Granetz threshold,

increases with

threshold.

But even

the majority of those plasmas exhibit rather
67
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0.2

4.7" Density

profiles

0.4
0.6
normalized radius
obtained

0.8

from basis function

1.0

fits to 285 kA data

at 280

msec.
small amplitude

MHD activity

The background

density

of the 285 kA density
surface

radius

have similar
there

normalized
shapes

appears

in density

across

profiles,

the range

interferometer

data

and outside
shows little

of the last closed flux surface,

in fig. 4.7 as a function
To first order

in this

limit

data

region of the plasma.

of the last closed

inversion

flux surface

in the density

or density.

fits for the plasmas

As the density

using the matrix

change

current

flux surface.

in the edge density

from the same data

inside

are shown

of the scan.

in the central

upon

from basis function

to the last closed

is more prominent

the regions

dependence

obtained

at 260 msec,

to be less increase

files determined

outside

scan

with little

set.

the profiles

is approached
The increase

Fig. 4.8 shows proroutine,

which treats

in the same

in the outer

as the line-averaged

of flux

density

plasma,

way.

The

especially

is increased

toward

the limit.
For gas fuelled
when the parameter

Alcator
_/J

C plasmas
reached

it was reported

that

Marfes

0.55 :t: .05 [63]. For the plasma

68

began
current

to appear
of 285 kA,

this corresponds
The bolometer

to a line-averaged
array

density

could not be installed

for lack of a sufficient

number

breakup

interferometer

of the inner

to the innermost
a Marfe

visible

is quite

cm relative

shot

14038 shown

rampdown.
consistent
For

Marfes

line-averaged
probe

boundary

chords

chord

axis major

Marfe

activity

are clearly

present

reported

plasma

density

is strongly

could

be detected

dominant

from

visible

bremstrahllung

chord,

at r =

from 147 msec to 240 msec for

is not apparent
after

on the 285 kA shots

the OH coil has begun

69

at

its final

at higher

density,

(_/J

< 0.55)

C group.

the

Marfe

scrape-off

dependent

contribution
radiation

on all of the 285 kA shots

in the

through

For example,

radius,

below

run

signal.

by the Alcator

densities

measurements

Marfes

the gas modulation

as well as their

very late in the shot,

with the scaling

DENSEPACK
averaged

in fig 4.9.
until

ports.

on the innermost

to the machine

_,.20 = 1.8 except

on MTX during

of available

bremstrahllung

conspicuous

-12.6

of _,20 = 1.8 =E.16 for the Marfe threshold.

upon

threshold

layer

indicate

the parameter

the
_,/J

poloidally
[54]. The
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,
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0.20
time (sec)
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7O

|

|

i

i

,

0.30

at r=-12.6

,

i

J

|

,

,

|

,

,

_r_

0.40

cm for shot

14038 with

n,,2o

Bessel fit (cm)

polarimeter

mag. axis (cm)

magnetics

(cm)

1.8

0

0

0

2.2

+0.22

+0.1

+0.2

2.6

+0.29

+0.25

+0.25

2.9

+0.25

+0.3

+0.3

3.3

+0.06

+0.05

+0.0

Table 4.1" Plasma Position Relative to Value for n_ao = 1.8
data could be well fit by a function of the form
=
with a = 44-1 and _/Ip

(4.1)

in units of 1012/cm 3-

kA. In the region where Marfes are

present (_e/_ > 0.55) the boundary density no longer shows a clear dependence
the parameter

_,/J.

In this regime the poloidal average of the boundary

upon

density is

relatively insensitive to the central _, but is sensitive to Ip, decreasing with increasing
plasma current
profiles obtained

[54]. This is consistent

with the trend in the background

for the shots from the density scan at the fixed current

shown in fig. 4.8. On ali of the shots where Marfes are present
density profiles are similar, particularly
is also consistent

with the observation

outside

data is compared

measurements.

with the relative

The Bessel function
change in position of

measured

with magnetic

feedback

loops.

in Table 4.1 at the time of the gas puff. lt is clear that through

the 285 kA density scan the horizontal plasma position is nearly constant.
from the Bessel function background
polarimeter

This

from the "zero crossing" location from the polarimeter

signals as well as the change in position
These are reported

of the last closed flux surface.

relative to the average values for n_,20

from three independent

the magnetic axis determined

(_, >2.2) the edge

shots while the current is held constant.

The changes in average plasma position

fit to the interferometer

of 285 kA,

that the scrape-off layer density changes very

little during the gas puff oil the high-density

= 1.8 were determined

density

The offset

fit changes in a manner similar to that from the

and the magnetic coils. The relative
71

horizontal

positions typically

agree

to within a fraction of a millimeter.

4.3.1

Electron

Temperature

Profile

Measurement

A scanning Michelson Interferometer measures the spectrum of x-mode microwave
radiation at the outside of the tokamak equator over the range from 100 to 730 Ghz
every 15 msec.
propagating

The optical depth for single pass absorption

of x-mode radiation

normal to the magnetic field was given by Engelmann

for a plasma with a Maxwellian
T

IIs=_

velocity distribution

'
"lr_pe

n 2n-2

- 2 _c(n-

[kTe("_)_

1)!

2rn_c2

Here n is the harmonic number of the radiation,

and Curatolo

[60]

as
n-i

Bo(S)

(4.2)

I(dB-_
k d., ]-_1
I"

s is the angle between the ray and

field line and r = f ads.
A theoretical

expression for the x-mode radiation intensity derived considering the

effect of multiple reflections from the tokamak, wall is [61]
1

--

C -'r

I,= Ib I - ,_e-"

(4.3)

where IB = w2kT_/8rac2 isthe blackbody radiation
intensity
and . isthe reflection
coefficient
ofthetokamak wall.Accordingtothisformulatheplasmaisoptically
thick
if_">> 1-_.For stainless
steell-__<i0-2 forthefrequencies
inthe rangeofinterest
forMTX. At the centerofthe plasma_"_>5forthe secondharmonic.The plasma is
definitely
optically
thickthere.Considerconditions
nearr/a = 0.8where,forthese
shots,
we takeas an example T_ = 60 eV, _ - 2 x 102°rn-3 Here T = 0.44>2>l -so thatthroughthe effect
of multiplereflections
from the wallswe can expectthe
x-mode radiation
intensity
atthefrequencycorresponding
tothisregiontoapproach
the blackbody value.At r/a ._0.67where T_ _200 eV, the optical
depth forthe
same electron
densityis_'=1.5.The ece Michelsonmicrowaveopticsarelocatedon
a limiter
port,so thatthediagnostic
viewcannotfocusback upon itself,
but instead
viewsrayswhichpassthroughtheplasmaat]east
several
times.These may originate
from regionshavingthe same toroidal
field
strength,
but offofthe plasma equator,
corresponding

to colder plasma.
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In fig. 4.16 black body temperature
x-mode radiation
modulation
r/a=0.8

profiles are derived from second harmonic

emission from 285 kA shots at 280 msec, the middle of the density

transient.

As the plasma density and temperature

drop rapidly outside of

the plasma emission no longer behaves as optically thick and the temperature

becomes unreliable.

Inside this region the values of T, should approach

actual plasma electron temperature.

closely the

The five T, profiles have similar widths as would

be expected for shots having the same q_ on Alcator C. The profiles for _,20 = 1.8,
2.2, 2.6 and 2.9 are from shots belonging
analysis.

Temperature

point are essentially
body temperatures

transport

profiles measured for other shots grouped with the same data
identical

measured

to the level of a few percent
magnitude

to the group used for particle

of the measurement

at this same time. The relative accuracy of the black
with the Michelson interferometer

should be accurate

from shot to shot [62]. The accuracy
is considerably

of the absolute

less. In the study of the variations

of

these profiles from shot to shot we are primarily concerned with the relative accuracy,
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which is quite good.
Because the Michelson interferometer

was not available on the day the gas mod-

ulation data at _,,20 = 3.3 and 3.6 was taken, an effort was made to reproduce
discharge conditions

of the _,,20 = 3.3 data.

The temperature

the

profile for the _,,20 =

3.3 data is from shot 14016 and was taken on the same day as for the rest of the the
profiles in fig. 4.10. The plasma current for this shot was just 6.6% higher than the
average value of the _,,20 = 3.3 data group at the start of the gas puff. The density at
that time was within 1.5 standard
of shots.

deviations of the average value in that same group

Also the time history of the evolution of _, in this shot prior to the puff

is very close to that of the _,,20 = 3.3 group.
on similar shots are generally quite reproducible

On Alcator C plasma characteristics
from day to day. The data used for

the _,,20 = 3.3 profile is from the same density scan on the same day as for the other
profiles. The principal difference was the higher density.
towards lower electron temperatures

4.3.2
Perturbed

Variation
particle

of Particle

transport

using the multidimensional

There is an obvious trend

as the density is increased.

Transport

Coefficients

coefficients were obtained
linear regression

analysis

for the 285 kA data points
routine

outlined

in sec. 3.4.

Profiles of D(p) and V(p) are shown in fig. 4.11. A dramatic increase in the transport
coefficients is seen in the outer portion of the profiles at n_,20=3.3, where the density
is at the limit value predicted
V is most pronounced

by the Greenwald scaling. The increase in both D and

at the outer edge of the region analyzed,

but is apparent

over

a region which extends well into the plasma core. Near the center of the plasma, the
coefficient values are not increased over the values at lower densities.
The increase in the perturbed
behavior.

Although

somewhat

more pronounced.

flux generated

transport

coefficients is consistent with density limit

both V and D increase together,

the increase in D appears to be

As D increases relative to V, the increase in outward

by a small increase in the local density gradient

becomes relatively

larger than the increase in inward flux due to a small increase in density.
density gradient
_

cannot increase as fast as the local density
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The local

so the density profile
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I

0.6

,

,

,

I

,

0.8

from 285 EA shots

with

ne,20 =

saturates.
The behavior
qualitatively

of the perturbed

consistent

transport

coefficients

near the density

with results of the pellet fuelling experiments

increase in the transport

coefficients occurs rapidly

limit is

at MIT. The

in the vicinity of the density

limit. The region where a large increase occurs in the coefficients occurs extends well
into the core of the plasma.

Recall that in the pellet experiments

time decreased dramatically

near the density limit.

symptomatic

of a deterioration

the density decay

This decrease

of particle confinement

decay time was

in the plasma core.

The profiles of D(r) for the three other plasmas well within the saturated
confinement

ohmic

regime (_,20 = 2.2, 2.6, 2.9) are very similar. The plasma with _,20 =

1.8 is just below the range of densities associated with saturated

ohmic confinement

in

Alcator C. Data from the shots at _,20 -- 3.6 on MTX could not be used to determine
transport

coefficients because of the breakup of many of the FIR chords and the large

amount of noise present.
A plot of global energy confinement

times determined

from the diamagnetic

for the 285 kA shots is given in fig. 4.12. Values of global energy confinement
also estimated

from ONETWO

simulation

which uses electron

density profile and other data. Ion temperature
neoclassical

thermal

conductivity

match the neutron production

multiplied

by a constant

time are

temperature

profiles are calculated
determined

rate. The ion neoclassical multipliers

loop

profile,

assuming

ion

in order to

were determined

as functions of line averaged density and toroidal field strength at MIT. For these gas
modulation

and other shots listed in table 4.2 the global energy confinement

from the DML and ONETWO

times

agree to within 10%, and often agree to within a few

percent.
The global energy confinement
ohmic confinement

regime.

time is nearly independent

This same behavior

is observed

over most of this regime. A most significant observation
deterioration

of _. in the saturated
in the profile of D(r)

is that there is no significant

of the global energy confinement time near the density limit, even though

the particle transport

coefficients increase rapidly there. This may strike the reader as

unusual since at densities well below the density limit D and 1/TE have been reported
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Figure 4.12: Global energy confinement

3

4

times measured by the diamagnetic

shot number

time

13774

300 msec

9500 J

8930 J

13256

310 msec

11550 J

11.200 J

13495

260 msec

7500 J

7900 J

13522

280 msec

11450 J

11100 J

13524

240 msec

5800 J

5450 J

14036

315 msec

13200 J

12200 J

13938

240 msec

14000 J

13950 J

13257

280 msec

11450 J

11050 J

14095

240 msec

10650 J

9980 J

13550

320 msec

8700 J

8300 J

Table 4.2: Global Energy Confinement

DML energy

ONETWO

Times determined
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loop.

energy

From DML and ONETWO

to behave in a similar manner.
Gentle [80] used gas modulation
DEX to determine
the discharges.

data from the four interferometer

chords on AS-

averaged values of D and V for the center and outer portions of

The values of D in the outer portion

of the discharges

was found

to correlate

with the inverse of global energy confinement

confinement

regime D, decreased in the outer plasma while r, increased with increas-

ing density.

At higher densities,

global energy confinement
with line-averaged

available on TEXT

constant

ohmic confinement

regime, both

and D in the outer plasma showed very little variation

density. A similar trend was observed in TEXT.

In an earlier study

parameterized

in the saturated

time. In the ohmic linear

[23] gas modulation

data from the 6 interferometer

at the time was fit assuming

profiles of transport

chords

coefficients

each by a single value. The diffusion coefficient D was taken as spatially

and V was given by V(r) = Vo" r/a, with Vo the single adjustable

constant.

Because of the limited number of FIR chords available then it was not possible to
obtain

detailed

radial profiles of the transport

single parameter
exception

transport

coemcients

coefficients.

The model with these

was able to fit most TEXT data weil. The

was shots near the density limit. Data from these shots was often not well

fit by single values for D and V. Although
the transport

an analysis with a more general form for

coefficient was not undertaken,

with simulation

comparison

of the experimental

data

for various values of D and V showed that the central core of the

plasma was characterized

by a smaller value of D with V --_0 (or neoclassical)

The outer region was characterized
the ratio required for the equilibrium

[23].

by higher values of D and V which maintained
profile. These were larger than values in shots

at similar densities with different currents which were not near the density limit.

4.4

Density

Limit

at Higher

q

At a higher value of q_ (= 5.7), Ip = 220 kA a much larger Do signal was obtained
at densities approaching
tokamak equator,

the limit values.

was often saturated

The D_ detector,

which views along the

during shots at n_,20 = 1.8, 2.0 at this current.
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As occurred at the higher current (285 kA / the plasma density responded
puff as the density limit was approached.

The saturated

less to a gas

D_ signal implied greatly in-

creased recycling and an associated decrease in the global particle confinement
Under these conditions,

dominated

plasma density beyond _
further

by recycling, it became difficult to increase the

= 2.0 x 102°m -3. The gas puff amplitude

but with little apparent

time.

was increased

increase in the size of the density modulation.

tually FIR chord signals became increasingly

Even-

noisy and began to break up. A density

limit was reached at _,,20 = 2.05 for Iv = 220 kA, less than the value given by the
Greenwald scaling.
The 60 Hz noise became quite prominent
an amplitude

comparable

due to the gas puff.
render insignificant

than that from the density modulation

For these shots, even with filtering,

the contamination

of these shots depended
due to the prominence

in these shots at _,20 = 1.8, 2.0, having

it became

impossible

to

of the data. Results obtained from the analysis

sensitively upon the length of the time segment analyzed,
of the 60 Hz component.

Thus data from shots at _,20 = 1.8,

2.0, I v = 220 kA could not be used to obtain transport

4.5

of the bulk plasma

Relations

Between

coefficients.

Transport

Coefficients

The general rise in coefficient values toward the outside of the plasma is a universal
feature

of all gas modulation

values of (aV/D)

results from MTX. Fig. 4.13 shows the ratio of the

versus the inverse of the density gradient

to minor radius for 0.4 _< r/a < 0.8 for gas modulation

scale length normalized

data a*. 285 kA. Values fall

in the range 1/4 to 1 times the value of a/L_ expected for the balance of equilibrium
transport

coefficients obtained

from eq. 2.2 in the absence of a source. This inequality

implies that the terms stemming from the dependences
on local parameters,

including off diagonal

play a significant role in determining
The perturbed
experiments

terms, given in equations

the values of perturbed

electron diffusion coefficients

are frequently

compared

of the transport

obtained

2.14 and 2.15

coefficients.
from density

with values of electron thermal
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coefficients

modulation

diffusivity ob-

tained from heat pulse propagation
the values of De obtained
Values of x/D
obtained

measurements.

with gas modulation

,,_1 were reported

from gas modulation

on TFTR

experiments.

On TEXT values of Xe -_2-4 times

experiments

diffusivity as xe/D_10

[23].

[24], where these values of D were also
Values of D were obtained

elling of the density decay following pellet injection
the electron thermal

have been reported

from mod-

on JET. These compared

with

[76].

The shape of the profile of D for MTX plasma with _e = 0.9, Ip = 220 kA in
fig. 4.19 bears resemblance
sawtooth

to _,rofiles of Xe determined

heat pulse propagation

previously from analysis of

of Alcator C by Gomez [77]. The value of D at r/a

= 0.7 is ,,_3 times as great as the value at r/a=0.3.

Profiles of X, most often given

by Gomez are the best fit of a parabolic

form of xe(r) to the data.

ratio of x_(r/a=0.7)

to x_(r/a=0.3)

functional

fits are typically

of order 3 as

weil. Values of Xe at three locations (r/a = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7) are reported

by Gomez as

a function of line-averaged

for the parabolic

The

density. For most of the densities in the 285 kA scan the

ratios of the local values xe/D fall in the range 2-5. The exception

SO

occurs near the

density limit, where D is increased.
At low densities Alcator
global energy confinement
to _

C plasmas generally exhibit

time, rE = 0.192_14R2"°4a TM.

_ 2.0 x 102°m -3 the energy confinement

plasmas.

In the saturated

ohmic confinement

shows little dependence
no saturation
density,

on line-averaged

in Xr in this regime.

time is due to anomalous

thermal

in Alcator

C saturates

in gas-fuelled

regime global energy confinement

density with gas fuelling.

The saturation
conduction

time

Gomez reports

to decrease with increasing

of global energy confinement

losses in the ion channel [78]. When

pellets are used to produce peaked density profiles, improvement
confinement

scaling of the

As the line density is raised

Rather it continues

scaling roughly as ,-_ 1/_.

Neo-Alcator

time results as the ion thermal conductivity

in the global energy

decreases to approximately

the neoclassical value [78].

4.6

Anomalous

Inward

Convection

The profile of the inward convection velocity is shown for _, = 2.2 x 102°m -3, Iv=285
kA in fig. 4.14 and compared
pinch [79]. The perturbed

0___O.D
On < Vn >.

It has been argued

flux was calculated
estimate

Functional

to the perturbed

inward pinch obtained

with ONETWO

of the global particle

dependences

Ware

large, particularly

convection coefficient through terms such as

experiments

large

[24]. The steady state particle

for the above plasma using a conservatively

confinement

and calculated

in

of D on plasma parameters

that this is the cause of the anomalously

in perturbation

the sum of the perturbed

values of the neoclassical

inward convection is anomalously

the outer region of the plasma.
cause it to contribute

with the calculated

large

time of 3 msec. During the modulation

steady state fluxes is inward for a time for

r/a < 0.8. Since the density gradient is radially inward, the diffusive component
the flux is outward

at any instant.

Thus a net inward particle flux observed in the

ohmic MTX plasma must be due to an anomalous
that fractionally

of

inward convection process.

We see

small changes in fi and _7h are capable of causing the particle flux

to change sign in the interior of MTX plasmas.
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Anomalous

inward convection

was
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perturbed

convection

found

on ASDEX

as well [80]. In the outer

large,

much larger

than

4.7
Shot
-.,.-'

, _-"'-'-_Et-,- ,--

MTX.

Results
13301

neoclassical,

with

The background

corresponding

15 Hz fundamental

center

chord

routine

are shown

profiles
described

the time

evolution

at which

density

in fig 4.16.

is due to the plasma
in the previous

of _,20 = 1.4.
of the chord

as diamonds

offset

chapter

damped

plasma

it is always

in the interior.

modulation
density

is useful

The amplitudes

signals

relative

and phases

to that

Much of the apparent

and the Shafronov

shift.

The

of the modulation

is obtained

as it propagates
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inward.

shown
This

for the

asymmetr:"

h,(p,w)

component,

on

of 2.0× 10_°m -3

is used to determine

of the 15 Hz component

in fig. 4.17, is largely

periodic

fit in fig 4.15 shows a central

component

Ware pinch.

Modulation

7ze(p,L)[]SHz = fie(p, oo)eiwt. Even this fundamental
steps

versus

but it is more variable

density

to a line averaged

of the

in these

density

velocity

half of the ASDEX

Periodic

is near the highest

_, - "7- - t3-_c_r__=
.-,m
0.6
0.8

analysis

from

simply

at several

damping

which
as

time

was also
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Figure 4.15: Background density fit for shot 13301 at 150 msec.
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of modulation

,

I
0.6
in shot

,

,

13301 at several

apparent

from the relative

This damping

results

because

useful frequency range.
modulation

modulation

frequency

amplitudes

the modulation

of the chords in fig 4.16 as weil.

frequency

is at the high end of the

Because of the length of shots in MTX, 15 Hz is the lowest
which yields the desired minimum

current flat top. The amplitude
from the fit are superimposed

of 3 periods

and phases of the equivalent

during

the

chord signals resulting

in fig 4.16. The portion of the asymmetry

in the data

that is not explained by the fit is likely due to the ever present density asymmetries
near the limiter and in the scrape-off layer. Since the density wave rapidly decays as
it propagates

inward from the edge in this case, edge effects are more pronounced.

Yet, even with with the strong damping present in this case the influence of the edge
asymmetry

is modest.

For the series of shots at lower density, _, = 0.9 x 102°m -3, Ip=210 kA (shots
13522-13527) the same 15 Hz fundamental
and phases of the chord modulations
the relative chor,cl component
This is an indic_tion

that the moduleLtion frequency
component

is less hollow than in the previous example.

transport

coefficients are larger in this plasma so

is closer to the optimum

of the density wave is only weakly damped

Equivalent
fundamental

chord amplitudes
component

was used. Relative amplitudes

are shown as diamonds in fig 4.18. The profile of

amplitudes

that particle

frequency

value.

as its propagates

are superimposed

in fig. 4.18. The portion of the asymmetry

with the coefficients for the chord sigaals.

nals here. Contributions

asymmetries

uncertainties

Because the asymmetry

small and well fil; by the model using symmetric
plasma

inward.

and phases for the fit of the analysis routine to the

not explained by the fit is rather small, within the statistical

infer that boundary

The fundamental

associated

of the signal is

density on flux surfaces,

we can

have a minor influence on the chord sig-

to the modulated

chord signal from variations

in the bulk

plasma regions, where the density perturbations

are largest, predominate

over con-

tributions

Thus in gas modulation

studies

from the lower density edge regions.

particle transport
tional amount

it is advantageous

to perturb

the density profile by a similar frac-

across the column by choosing the modulation

order to minimize the impact of poloidal asymmetries
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of

time scale properly

in the boundary

in

plasma on the
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Comparison
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coefficients

obtained
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0.8

and

time

13522-13527.

measurement.

4.8

Comparison
Domain

Transport
charges

coefficients

of Results

domain

obtained

over the length

from the spectral

then applying

of the modulation

difference

analysis
frequency

between

information

same

the multidimensional
Values obtained

ones derived

the corresponding

is used

This

method

harmonic

in the time
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to the dis-

was analyzed

periods

for D(r), shown
analysis.

of the signal,

analysis.

in

of the gas

regression

of V(r) in fig. 4.19.

component
domain

linear

from spectral

profiles

applied

data

over each of the three

period.

uses only the fundamental

analysis

fig. 4.19.

the signals

are very close to the corresponding
larger

.

are presented

by summing

puffs for all six shots,

Spectral/Time

Analysis

in the last section

the time

form

analysis
in fig. 4.19
There

is a

The spectral
while all low

The differences

in the

values of perturbed

convection

velocities resulting

due to differences in the relative magnitudes

from the _wo methods

of perturbations

such as T and ft, occurring in the higher harmonic

to separate

components

could be
variables,

of the signal. As we

saw in eq. 2A5 the effects of these off diagonal terms are manifest

in the perturbed

convection coefficients.

4.9

Significance

of Model

In order to assess the significance of the particle transport coefficients obtained from
the analysis we must consider whether thc model for the flux fits the data credibly and
also estimate the impact of experimental uncertainties on the transport coefficients.
Detailed analysis of these points is given in Appendix G with the principal results
summarized here. Statistical analysis of data from the 285 kA density scan indicates
that the model I"= -DVfi-

Vfi +/3 is a meaningful description of the modulation

transient to a very high degree of confidence.

In addition both the convective and

diffusive terms are necessary components of the model since both fi and XTfi are
significantly

related to the flux and the quality of the fit is significantly

either of the terms is omitted.
statistically

Having established

reduced if

that the model for the flux is a

valid description which fits the data reasonably well, we can now consider

the question of the accuracy of the results obtained.

4.9.1

Error

Propagation

The plasma density is measured

at only a fixed number of chord positions.

reason an unique determination

of the transport

riety of systematic
and geometry.

coefficients is not possible.

errors arise from effects such as uncertainty

A va-

in plasma position

When longer time spans are analyzed, as is the case with the spectral

analysis method, errors due to slow changes in the plasma background
become more important.
uncertainties

For this

With linear re_ression analysis it is possible to calculate

in the value of transport

data. This statistical

conditions can

coefficients due to random

variations

in the

error is however only a portion of the aggregate error which, as
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0.50
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uncertainties

0.70

0.80

in diffusion coefficient values for plasma

with Ip=285 kA.
shown in Appendix G, is dominated

by the systematic errors. Uncertainties

position and geometry are the dominant
efficient values.
.

fit parameters

These were estimated

sources of uncertainties

in the transport

co-

by varying the values of the three principal

used in the data analysis routine (the plasma offset _0, the Shafronov

shift e0 and the flux surface geometry parameter
tainties associated
the combination

c_ in eq. 3.3) over a range of uncer-

with each. The overall uncertainties
of systematic

and random

errors.

of D(r) and V(r) result from

Examples of these are shown in

fig. 4.20. In the outer region of the plasma uncertainties
unusual.

in plasma,

in D of order 15% are not

Near the plasma center, where the values of D are rather smaller, the frac-

tional uncertainties

can be quite substantial.

When the values of coefficients cover a

sizable range across the plasma cross section the smaller values cannot be accurately
determined.

Their value are simply localized to a small range. The fractional

uncer-

tainties in V(r) are generally larger than those for D(r). This result was obtained even
when analyzing

simulated

data having coefficient values like the ones determined
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Figure 4.21" Central FIR chord signals during gas modulation

0.30

0.32

at _e,20 = 3.3, 2.9.

MTX plasmas.
The changes in the transport
limit are clearly significant.

coefficients in the outer plasma

Thc substantial

near the density

difference between the plasma transport

behavior in shots near the density limit and at lower densities

is evident in the un-

processed central chord FIR signals as well, shown in fig. 4.21. Signals from the gas
valve pressure transducers

for the shots at _,20 -- 2.9 and 3.3 are shown in figure 4.22.

The flow rate through the gas valve is essentially
puffs are square waves starting
very similar amplitudes.

proportional

to this pressure.

The

at 260 msec. Both cases have the same duration

and

The density rise during the puff in fig. 4.21 is more abrupt

at _e,20 = 3.3. Once the valve shuts at 280 msec, an inflection is pronounced
curves for _,,20 = 3.3. The _e,20 = 2.9 data shows a more gradual
following the puff. These differences are consistent
in the outer plasma at the density limit.
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in the

change in slope

with the enhanced transport
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i

0.32
of 285 kA shots

normMized radius

n,T

.073

-.919

.189

n, VT

Vn, VT

T,_Tn

n, Vn

-.901

.849

-.054

-.031

-.276

-.939

-.921

.908

.328

-.452

.185

.306

-.945

-.955

.929

.601

-.579

.391

.423

-.978

.735

-.779

.043

-.357

.211

.540

-.989

.960

-.937

-.028

-.010

.031

.657

-.991

-.059

.088

-.144

.548

-.552

Table 4.3: Correlation

4.9.2

Significance

T,_TT

coefficients between pairs of perturbed

of Temperature

The gas puffs used in these experiments

Perturbations

produced

of order $Te/Teo _ .03-.10 which are of opposite
Electron temperatures
an electron

cyclotron

are determined

variables.

changes in the local temperature
sign of the density

at several radii through

emission polychrometer.

perturbation.

measurements

with

Unlike the ECE Michelson interfer-

ometer which scans the emission spectrum

every 15 msec, the polychrometer

time resolution

to follow temperature

far in excess of that required

the density modulation
chrometer
spanning

transient.

channels were reliable.
0 <_ r/a

Unfortunately

evolution during

during this run not all of the poly-

Five reliable polychrometer

channels were available

< .65. Signals from these channels were filtered using the same

60 Hz bandstop/90Hz

low pass filter used in the analysis of the FIR data.

of these signals are fit at fixed time intervals
smoothing

for _,20 = 2.2, Ip = 285 kA are correlated

over the period of the transient

and Te perturbations

are highly correlated,

coefficients between ali other combinations
given and are systematically

coefficients are

coefficients close to -1 indicate
but have the opposite

the he

sign. Correlation

of pairs from he, _Th_, :Feand _7_beare also

lower than for (fie, Te). There is a fairly high correlation

between _beand VTe as well as VT_ and _.
the other three quantities

density and

at 6 msec intervals

at various radii. Resulting correlation

given in table 4.3. Values of the correlation

Profiles

using a spline fit under tension with

as described in sec. 3.4. Time histories of the local electron

electron temperature

has

Correlation

are quite a bit lower.
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coefficients between V_e and

These results are i.n line with the derivation

of sec. 2.2 regarding

off-diagonal terms on the values obtained for the transport
since Te is highly correlated
temperature

with fie, the component

is highly correlated

Thus the effect of the temperature

perturbations

coefficients. In particular,

of perturbed

with that component

the effect of

flux associated

with

due to density perturbations.

appears in the perturbed

convective

velocity. This is as we expected since, as we found in the example of see. 2.2 for the
slow wave associated with particle transport,
by a temperature

perturbation

The density and temperature

the density perturbation

of opposite phase.
are highly correlated

across the range of the profiles

considered

here, while the density gradient and temperature

correlated.

This is because even though the local variations

ture at a location are well correlated
profiles is different.

gradient

are not highly

of density and tempera-

in time, the spatial variation of the perturbed

In this way gradients of Te and ne are not well correlated.

The significance of temperature
H. Through

is accompanied

a statistical

perturbations

test of an extended

is considered

further in Appendix

model it is concluded that, at least to

within our ability to measure the T_ profile, we can use the model I" = -DanOr - Vn in
which the temperature

effects are included implicitly, without introducing

bias into the results.

The effect of the temperature

perturbed

variations

significant

is manifest

in the

convection velocity V. This matter is also examined in the framework of a

four dimensional

linear regression correlation
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in Appendix

H.

Chapter

5

Comparison
Laboratory

plasmas

with

Theory

are rarely quiescent;

ents of local intensive plasma quantities,

fluctuations

arise spontaneously.

such as temperature

sources of free energy which can drive such fluctuations
bulence.

These fluctuations

turbulence

is observed

in tokamaks.

amplitudes

of order fi/n _ 0.01 or less [5, 71].

fluctuation

amplitudes

Density fluctuations

Broadband

At the plasma periphery

density

spectra were measured with CO2 laser scatter-

fi/n ,-, 0.1 occur in a layer approximately

of an estimated

amplitude

5 cm thick and thus encompass the outermost

The peak value of fi/n occurs at r/a _, 0.75. This observation,

also seen in Alcator A, is an exception

to the measured turbulence

characteristics

in

where fi/n is peaked at the plasma edge [73, 74, 75, 83, 84, 5]. At

higher densities (_ > 2 x 102°m -3) the density fluctuations
at the limiter.

and energy.

in the plasma core have

ing [72]. At low densities (_ ,,, 1.2 x 102°m -3) fluctuations

other tokamaks

in a state of tur-

are much larger with fi/n -,_0.1 - 1 [5].

On Alcator C, density fluctuation

third of the plasma.

and pressure, represent

resulting

can drive fluxes of particles

Gradi-

on Alcator C are peaked

In the presence of Marfes there are large up-down asymmetries

density fluctuation

amplitude.

Density fluctuations

with an amplitude

in the

fi/n _0.5 are

found in a narrow layer near the limiter. The width of that layer is smaller than the
_4 cm resolution

of the diagnostic,

but was estimated

Because of the limited spatial resolution
fluctuations

to be approximately

of the diagnostic,

properties

2 cm.

of the density

could be studied only in the regions where they had _ohelargest ampli95

TYPE

RESTRICTIONS

ion temperature

TRANSPORT

weak at low T

PROPERTIES

Xi >>D

gradient mode r/i
resistive ballooning
trapped

T_ _<500 ev

electron

weak at low T_

X_ >D_

low Te

D>> X

mode
resistivity-gradientdriven turbulence
(w/ radiation

drive)

T_ _<100 ev

Table 5.1: Characteristics
tudes.

Either moderate

of several edge turbulence

or small density fluctuations

models.

can exist for r/a _ 0.7 at the

higher densities in Alcator C, as is the case at lower density, without being apparent
in this measurement
amplitude

since they would be obscured

fluctuations

(ox n_) associated

It is logical to associate
processes in the plasma.

these turbulent

fluctuations

Edge

with anomalous

Since the increase in the particle

it is reasonable to look for an explanation

Turbulence

from larger

with the Marfe.

measured near the density limit is most pronounced

5.1

by the contribution

transport

transport
coefficients

in the outer regions of the plasma,

in terms of edge turbulence

theories.

Theories

The outer third of the MTX plasmas in the 285 kA density scan were characterized
by relatively

low temperature

(T_ <250 ev) and high collisionality,

in the Pfirsch-

Schliiter regime. Let us now consider a variety of models which have been proposed
to describe edge turbulence.
the characteristics

of edge turbulence

had a number of successes.
the high-density

None of the models has succeeded in describing
observed on tokamaks.

Certain

all of

models have

We now examine which models might be applicable

edge plasmas in MTX.
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for

Trapped

electron

modes

are not a candidate

be excluded from consideration
Ion temperature

here.

gradient

driven

ture but is weak at low temperatures
Xc _- Xi, C/Tc _- h/n,
enhancement

conductivity

C. Ion thermal confinement

turbulence

(r/i) can exist at any tempera-

[85, 5, 86, 87]. Its characteristics

7'i/Ti > h/n.

in thermal

unless v, < 1. Therefore they can

include Xi >>D,

This mode has been advanced

to explain the

in the ion channel at high densities in Alcator

improves in high-density

Alcator C plasmas when peaked

density profiles are formed with pellets. This could be related to the reduction
quantity

r/i = d lnTi/dlnn,

which would presumably

threshold

value for the instability

be reduced below the critical

[78].

It is difficult to reconcile the prediction
ergy confinement

Xi >>D with the behavior of the global en-

near the density limit. Recall that essentially no significant changes

were observed in rE near the density limit even as the perturbed
coefficients increased

dramatically

from 2.9 to 3.3 x 102°m -3. If this enhancement

as well since, A x >> AD. An enhancement

density at 285 kA was raised

in Xi of this magnitude

channel

extending

across

as a measurable deterioration

We expect from the theory that the steady state

X values would both increase in a similar manner.

This does not mean that ITG turbulence
energy confinement
ITG theories

The diffusion

in losses in the ion thermal

of the plasma would be manifest

in the global energy confinement.

transport

in D there was caused by ITG turbu-

lence, we would expect to see an enhancement

such a large fraction

particle

in the outer region of the plasma.

coefficients essentially doubled there as the line-averaged

and perturbed

in the

is not responsible

time at higher densities.

for the saturation

Within the framework

it does imply that the enhancement

in particle

transport

in

of the present
in the outer

region of the plasma near the density limit is not caused by ion temperature

gradient

driven turbulence.
Resistive

ballooning

is generally

Tc < 500 ev and a sufficiently
of this model can predict
fluctuations

predicted

large pressure

a non-Boltzmann

to be important
gradient

relation

exists [5]. A linear theory

between density

of the type which has been observed in experiment
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in regions where

and potential

[88]. This mode will

be considered further in a later section.
Resistivity-Gradient-Driven

Turbulence

- The nonlinear resistivity-gradient-

driven turbulence theory was developed as an outgrowth of the linear theory of the
rippling mode [89]. It should be significant only in regions of relatively low temperature. In this theory D>> X so that energy transport induced by the mode is almost
entirely due to that associated with the convected particle flux. This characteristic
is consistent with the observed trend in global energy confinement in MTX near the
density limit.

An increase in particle transport due to this mode would not neces-

sarily be accompanied
of radiation

by a decrease in global energy confinement.

as a driver is included

and density ¢/T,

[92] a non-Boltzmann

>> i"_/n is predicted.

lence. According to a summary
of the Transport

has been observed in edge plasma turbu-

of edge turbulence theories compiled from a meeting

mode should only dominate during the early part

or in low-power or high-density

We will consider resistivity-gradient-driven
to explain

discussion of the

Task Force workshop [99]:

"The rippling/radiation
of start-up,

relation between potential

As noted in the preceding

resistive ballooning mode this characteristic

When the effect

particle

transport

discharges."

turbulence

theory further as a candidate

in the low temperature

outer regions of high-density

Alcator C plasmas.

5.2

Resistivity-Gradient-Driven

Turbulence

The-

ories
The nonlinear theory of resistivity-gradient-driven

turbulence considered here [89] was

first derived based upon the reduced resistive magnetohydrodynamic
tions in cylindrical

geometry.

An overview of the published

versions of the theory is given in Appendix

(MHD) equa-

derivations

of several

I. Several significant points will be sum-

marized here. In the linear theory the rippling mode is strongly stabilized by parallel
thermal

conduction

so that these modes are usually considered only in the context of
98

the very edge of the plasma. Although the nonlinear theory was an outgrowth of the
linear theory of the rippling mode, the nonlinear
in character
dynamics

saturated

state is radically different

from the linear regime [89]. Owing to its different mode structure

the nonlinear

parallel thermal

state has a much weaker dependence

diffusivity.

the effect of ir-y,trity

upon the stabilizing

A version of the theory was developed which included

dynamics [90]. Here resistivity

,iriven by fluctuations

and

fluctuations

are predominantly

in Zef! so that this mode is governed by impurity

along field lines proportional

ion flow

to Xz = Vt2h.i/Z2vii• Since Xz << Xll the impurity

ent driven modes are significantly more robust than their temperature

gradi-

gradient driven

analogs.
In the published
rived from nonlinear
calculation

results expressions

for fluctuation

theory and are in good agreement

[90]. The turbulent

and transport

levels are de-

with the results of numerical

particle flux is given by

Fn - L"'_\B---_
no ( EoL, (1 + r/z) ) _ _,Xz
f _,2'_-½
II)

(5.1)

ld_o
with L'_ 1 = ---no d,. _ rlz = Ln/Lz and E0 Bz the toroidal electric and magnetic fields
respectively.

Since the particle flux is linear in Vn the equilibrium

and perturbed

diffusion coefficients are equal. The diffusion coefficient is

D. =r.

=

(1+

x k,

(5.2)

which scales as

On

": T_516nll

3

(L_t + L__t)4/3 _,--_r2
t:_-4/3.4/3_2/3,L"s

(5.3)

•d1.,0"4/3.

with VL the loop voltage and the shear length defined as L, = Rq/_.
For typical tokamak profiles this diffusion coefficient increases with radius.
scales as D -,, I_ _ q2 so that particle
current;

conversely,

this transport

high q. Since the thermal
thermal

transport

confinement

mechanism

diffusivity calculated

driven by RGDT is primarily

convected particle flux.

It also

should improve with increasing

would be enhanced

in plasmas

from this model is insignificant,
associated

with
the

with that carried by the

In these theories

for this current driven mode, fluctuation

show a definite dependence

upon the electric field strength.

when the electric field was reduced transiently
ations was unaffected
included

were considered,

version of the model.

In experiments

in TEXT,

as a driver were recognized and

Two types of radiation

drive terms

the thermal drive [42]
7T = --'32 nz° dl_(To)
dT

and the condensation

(5.4)

drive
'TT --

-3

2 n,oI_(To)
T

(5.5)

with nzn_L, the radiated power density. With impurity radiation
fluctuation

levels were increased with potential

density perturbations

(e¢/T

> h/n).

fluctuations

effects included, the

emerging as larger than

In addition the sensitivity

to the electric field

could be greatly reduced [42]. These features had a greater resemblance
edge turbulence
A similarity
Advanced

characteristics

Facility stellarator

been taken as evidence against

in the TEXT tokamak and the (currentless)
[113] was observed experimentally.

the resistivity-gradient-driven

could be, however, than two different type of turbulence

was developed

theory based upon neoclassical

[115]. In this theory of neoclassical

model.

It

[5].
MHD equations

resistivity-gradient-driven

lence the rippling modes couple to the density gradient
neoclassical resistivity

turbulence

This has

are present with and without

which happen to have similar characteristics

A version of the rippling

to measured

[99].

between edge turbulence

Toroidal

plasma current,

levels

to zero, the measured level of fluctu-

[112]. The effects of radiation

in an extended

and trans.port

[114]
turbu-

through the dependence

of

on density. The density coupling coefficient to the neoclassical

resistivity has a maximum value around t,,_ ,,_1 and vanishes in the limits u,_ --, 0 or
u,_ --, az. The equilibration
trapped

and untrapped

mal conduction.

of density fluctuations

particles.

Therefore

is affected by collisions between

This has a much weaker stabilizing

the region where resistivity-gradient-driven

effect than therturbulence

is

significantly excited broadens inward from the edge of the plasma to the region where
u._ <1 [115].
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The latter assertion
resistivity

is rather significant.

response is strongly damped

conventional

considered

in the nonlinear

instability

mecha-

saturated

theory

which makes it robust, even in a relatively

turbulence

[115, 89]. Analysis of the linear

in the collisional regime was published

the influence of diamagnetic

frequency.

[117]. Thus

picture a linearly unstable rippling mode [118] grows, evolving

resistivity-gradient-driven

He assumed

conduction

regime.

In the conventional
into saturated

rippling modes the

to be an important

XII" The turbulence

has a vastly different structure

high temperature

instability

by parallel thermal

rippling modes are not thought

nism in regions of moderate

With conventional

by Rogister

[119], who included

drifts, ion viscosity and the effect of toroidal curvature.

the linear growth rate was small compared to the electron di,_magnetic
Results indicated

a particular

that toroidal curvature

acts to destabilize

the mode in

regime.

Hassam and Drake [120] analyzed the linear stability of the rippling mode at lower
collisionalities

using the two-fluid Braginskii equations.

physics was included,

it was found that the conventional

become linearly stable at rather low temperatures
Tang et al. [121] derived equations
instabilities.

These included

both the semicollisional
performed
curvature

parallel

rippling

instability

the effect of impurity

in a sheared slab system.

gradients

and could be used in

and strongly collisional regimes. Linear stability analysis was
an approximate

effects. Results of the linear calculation
curvature

electron dynamics.

treatment

in the semicollisional

In the latter case (r/z=-l)

of toroidal
regime in-

effects are not sufficient to overcome the stabilizing

Also only Zeff profiles with large gradients

ward radial direction (T/z <-1) have a significant impact on the instability

parameters

could

for use in the study of resistive electrostatic

in a sheared slab limit containing

dicate that toroidal

Once the complete electron

in the outthreshold.

the rippling modes are linearly stable for typical tokamak

for Te> 50 ev.

In the region of the 285 kA shots where an enhancement
coefficients was measured
tron temperatures

in the particle

near the limit density (0.6< r/a<0.8)

transport

the measured

elec-

at 255 msec varied from _60 ev to ,,_250 ev. The Z_ff profile is
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nearly spatially

constant in Alcator C [122]. Thus the linear theory of Tang et al.,

which includes complete electron physics, impurity gradient effects and the approximate effect of toroidal curvature, predicts the rippling mode is linearly stable in the
aforementioned region of these plasmas.
The turbulence in the nonlinear theory has a structure rather different from that
in the linear theory and is much more robust. Diamond, Hahm and Kwon argue as
follows [115]:
"... both

theoretical

and computational

analyses

[89, 90] have demon-

strated that the nonlinear evolution of RGDT is characterized
linear broadening
and potential

of an asymmetric

fluctuations

mode structure,

modifies the usual linear structure
the stabilizing

so that the resistivity

move away from the rational

couple from the current perturbation.

by the non-

surface and de-

This current decoupling
[118] of the perturbation

influence of field line bending ineffective.

drastically
and renders

It is also crucial

to note that the tokamak edge is rarely quiescent [124, 75, 83, 97, 96], because of the presence of impurities,
the conventional

picture of linear instability

plasma at equilibrium
edge fluctuations
They further

is not necessarily

Hence the tokamak

by nonlinear

theory."

assert that since rippling modes are nondispersive,

"Thus NRGDT
frequency
An important

etc. Therefore

developing from a quiescent

appropriate.

can only be understood

are negligible in comparison

induced

plasma wall interaction,

to the nonlinear decorrelation

is always in the strong turbulence

diamagnetic

rate at saturation

[115].

regime and the real

and w._ effects play no role."
assumption

by fluctuations

in the rippling theories is that the perturbed

is zero, due to parallel

sound wave propagation

pressure balance occurs when kll is sufficiently large so that _ <kllcs.
fluctuation

effects

decorrelation

pressure
. Parallel

Here _ is the

rate, c° is the sound speed and kll = k(ix = mx/Lsrs.

It was

recognized that the accoustic zone, where parallel pressure balance is satisfied, is usually more than an order of magnitude

further out on the eigenmode than the radiation
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zone, which ends where the radiation

drive 7, is balanced by parallel

thermal con-

duction _ X.Tk_ [42]. Since the acoustic zone and the radiation zones do not overlap,
the condensation

effect (driven by 7-) does not survive.

cluding the condensation
the radiation

Earlier results derived in-

drive and assuming a pressure balance existed, showed that

drive enhancement

was most pronounced

at the lowest temperature.

A separate analysis which contained no parallel pressure balance constraint
was performed
radiation

to determine

the enhancement

of the turbulence

drive over that due to the resistivity

tal expression for the turbulent

a priori

level due to impurity

gradient drive alone. A transcenden-

radial velocity enhancement

factor (F= V,/V,0) was

derived, where V_0 = _BzL. --- 2BzLT"
3EoL. The expression is [42]
2

X,

2/3

rn

Xn

Fa/3

1
+ _

(F _/_- F _/_)

(5.6)

with 7j = FjV_o2/3(xjk_)-'/3,
j=T, n, and F._ = (V}k[IV_oFTF./TTT.)
2. The usual
orderingfora tokamak plasma isXT/Xn _ I03 and Fnr >> Fn >> FT. Note that
forthe case"YTN 7n the secondterm on the righthand sideof eq.5.6 reducesto
(FT + (×_)'/3FT).

As a consequence the condensation

that due to the thermal

instability

contribution

We now examine the relative importance

is smaller than

by an order of magnitude.

of the enhancement

portion of the collisional MTX outer plasma.
of the high-density

contribution

due to radiation for a

Specifically we take parameters

typical

285 kA shots near the outer edge of the region where transport

coefficients were obtained,

such as n_ = 2 × 102°m -3, T_ "150 ev, BT=6.5 T, VL =
1
2 v, L, = 1.2 m, m =22, LT=.05m and T/, ._ 5" We use a realistic value of Z_fI=l.2
and a radiation

power density typical for the outer region of a high-density

Alcator

C plasma of 1 W/cm -3 [125]. The rms poloidal mode number m was as assumed
in reference [92] for Alcator and is similar to the value inferred from CO2 scattering
measurements

[72]. We also assume here that

one obtains XT/X,

_'T

'_ '_'n. For a single carbon impurity

..m800, FT = .01, F, = .09 and F,. = 5.1. For these parameters

the expression for the turbulent

radial velocity enhancement

factor reduces* to F _ 1.

Thus we see that in the region where T_ .-_150 ev the enhancement
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of the turbulence

level due to radiation

predicted

reference [92] corresponds
where the condensation

The derivation

drive is not reduced, the result would be the same.

of turbulence

T. ,-,15 ev the theory would predict a substantial

level due to radiation.

As one moves to regions of higher

temperature

both the current density J and the parallel diffusivity X increase.

the radiated

power density determined

from the bolometry

varies slowly with radius in Alcator C [125] the condensation
lo/T,

decreases with increasing

drive contribution

temperature.

measurements

For coronal equilibrium

(TT "_ --52..'_zo dT ) for low Z impurities,

150 ev [101]. In fact in coronal equilibrium

5.2.1

over portions

resulting in a negative contribution

Comparison

of Transport

Since

typically

radiation drive term 3', "_
the thermal

such as carbon

oxygen would also decrease rapidly as the electron temperature

these impurities,

of

to the unphysical situation of XT "" X,_. Even in this case,

At much lower temperatures
enhancement

by this theory is not significant.

and

is raised from 15 to

of this range _T >0 for

to 3'T.

Coefficients

with

RGDT

Theory
Since the nonlinearly
much more robust

than

saturated

the linear theory predicts

a plasma with a temperature
fluctuations

state of resistivity-gradient-driven

turbulence

we can consider applying

in the 100 ev range [102]. Large amplitude

is

it to

density

have been observed in the outer third of the Alcator C plasma, so that it

is scarcely quiescent.

We will consider applying the nonlinear theory to the outer third

of the plasmas of the 285 kA density scan where the temperature

is moderately

(T_ < 250 ev.) Neoclassical rippling modes would be excited in a region extending

low
to

where v,_ <1 [115]. For the shots of the 285 kA density scan the plasma in the region
,

considered here (0.6<r<0.8)

is mostly in the Pfirsch-Schlfiter

regime of collisionality

with v,_ ranging from ,,_5 to over 100 and increasing rapidly with radius.
As shown in the previous
predicted

section the enhancement

by the theory is insignificant

which includes resistivity

-

due to impurity

radiation

in this region. Thus the version of the theory

gradient drive with impurity
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dynamics is the most relevant
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diffusion coefficients for

plasmas of the 285 kA density scan.
for this collisional portion

of the MTX plasma.

this case, eq. 5.2, is independent

The diffusion coefficient given for

of the density gradient.

diffusion coefficient reduces simply to the equilibrium
The scaling of D given in eq. 5.3 is evaluated

Therefore

the perturbed

diffusion coefficient.

using data from shots at the five

densities _,,20 = 1.8, 2.2, 2.6, 2.9, 3.3 with Ip = 285 kA using r/z=0. Results in fig. 5.1
show a trend in the profiles of D similar to that in the experimentally
values.
limit.

In particular

determined

there is a large increase in D at _,,20 = 3.3 near the density

Most of the increase in the calculated

values of D across this scan is due to

decreases in T,, Lr, and to a lesser extent to an increase in the loop voltage.
Reasonable

values of Alcator

table I of reference

C and TEXT edge plasma parameters

[92] and are used in the calculation

coefficient in the absence of enhancement
erence [92]. We examine the assumptions
of Xz was calculated

due to radiation,

of (D,,/,=0),

are given in
the diffusion

given in table III of ref-

used in that calculation.

First the value

by setting the value of Z in the formula equal to Z_Sf. An rms
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5.2: RGDT

values

in ref. 92.

poloidal
value

diffusion

mode number

determined

value for TEXT

derived

parameters

values of J,0/Bz,

coefficient

m=22

values scaled,

was used for Alcator

from measurements

typical

values is similar

0.4
normalizedradius

would

for TEXT

this

velocity

correspond

C, which is reasonably

from

close to the

is not specified,

but

a

deduced

from the

of table

between

these two

II is 50 v. The discrepancy

factor

factor

for Alcator

(29.98)

which relates

then

the coefficient

is dimensionally

correct

to anomalously

values

III of reference

experimentally.

In reference

47t'_0C

C from table

determined

appropriate.

to assumptions,

the inks and Gaussian

i.e.

value for D,_.l,=o in table
the values

0.8

be N2 V. The value of loop voltage

to the conversion

for D,j,=0

conversion

according

[72]. The loop voltage

Gaussian

If the value

0.6

rak8

.

(5.7)

III of reference

[92] is sealed

of fig. 5.2 are obtained.

[92] these values are similar
But since the formula

in MKS

[92] the values

units,

specified

large values of the loop voltage
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Like the

in magnitude

to

for the rms fluctuation

use of the conversion

of ItoJ, o/B,

using

in table

in mks units

factor

is not

II of ref. [92]
when related

by Spitzer resistivity.
The significant result is that the scaling for D given by eq. 5.3 compares well with
measured

values of diffusion coefficient in this collisional plasma.

coefficients
densities.

are available

from a limited number

of gas modulation

These plasmas are in the linear, neo-Alcator

and their temperatures
for the high-density
current/lower

temperaturc

in the aforementioned

regime of collisionality.

higher than

This is especially true for the higher
profiles. On those shots

region varies from _200

ev. Also the plasma in this region of these discharges
plateau

shots at lower

in the region 0.6 < r/a < 0.8 are substantially

shots previously considered.

transport

regime of energy confinement

q shots which have wider electron temperature

the electron

Particle

is generally

to -,,450

in the banana-

The scaling of eq. 5.3 does not compare

nearly as

well with the empirical diffusion coefficients in these cases. This is plausible since the
theory waz derived using the equations of resistive MHD, valid only in the collisional
regime. A study of edge turbulence
no dependence

on the local collisionality

values of U,e at r/a=0.9
regime was not explored.
temperature

fluctuation

levels in the Caltech tokamak

showed

over a range of nearly 100 [75]. But the

varied from 0.2 to _10 in that study so that the collisional
Although

the nonlinear

theory could apply in the 100 ev

range, we should not expect it to apply in regions of electron temperature

in the 500 ev range.

5.2.2

Comparison
ment

with

Trends

in Global

Energy

Confine-

Time

Figure 5.3 shows the integrated power balance from ONETWO analysis of shot 14079,
one of the shots in the 285 kA density scan. The particle source term is calculated
assuming a global particle confinement
DENSEPACK

measurements

time of 3 msec, estimated

using data from

on Alcator C as was described in sec. 3.5. This value

of rp is rather smaller than the crude estimate obtained from the single H_ detector.
Radiated power profiles were not available for this shot. In a typical high-density shot
in Alcator C the radiated power in the core plasma , excluding that from the Marfe
at the edge, is a low fraction of the total input power, between 10 and 30 percent.
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Figure 5.3: Steady state power flux calculated
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by ONETWO.

This is consistent with measurements

from Alcator C at MIT [125]. At line-averaged

densities _

>_ 1.5 × 102°m -3 the measured

Z_j! approaches

the radiated

power density from a previous high-density

much like the values given from measurements
code.

1. A typical profile of

MTX plasma, having values

on Alcator C [125], are input into the

The convected energy flux, due to the steady state flux of particles,

to be small compared

to the conducted

edge of the plasma.
perturbed

As _,20 was increased

diffusion coefficients increased

lower densities
increased

and radiated

in the saturated

energy confinement

power flux except at the very

to 3.3 in the 285 kA density scan the

by a factor of _ 2 relative to the values at

confinement

by a similar factor the proportional

would not substantially

regime.

If the particle flux was to be

increase in the convected

energy flux

increase the total energy flux except at the very edge. The

is already poor at the plasma edge, so that the global energy

confinement

time is influenced

confinement,

rq=l <r< vq=2, where the convected energy flux is negligible.

largely by energy

transport

increase in the steady state convected energy trar.sport

in the region of good

As shown in fig. 4.12 the global energy confinement
magnetic

loop shows no substantial

measured

perturbed

particle

deterioration

transport

time.

time determined

by the dia-

at _,20 = 3.3, even though the

coefficients are nearly doubled

in the outer

to the values at ,_,20 = 2.9. The values of rr determined

DML agreed well with values calculated
table 4.2. This observation
ing enhanced

Thus an

by a factor of 2 would not be

reflected as a significant change in the global energy confinement

plasma compared

is seen

using ONETWO

is thus consistent

by a type of turbulence,

by the

analysis as was shown in

with turbulent

particle

such as resistivity-gradient-driven

transport

be-

turbulence,

which induces a negligible increase in the conducted thermal flux. Some other mechanism would need to be inferred to explain conducted

conducted energy fluxes in both

the ion and electron channels in this region of the plasma.
The density
density
perturbed

limit.

profile maintains

a similar shape through

This can bc understood

diffusion and convection

through

coefficients.

this scan, even near the

the simultaneous
These observations

net steady state particle .flux may not behave in the same manner
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increases

in the

imply that the
as the perturbed

particle transport coefficients.

5.2.3

Tests

of Assumptions

Used

in Reduced

Braginskii

Equations
The outer regions of these high-density

Alcator C plasmas meet the criteria used

in deriving the reduced nonlinear Braginskii fluid equations.
similar to the equations

These equations

are

of resistive MHD, used to derive the resistivity-gradieut-

driven turbulence theory. These criteria are
2

2

p,v_
0

<< 1,

(5.8)

O_ << v_,,

(5.9)

0
Ot

<<

V±
The conditions

of equations

modes. Equation

equation

(5.12)

5.11, 5.12 are simply orderings

Decoupling

approximation

appropriate

at saturation

scale of the T_ fluctuation

in the theory by mixing lengths

approximation

fluctuation

in cylindrical

can be examined

determines

Ak. Be-

mixing length /kz is

we will assume that

the limit on the applicability

coordinates.

using the derivation
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Turbulent

mixing length /kT. Since the radial

mixing length is the smallest,

of the T_ perturbation

the J z=0 approximation

of the vorticity

describing evolution of the turbulence.

are characterized

much greater than the temperature

[114].

Approximation

cause Xz << )('T the theory predicts that the density fluctuation

mode structure

for resistive

particle effects are insignificant

in the RGDT theory is the decoupling

from the other equations

fluctuations

>> a -1.

<< p_q2) where trapped

Vorticity

An important

(5.11)

and

5.10 is equivalent to stating that resistive MHD is valid only in the

collisional regime (_

5.2.4

rAlv_n,

the
of

In this case the validity of the
presented

in the appendix

of

reference [89]. A scaling argument

is presented there which shows that the magni-

tude of the terms ignored by setting J=0 is negligibly small compared

to others in

the RGDT equations if
W 2 >.>XIl"/oPm

(5.13)

where W the mode radial width, rl0 the Spitzer resistivity,
the toroidal field and XII electron thermal diffusivity.

as given in reference [89], we obtain an inequality

p,_ the mass density, Bz

Taking AT = W, with

which scales as

L2s _JO
r_2/3B4/3n_/3
L_/3
It is clear that

the equality

when other parameters
S(k) measured

density [72]. The turbulence

is marginally

(5.15)

is more well satisfied for high density

are held fixed. The 1/e point in the scattered

for Alcator

would correspond

TS/3k_/3 _ 1.

C is at k = 15 cm -1 = 2r/_

power intensity

for both low and high

is isotropic in the poloidal-radial

plane. This value of k

to an rms mode number of m,,_30. The inequality

satisfied for values of m<70 for the parameters

and high field

of equation 5.15

of the 285 kA shots with

Te = 200 ev, and is well satisfied in that case for m < 30. For T_ = 100 ev the
inequality

is satisfied well for m < 80.

The TEXT

tokamak

has edge turbulence

number of _ _50 [5]. The temperature

characterized

profile on a typical TEXT

q, is roughly similar to that on Alcator C, i. e.
eV. We can realistically

an rms poloidal mode

central

shot, at similar

Te _ 1 keV, T_dg_ ,-_ 15

assume values of L,, E0, L, on TEXT are roughly similar to

those in Alcator C. The edge density (r/a _ 0.9) in TEXT is rather smaller than for
the higher density

Alcator C plasma (_

-_ 8 x 10TM vs. 2 x 102°m -3) and the field

is typically 2 T versus 6.5 T for Alcator C in these shots. Thus in a location in the
outer plasma at the same temperature

tile above inequality

is more well satisfied on

Alcator C than on TEXT by a factor of order 10 due to the higher density and field
strength.
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The inequality above is more well satisfied for the high-density,

high-field Alcator

C edge plasmas than for those in tokamaks with more typical lower densities or much
higher edge temperatures.

This inequality

is also satisfied for modes of interest in the

warmer regions (Tr < 250 ev) where the theory was applied in the previous
Another important

section.

difference between the plasma in Alcator C in the region 0.6 < r/a

< 0.8 and the edge plasma in most other machines at r/a-,_0.9 is that the radiation
drive term is predicted

to be insignificant

in the former case by the theory.

The RGDT theory was derived in the cylindrical approximation.

When toroidal

curvature is included to first order the correction to the vorticity equation becomes [93]
d 2
p-_V±U

= -BzVllgll

2 c3P
+ _ 0"y-

with Ro the tokamak major radius and y the coordinate
torus.

to the vorticity dynamics.

The curvature

or resistive ballooning mode. This "separate"

term is a driver in the g-mode

driving term is excluded from consid-

in the analysis of the rippling mode, in part to simplify the equations

While there can be conditions
scaling estimates

under which the toroidal curvature

The vorticity

decoupling

the actual dynamics of the turbulence

Other

Notes

probably

oversimplifies

about

the

RG DT

Theory

were measured in the bulk plasma side of the

location of the TJ-1 tokamak using a fast swept Langmuir probe tech-

nique [104]. Temperature

fluctuations

were observed having a fractional

close to that of the density fluctuations.
two being ,,_ r radians out of phase.
condensation

for the Alcator C

in the Alcator C plasma.

Density and temperature fluctuations
velocity-shear

approximation

[103].

can be neglected,

indicate this is probably not a good approximation

plasma considered.

5.2.5

along the vertical axis of the

The third term adds a new mechanism for coupling density and temperature

fluctuations

eration

(5.16)

drive mechanism,

invoked with the assumption

with the constant

correlated with the

This observation (-_
n _ -_-)

ref. [92], could play a role in determining
to be consistent

They were mutually

edge fluctuation

pressure assumption
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amplitude

suggests that the

of constant

pressure in

levels. This would appear
used in the rippling mode

theories. The difficulty with the rippling theory is that the temperature

perturbation

has a mixing length much smaller than that of the density perturbation.

It is localized

to a narrow region near the rational
is typically unable to maintain
tuations

surface where parallel sound wave propagation

constant

pressure.

in general have different amplitudes

lacks the right structure

in the theory.

to create such a condensation

The version of the theory driven by impurity

densities of the hydrogenic and impurity

The relation for the ionic and single impurity

used to describe impurity

using the assumptions
if in the impurity

drive.
radiation

over the larger mode structures

2hi + (1 + Z)ht
The equation

radiation

mode

of the

In this case, however, the pressure balance is enforced through a

relation between the perturbation
the electrons.

fluc-

Thus the rippling

dynamics, without impurity

effects, also uses a pressure balance assumption
density fluctuations.

The density and temperature

0
nxmt-_Vll J =-VPt

species is

= 0.

dynamics

(5.17)

in the RGDT model was derived

nIZ << ni and Z,ff _ 2. The approximate

ion parallel momentum

+ nlZeEii-n,e

terms (i and iv) dominate

ions and

form used is valid

equation

(Z, ss - 1) rl,pJ,1,+ nimiui, (Z, ss - 1) (vii,/dynamics is dominated

by a

balance of the parallel gradient of impurity pressure with the impurity-hydrogenic

ion

friction.

indicating

that the impurity

Vll,t)

Even if Z_fI - 1 << 1 these terms can still dominate

high collisionality,
the 285 kA density
be approximately
assumptions

i. e. uii large.

In the high-density

MTX plasmas considered

spatially

constant.

The most obvious difficulty

with the above

for these Alcator C plasmas is that for typical low Z impurities

satisfy equation

in

scan Z_II is believed to fall in the range 1 < Z_I! < 1.2 and

in Alcator C, such as carbon, oxygen, the impurity

doesn't

in a regime of sufficiently

5.17 for realistic magnitudes

explain the poloidal asymmetries

ion density is not large enough to

of density fluctuations.

Also the theory

in the edge density fluctuations.
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present

5.3

Resistive

Ballooning

Theory

In a more recent paper the linear stability of drift resistive ballooning
tokamak edge plasmas is studied numerically

modes in

[88]. The theory is based upon the

reduced Braginskii equations which, as shown previously, apply to the region of the
MTX plasmas under consideration.

A broad ra_nge of poloidal mode numbers was

found to be unstable for edge plasma parameters of TEXT and DIII-D. As the value of
_ (=dln T_/dln n) is increased a greater range of long-wavelength
For TEXT

with _

= 0 the low m stability

threshold increases to m=25.
considered _ ,_ 2-

modes is stabilized.

threshold is m=4, but for _=1

In the outer regions of the high-density

this

MTX shots

4. If this was to cause a broad range of low m modes to be

linearly stable, it would be dimcult to reconcile the predictions of the linear theory
with the measured spectrum of the turbulent edge density fluctuations.

These show

the Alcator C edge turbulence is essentially isotropic in the r,0 plane with a gaussian
shape to the density fluctuation autocorrelation

spectrum centered at k=0, with an

rms mode number with near 30. The theory does predict a non-Boltzmann

relation

between density and potential fluctuations characteristic of tokamak edge turbulence.
Using a mixing length argument the particle diffusion coefficient was estimated
D ,_ 7/k 2, where 7 is the linear growth rate and k is the perpendicular

wave

vector [88]. The result given is
D = (27rq)2 p_v_i(R/Ln)
2
which is seen to be essentially
factor R/L,.

the neoclassical

(5.19)

transport

coefficient enhanced

Because the diffusion coefficient D is proportional

density, through Lh, the perturbed
It is interesting

to the gradient

in the scaling of DRB

Dns ": T-1/2nq2B-2RL_I

DRGDT

of

diffusion coefficient is equal to twice Deq.

to note some similarities

with that from the nonlinear

by a

(5.20)

RGDT theory

"" T -516rt113''21=1-41317213_'2131-413
y ....
, -,
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o_-2II4/3
"L

(l+r]_

)4/3

.

(5.21)
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coefficients for plasmas

of the 285 kA

density scan.
Value of DnB calculated for the profiles of the 285 kA density scan are shown in fig. 5.4.
There is some similarity

between the scaling of these coefficients with those of the

RGDT coefficients for this data. This is because of the similarities

in the scalings with

q, T and n in the two expressions above and because the electron temperature

has a

larger fractional variation than other variables in this region of the plasma across the
density scan. The increase in DnB as _ is raised is not correlated

with a change in

the local L, in the data. This was checked by averaging profiles obtained
of the shots associated

with each data point. The dependences

to be strong enough to match the measured variation
The inverse scaling with temperature
pronounced

rise in the calculated

in DnB do not appear

in D across the density scan.

is the one factor most responsible

D at the density limit.
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from each

for causing a

5.4

Other

Turbulence

The model of the radiative-rippling
has been generalized
instability

instability driven turbulence

and extended

to describe

drive is supported

and temperature

fluctuation

examined previously

the coupled dynamics

and drift waves [105]. In this drift-thermal

theory purely thermal
Potential

Theories

of radiative

instability-induced

turbulence

by collisional drift-wave like fluid dynamics.

levels and radial correlation

lengths have been

calculated.
In another

recent edge turbulence

theory

drift waves are driven by ionization

causing a purely inward particle flux [106]. This is proposed

as an explanation

the rapid particle intake observed during neutral gas puffing. Its authors
another

mechanism

would be needed to explain the equilibrium

for

note that

convected flux. The

expression given for the inward particle flux is

--------_

(5.22)

--

with 71 = n. < av >I.
In MTX this expression predicts a substantial
very edge of the plasma.

This is because the neutral

falls very rapidly as one moves into the plasma.
the anomalous

inward perturbed

convection

region (r/a < 0.8) in these gas modulation

in the bulk plasma

experiments.
turbulence

[107] was also considered

inward convection in the core of the plasma. The expression

from the ion temperature

of the instability

using profile data and a value

profile calculated

region of these plasmas the values of r/i obtained
value for threshold

density, and thus 7I,

As such this theory cannot explain

given for the inward convection velocity was evaluated
of T/iobtained

particle

velocities measured

A theory of ion-temperature-gradient-driven
to explain the anomalous

convective particle flux only at the

with ONETWO.

were greater

r/l,_ ,-,1.5. The calculated

than the theoretical
convection

was in general too small and did not have a profile with a radial dependence
resembled the measured ones.
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For this

velocity
which

5.5

Discussion

It is reasonable to associate particle transport in the 15eripheral region of the plasma
with electrostatic

turbulence.

Measurements

turbulence extends to the edge continuously
of particle transport.

on TEXT [25] show that electrostatic
_v_lereit becomes the established cause

Since the edge has steep density gradients and is dominated by

diffusion it is logical to associate this turbulence
an explanation

of the convective and diffusive components of the flux in terms of

separate mechanisms
plausible.

with interior diffusion [25]. While

is acceptable, an explanation

in terms of a single theory is more

This is underscored by the observation that both the perturbed convection

and diffusion coefficients rose together near the density limit while relatively little
change occurred in the local shape of the density profile. In the 285 kA density scan
the values of D/VLn at r/a = 0.8 fall in a similar range independent of density. None
of the specific models considered here account for this observation.
explains ali of the observed characteristics

of turbulence.

The resistive, collisional outer regions of the high-density
sidered satisfy conditions
several approximations
plasma considered,
rity concentration
difficulties.

for the reduced Braginskii equations
of the RGDT

theory examined

certain ones, such as assumptions

Alcator C plasmas conto be valid. Although

are essentially

in the derivation

of the impuencounter

Without a more direct method of examining the relation between current
in the outer region, such as a measure of fluctuations

current ramp, one cannot establish whether the deterioration
near the density limit in Alcator C is caused by a current-driven
Whatever

in particle

mode such as RGDT.

in the trends of measured

coefficients in fig. 4.11 and the scaling given for DnaDT evaluated
the relatively

during a

confinement

the mechanism responsible for the enhanced particle transport,

significant result here is the similarity

and/or

valid in the

evolution equation and the neglect of toroidal curvature,

density and turbulence

approached.

Indeed no theory

the most

particle diffusion
for parameters

of

cool, collisional outer plasma regions in fig. 5.1 as the density limit is
The inverse dependence

temperature

of the theoretical scaling for D on temperature

gradient scale length, characteristic
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for example of the RGDT or

resistive ballooning theories, causes it to increase as the temperature
In these gas modulation
deteriorate

experiments

the global energy confinement

time did not

near the density limit. Also, in the Alcator C pellet injection experiments

no deterioration

in energy confinement

the convected flux of particles.

was observed other than that associated

These observations

Xi,_q profile did not increase in a manner
mechanism

demonstrate

in the saturated

ohmic confinement

We can infer that the same mechanism

with

that the anomalous

similar to the D profile.

behaves differently from that responsible

conductivity

transport

profile narrows.

The underlying

for the increase in ion thermal

regime.

responsible

for the increase in particle

coefficients is capable of causing an increase in the net particle flux. Global

energy confinement

in Alcator C would be weakly influenced by a mechanism

increases only the particle convection.
vection accounts

When acting in a region where particle

which
con-

for a large fraction of the total thermal flux, such as might occur

near the plasma periphery,
in thermal transport

such a mechanism would cause a significant local increase

as weil.
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Chapter

6

Comparison
other

Behavior

on

Tokamaks

Density limit disruptions
ing, resulting
Radiation,

with

are generally thought to be the result of edge plasma cool-

in a steepening

deteriorating

of the current density profile about the q=2 surface.

particle confinement or scrape-off layer collapse are all mech-

anisms for edge cooling which appear to play roles in density limit dynamics on the
various machines.

A deterioration

in particle confinement

the density limit on several tokamaks,
and TEXT.

In this chapter

of the deterioration

Alcator

we consider the similarities

in particle

confinement

more unified picture of the underlying
contrasted

including

plays an important

role in

C, T-10, Tuman-3,

DITE

between the characteristics

on the various machines

mechanism.

These characteristics

to develop a
will also be

with those of a plasma which does not exhibit the deterioration

in con-

finement near the density limit. The significance of the scrape-off layer behavior will
be discussed.
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6.1

Location
ration

of Region

in Plasma

of Confinement

Deterio-

Profiles

Evidence from ali of the devices where the deterioration in confinement is observed
near the density limit suggests it is caused by a mechanism which acts in regions of
relatively low temperature.

In the DITE tokamak the outer regions of the plasma show

a degradation of particle confinement time as the density limit isapproached

[12(_]. A

reduction in energy confinement is also observed in the edge plasma as was described
in chapter I. As mentioned in that section there was a gradual narrowing of the plasma
temperature and current profiles as the density was raised toward the limit.
As noted in chapter I particle transport in the plasma edge also plays a dominant
role in the density limit behavior of the TUMAN-3 tokamak [21]. In experiments the
density was increased with gas puffing while the current was ramped up concurrently
with magnetic compression of the minor radius of the plasma.
increased in a "steplike" fashion.

The plasma density

Periods where the slope of the density increase

was reduced coincided with pronounced increases in the H_ signal, implying steplike
changes in the global particle confinement time.
In TEXT a transient enhancement of density fluctuation
microturbulence

levels associated with

is observed to precede density limit disruptions [40]. Using measure-

ments of the propagation velocity of the sawtooth heat pulse in the region 0.5 __ r/a
__ 0.8, and assuming a simple diffusive transport equation, the "effective" values of
the perturbed

X_ and D_ were calculated.

It must be noted that this analysis ignores

effects such as the coupled density-temperature
lution considered
not necessarily

is not primarily

response.

D in the manner described

diagonal terms can be manifest in the D determined
shots the value of D_ and X_ calculated

or X, is recorded.

profile evo-

due to the slow wave so that the perturbed

related to the equilibrium

at ,-, 5r, before the disruption.

The density

by this method.

rise continuously

D is

in sec. 2.2. Off
For disrupting

and dramatically

starting

On shots where no disruption

occurs, no rise in D,

The time history of the density fluctuation

level is measured for

a range of wave numbers with FIR laser scattering.
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For the wavenumber

shown and

parameters

given for these shots the range of specified 0.3_< kop, _< 0.9 corresponds

to a range of electron
amplitude

temperatures

sk -¢ fi_ is observed

50 ev < Te < 420 ev. The density

to increase substantially

manner similar to the "effective" values calculated

prior to a disruption

where the density fluctuations

with those where transport
Measurements

of turbulent

were made and the range of

were measured both correspond

fluctuations

in TEXT with Langmuir probes at the plasma

A feature ill the turbulence

drift direction measured

roughly

coefficients were enlarged near the density limit in MTX.

edge and in the scrape-off layer showed no enhancement
MHD unstable.

in a

for Xe, De.

Note that the region where time to peak measurements
temperatures

fluctuation

until the plasma became

spectrum rotating

with FIR scattering

in the ion diamagnetic

grew as the turbulence

prior to disruption.

This feature is observed only in high-density

energy confinement

has saturated.

Even though the calculated

level increased

plasmas when the

value of D_ increased

during the precursor

no change in the density profile was apparent

relative

on a non-disrupting

shot until the plasma became MHD unstable.

Recall that the

density

profiles in MTX showed no substantial

transport

change in shape as the perturbed

coefficients rose near the density limit.

This could be understood

of the increase in the inward convection velocity that accompanied
Previous

results in TEXTOR

fluctuation
confinement

level as long-time

have also shown a significant
precursors

to that

to disruptions

because

the increase in D.

increase in the density

[108]. Changes

in impurity

have been observed near the density limit [123, 48].

It is not clear whether the TEXT plasma parameters
during the precursor.

The apparent

were evolving significantly

rise in De in TEXT is qualitatively

that measured on MTX. The increase during the precursor terminates
on TEXT, contrary

to the stable behavior exhibited

limit plasmas in the gas modulation

similar to

in a disruption

by the quasi-steady-state

density

shots in MTX. Part of the reason for this differ-

ence may be because qa"_3 for the shots studied in TEXT,

quite a bit lower than the

q,=4.8 for the MTX shots. Recall that the higher q, was chosen to avoid disruptions.
Again the gas modulation
background

shots studied in MTX were created with quasi-steady-state

profiles and exhibited

no significant MHD instabilities.
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Thus there is no

apparent evidence that would indicate the increase in particle transport

coefficients

in MTX near the density limit is a transient event.

6.2

Relation

to Edge

Since the deterioration

Turbulence

in confinement occurs in the plasma periphery or the outer

portions of _he bulk plasma in these machines it is reasonable to examine this behavior
in relation to that of turbulence in the low temperature

edge regions of the plasma.

In separate sets of experiments on TEXT the effect of injected carbon and nitrogen
impurities

on turbulence

in the plasma periphery

was examined

[43]. These were

motivated by the RGDT model with radiative instability of Thayer et al. [92]. With
nitrogen pumng, an increase in the floating potential fluctuations
flux induced
remained

by electrostatic

essentially

fluctuations

unchanged.

was observed,

and in the particle

while density fluctuations

No change in either the fluctuation

levels or the

particle flux was observed in the edge plasma when carbon impurities in the form of
methane were introduced.
the enhancement

In the comparison
floating potential

For fluctuations

in the turbulent

on closed flux surfaces the theory predicts

quantities

due to impurity radiation

(_/n)zz= °

(x

.(_/T,)zz:oj

D
Dzz=0

cx

(@/T,)zz_0j

with the theoretical
fluctuations

prediction

.

(6.2)

they used the assumption

measure approximately

plasma potential

fluctuations

fluctuations,

are much smaller than

model. With these assumptions

was found between the measured density fluctuation

dicted from the theory due to the thermal
and nitrogen instabilities.
of the two impurities

that the

They also assumed that the cooling rate I_ could be obtained

from a shifted coronal equilibrium
agreement

(6.1)

,]413

which is valid only in the limit if temperature
the floating potential.

are

radiation

instability

good quantitative

levels and those prefor both the carbon

According to the model the differences between the effects

was due to the differences in their curves of I_(T_).
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In another
bulk plasma
measured

set of experiments
turbulence

on TEXT the effect of neon injection on edge and

was examined

by fir scattering

[4]. In these experiments

for r/a _0.5-0.85

and by Langmuir

1.15. When the cooling rate Iz is calculated
TEXT temperature
nounced

profiles the thermal

in the region r/a-_0.9.

drive for neon is predicted

Turbulence

was studied

decreased,

density was lowered. No changes in the peripheral

in shots with and without

impurity

injection.

turbulence

cooling.

(r/a,,_ 0.95-

levels was measured

Measurements

drive mechanism

by the fir in the

of fluctuations

described in the rippling/radiative

at the plasma

cooling of the plasma periphery

in the level of turbulence
characteristic

enhance turbulence.

evidence supporting

the

model [92].

from the TJ-1 tokamak discussed in sec. 5.2.5 also support

the notion that radiation is an important

emission

was caused by

were not available during this shot as the Langmuir probes were operating

Probe measurements

radiation

1.15) were

Density fluctuations

at the plasma periphery

in a different mode. These results were taken as qualitative
radiation

as

showed an increase following impurity

An increase in fluctuation

bulk plasma ,-_ 40 msec after injection.
periphery

it increased

When neon was injected into a plasma with a steady state density a dra-

matic decrease in the electron temperature
radiation

injection the pe-

injection

measured by th" Langmuir probes following impurity injection.
in the bulk plasma measured by fir scattering

model for

to be most pro-

Following impurity

whereas without

were

probes for r/a_0.95-

from a coronal equilibrium

neon injection while the density was decreased.
ripheral temperature

fluctuations

driver of edge turbulence

[104]. Moreover the

on TEXT was associated

with an increase

in the bulk plasma [4]. Thus the large amounts of radiation
of many edge plasmas

The resulting

near the density

increase in transport

limit may help to

would help cool the edge

plasma further.

6.2.1

Relatio_

to Improved

The same edge plasma conditions
attainment

of improved

Confinement

Modes

which lead to a density limit appear

confinement

to preclude

modes.

At the onset of the high density mode

and ohmic H mede in T'aman-3, characterized

by increased density and global energy

:23

confinement

time, there is a substantial

electrostatic

particle flux in the plasma edge [21]. In the high density mode the density

limit is increased.
for increased

These modes are only obtained

edge recycling is suppressed

like regime on T-10, characterized
suppression

drop in the Ho signal and in the measured

of edge turbulence

when the instability

responsible

[21]. It is worth noting that an H-mode-

by improved energy confinement,

resulted

from

which was triggered by changes in the plasma edge.

A study of L-mode, elming H-mode and ohmic discharges
density limit in DIII-D revealed that low-q plasmas disrupt
a locked mode, while high-q discharges become detached
absence of locked mode [109]. In the high-q plasmas
both DIII-D divertor and limiter discharges.

with Z_f/<

2 near the

following the growth of
and remain stable in the

disruptions

are infrequent

for

The density limit in DIII-D is controlled

by processes which occur at the plasma edge. According to reference [109]:
"Evidence from a number of discharges is consistent

with a picture of the

density limit proceeding from outside to the inside of the plasma.

Locking

of the 2/1 mode was observed before any effect was seen on the central
SXR emission.
sawtoothing

In many cases, both the level of the central emission and

activity continued

after the 2/1 mode had locked."

DIII-D H-mode plasmas always revert to L-mode prior to a density limit disrup:
tion. The features of the evolution of a typical elming H-mode density limit shot were
discussed.

During the H-mode to L-mode transition

the edge pressure (r/a = .9) de-

creases before other portions of the plasma interior change. Before D2 gas was puffed
the electron temperature

measured

at the separatrix

was ,-_150 ev, but dropped

to

_60 ev after puffing began. This was followed by an increase in the density outside
the separatrix.

A huge increase in recycling activity

board leg of the divertor.
disappeared.
acteristics

was observed

along the out-

This trend continued as the H-mode edge density pedestal

At 3150 msec, though still in the H-mode the profile had acquired charassociated

with high-density

L-mode such as a relatively cool region near

the edge of the plasma and a T_ gradient that is rather flat near r/a= 1. At 3250 msec
the discharge had fallen into L-mode. The temperature

at the separatrix

and a region with a low T_ gradient extended even further
i24

inward.

was _45 ev

Attainment

of H-mode is commonly associated

with suppression

of edge turbu-

lence, perhaps by velocity shear in the edge plasma [112]. The formation of a density
pedestal

near the plasma periphery,

gradient,

is characteristic.

sition occurs at densities

just inside of a region with a very high density

In these DIII-D density limit shots the H- to L-mode tranat or slightly lower than the L-mode density

might be taken as evidence that an increase in edge turbulence
density

limit in DIII-D. Such turbulence,

limit.

This

plays a role in the

localized to the edge plasma,

might help

cause edge cooling in addition to that caused by the radiation.

6.3

Density

Limit

Behavior

In a fairly recent set of experiments
terium

pellets

sustained

sequential

combined with high power neutral

plasmas with densities

2.2 [127]. These experiments
boron-carbon

on TFTR

in TFTR
injection of multiple deu-

beam heating

has produced

and

exceeding the Greenwald limit by up to a factor of

were conducted

about one week after an amorphous

layer had been deposited on the first wall, which resulted in a suppres-

sion of metallic and oxygen impurities

by roughly a factor of two.

In the most successful shot, sir, pellets were injected
plasma with 1_=2.37

m, a=0.72 m, BT=5.0T,

at 250 msec intervals into a

Ip=1.8 MA and %=3.3.

sources were added 10 msec after each pellet, producing a "staircase"
in an attempt

Neutral beam

power waveform,

to provide sufficient power to reheat the plasma before the next pellet.

In these experiments,

no evidence was found for a dramatic

central particle confinement
limit [127]. The confinement

deterioration

of the

in plasmas fuelled by pellets above the Greenwald scaling
time calculated

by TRANSP

for particles

within the

inner half in minor radius actually increased as the density rose with each succeeding
pellet. The highest density points produced by pellet fuelling in these experiments

do

not represent an intrinsic density limit, they are simply the highest points achieved.
It is interesting
which exhibited

to compare this plasma with the MTX plasmas considered earlier

a large increase in particle

near the Greenwald

density

limit.

transport

Both are circular
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coefficients in the bulk plasma
limiter

plasmas

with similar

central densities,
for TFTR

(n_.0 near 5 × 102°rn -3) as well as similar toroidal field strengths

(5 T

vs. 6.25 T for MTX). Though there are of course many differences between

these plasmas such as the size, current densities and more subtle differences in profile
shapes, the most obvious difference between

them is in their electron

temperature

profiles. The TFTR Te profiles are hotter than for these MTX discharges, particularly
at the limiter.
occurred

We saw that in MTX the increase in the transport

coefficients which

near the density limit was in the collisional, relatively cool outer region of

the plasma where Tr < 250 eV. The temperature
gas fuelled TFTR

at the limiter for these high-density

shots is _ 200 eV. Thus the increase in transport

MTX occurred in a region cooler than most of the TFTR plasma.
high-density

coefficients in

For the low-current,

ohmic MTX shots, this region where Te <250 eV extended

third of the way into the plasma.

But for TFTR

more than a

such low temperatures

are found in

the bulk plasma only very near the limiter.
Thus if the increase in particle
instability
rioration

transport

coefficients in Alcator

which occurs at low T_, such as a resistive instability,
in particle

confinement

plasma core. In TFTR
the plasma.

C is due to an

the resulting dete-

can still occur in a region extending

such an instability

Thus no deterioration

well into the

could only exist in the very edge region of

in the core particle confinement

the density limit was influenced by such turbulence

would occur.

it would be manifest

If

as an edge

density limit.
In the shots fuelled with pellets and neutral beams shown in ref. [127] the electron
temperature
at elevated

at the inner limiter is ,-_400-500 eV. If edge turbulence
temperatures

such an increase
temperature
the reduction

helped to cause edge cooling leading to a disruption,

in edge T_ would help to extend

could, however, also suppress
in impurities

which are important
Particle transport

which is stabilized

line radiation

due to boronization

in the TFTR

the density

Higher edge

from that region. Certainly

served to help reduce radiation

losses,

density limit..

coefficients were determined

with the gas modulation

utilizing a single puff on TFTR [24]. Profiles of transport
for four shots at the same current

limit.

then

coefficient were determined

having very similar density
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technique

profiles, but with

different neutral beam injection powers and thus different temperature
scaling of the particle transport

profiles. The

coefficients with electron temperature

the four shots was approximately

averaged over

o¢ T_ over the raxiial range of the measurement

0.4< r/a < 0.7. The scaling with temperature

of the "composite"

thermal

diffusivity

defined as
Xfi,,x = - (Qe + Q_) / (niVTi + n_VT_)
was found to be virtually
simulation

identical

to that of the particle

of the plasma was performed

tion in toroidal geometry

for trapped-particle

be dominant

in the region. The temperature

in reasonable
temperature

agreement

coefficients.

indicated

exponents

A

calcula-

modes driven by trapped-electron

[128]. For r/a < 0.65 this simulation

in the simulation

transport

involving a kinetic microinstability

r/i dynamics

were calculated

(6.3)

and

that the r/{mode should

of the transport

coefficients

using the mixing length approximation,

with the scaling of the experimental

values.

and was

The electron

in the region 0.4 < r/a < 0.7 of these TFTR shots varied between _1-3

keV and the density (2-3.5)x 101era-3. The plasma is obviously quite different from
the collisional, much cooler, denser plasma in the outer region of the MTX density
limit shots.
The Tr scalings of the electron and ion thermal
calculation

diffusivities

from the simulation

were both the same as for the mixing length assumption.

to the simulation

with r/i dynamics the thermal

with electron temperature

in the same manner

as was observed in the experiment
scalings of particle
that contradicts

and thermal

an explanation

transport

Thus according

coefficients should scale

as the particle transport

coefficients,

on TFTR. This relation between the temperature
transport

coefficients is the most important

of the density limit behavior

of the r/_mode.
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in Alcator

point

C in terms

6.4

Relation
Profiles

of Transport

Coefficients

to Plasma

on T- 10

The T-10 tokamak shows a pronounced deterioration in particle and energy confinement in the edge plasma as the density limit is approached.

As described in chapter

I the evolution of the limit shots with ECH has been broken into four stages [33]. In
the first stage, as _ increases during gas puffing, there is a degradation
in at least the plasma exterior and an enhancement

in confinement

in the plasma-wall

interaction.

The intensity of the D_ line rises more rapidly than _, and is mainly associated with
emission from the region near the mner torus wall where Marfes exits. The edge electron temperature
inward.

decreases during this same time period and a cooling front moves
.i

During the second stage the D_ signal and density at the plasma periphery

are reduced.

It is speculated

suiting from redistribution
edge turbulence.

in ref [33] that this may be due to increased shear, re-

of the edge plasma current density, acting to stabilize the

The third stage is characterized

by well-developed

leading to the fourth stage during which a disruption
Dnestrovskij

and Yushmanov

The approach

they utilized

occurs.

[129, 130] modelled transport

T-10 plasma which they characterized

with the conditions

was a simulation

discharges

using local transport

rameters.

Scaling of three "most probable"

MHD activity

in the periphery of the
q>2, T<200

of the dynamic

coefficients which depended
candidate

evolution

ev, u" _1.
of several

upon local plasma pa-

theories of edge turbulence

were considered.
These were the collisional part of the Ohkawa type coefficient [131]
¢2
X dst=

the dissipative circulating

_,21/e
tMpe

(6.4)

electron mode [132]
2
)_dce

__. t_. Ue

k2w5

and the familiar rippling mode scaling [90]. In the simulation
upon the temperature,

(6.5)
only the dependences

density and q were considered so that the scalings were reduced
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to X d°t _ O.1/T_/2, X dec,,_ nq2/T 1/2 and X r _ lO-2q2nl/a/T

5/_. The particle

flux was

taken as
F = -DpVn-

Vpn

(6.6)

Ell r 2

with Dp = Xc/2 and Vn = cBp----_
(1 -r2/a2)C'P.

The thermal

purely diffusive.

in the bulk plasma was taken to

The electron

be a combination

thermal

of the peripheral

diffusivity

fluxes were taken as

Xc and the Parail-Yushmanov

stochastic

coeffi-

cient [133], with the latter given by
X,, = C,te c2 Vc _ --.
T 112
w_c qR
n
It was stated
transport

(6.7)

that the latter scaling was a good approximation

in the core plasma of T-10.

makes a dominant

contribution

at the scrape-off layer boundary

for electron thermal

These coefficients are summed

so that each

in its respective region. In order to avoid discontinuity
the sum is limited by Bohm diffusion as

Xc =

xcdg
c+ _
DBohm

X st +

(6.8)

where DBoh,. = C bm,16 cT
cB" The C bm C 't and C_p are fitting constants.
The scrape-off layer is also modelled and constrained
the bulk plasma.
ionization

This 0-dimensional

of neutrals,

radiation

to evolve consistently

scrape-off layer model includes

energy losses and both longitudinal

with

the effects of

heat conduction

and plasma convection along field lines and anomalous perpendicular

Bohm diffusion

and heat conductivity.
Simulation

of shots with auxilliary

the rippling and dissipative
approximately

simulation

periphery

electron models were appropriate

evolution

of the edge plasma

[130].

coefficient had a stronger T dependence

limit shots with ECH (qa=3.5-4)

study using essentially

described

both

to describe

The collisional

which caused the

to progress into regimes not observed in the experimental

The density
in another

circulating

the dynamical

part of the Ohkawa-type

heating and gas puffing revealed that

data.

earlier were simulated

this same model [134]. Transport

in the plasma

was modelled with the rippling coefficient which was shown by calculation

to be the most appropriate

description

for the T-10 edge region [134]. The association
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of thermal

and particle

of the observation
flux dominates

fluxes in the model

on several machines

is reasonable

at the plasma

edge because

[98, 99, 97, 100] that the electrostatic

there and can account

for a sizable

fraction

of the total

particle

heat flux at

the periphery.
The model did a satisfactory
the density

limit discharges.

temperature

dependence

job in simulating

The two critical

layer density

The sharp increase

in particle

observed

the sharp

near the density

of the transport
increased

6.5

auxilliary

heating

layer

tion for the density

model

limiters

treatment

of the scrape-off

power
plasma

Bohm

type

scaling

flux through

the sol density
fixed particle

formulated

[39].

level of particle

can be explained
[135].
time

The inverse
the increase

by Borrass
in Asdex

[136]. The model

flux.

by the model

This model
following

succeeds

pellet

temperature

in

injection

dependence

in the limit

density

with

level.

little with the particle
drop

flux. This mechanism

Above

Yushmanov.

layer.

which

increases

this the sol density
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to explain

They

with

with the
Both

both

as-

give a

heat flow out of the bulk
with particle

essentially

Both models

flux out of the bulk

is advanced

discharges

in common

and

For fixed
density

as an explana-

[14] and JET

flux for fixed power.

as the power

advanced

in the scrape-off

an edge

Behavior

characteristics

of n -_ ps/s.
yields

has been

by Dnestrovskij

diffusion

each model

Layer

discharges

has several

layer given

perpendicular

should

a certain

decay

of Scrape-Off

the sol up to a certain

rates, increasing

are the inverse

power.

of the sol density

boundary,

above

in the density

limit behavior

beryllium

of

(6.9)

into account

can also explain

Significance

A scrape-off

sume

are taken

limit in T-10

coefficient

of the model

nl/3q 2
T5/6

flux and edge losses

decrease

of the evolution

coefficients

which saturates

only if both of these features
simulating

features

of the edge transport
X_ _

and a scrape-off

the dynamics

plasma

predict
decreases

satuthat
for

the drop in the sol density

following the onset of a Marfe in beryllium

limiter density limit discharges

in JET.

The increase in radiated power from the Marfe decreases the power flux through the
sol for fixed total power input into the plasma.
The density in the scrape-off layer in MTX density
nificant parameter.

As we saw in chapter

limit plasmas is also a sig-

IV DENSEPACK

measurements

the scrape-off layer in Alcator C is insensitive to the line-averaged
the regime _/I

v > 0.55 for fixed plasma current.

density profiles measured

plasma density in

This was consistent

in MTX for the high-density

showed

with the edge

shots of the 285 kA density

scan as well as the observation

that the scrape-off layer density changed little dur-

ing gas puffing on these shots.

This observation

is at least qualitatively

with the sol models above which predict a saturation

consistent

of sol density with fixed input

power above a certain level of gas fuelling rate. Since the loop voltage changes only a
moderate

amount

low, constant

with density in the 285 kA scan and the radiated

current is roughly equivalent

particle transport

to constant

power fraction is

input power. An increase in

coefficients in the outer bulk plasma is essential to explain results

from tokamaks such as Alcator C and T-10. The particle source in gas fuelled Alcator
C plasmas is localized to the scrape-off layer and very edge of the bulk plasma.

The

rapid increase in particle transport

= 1,

combined with the saturation

coefficients in the outer plasma near _/_7

in the scrape-off layer density make the plasma density

profile in the region where significant particle source exists insensitive to further
creases in this source.

This causes the entire density profile to saturate

in-

resulting in

the density limit in Alcator C.

6.6
Radiation,

Discussion
deteriorating

confinement

or scrape-off layer collapse are ali mechanisms

for edge cooling which appear to play roles in the density limit dynamics on the various machines.
operation

Different mechanisms

of the same machine.

can be more important

in different regimes of

For example, on JET radiation

significant with carbon limiters, but with beryllium
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appears

to be most

limiters a non-disruptive

density

limit occurs featuring

Marfes and increased recycling.

ature are key parameters.

Deterioration

in particle

role in the density limit on several tokamaks,
DITE and TEXT.

peratures

confinement

including

The mechanism responsible

observed on these tokamaks

The edge density and temper-

in confinement

appears to be localized to regions of relatively low temOn TEXT an increase in the

level is measured

in the outer core plasma and appears

to be associated with an increase in transport

coefficients. On Alcator C an increase

in the perturbed

fluctuation

C, T-10, Tuman-3,

for the deterioration

found in the outer region of the bulk plasma.

microturbulence

Alcator

plays an important

particle transport

outer portion of the plasma.

coefficients occurs in the collisional, relatively cool

This region of increased transport

into the core to explain the deterioration

of core particle

extends far enough

confinement

observed

in

pellet shots near tile density limit.
Recent experimental

evidence supports

as a driver of edge turbulence

theoretical

[43, 4, 104]. Radiation

on TEXT has been been associated

concepts of impurity

cooling of the plasma periphery

with an increase in the level of turbulence

bulk plasma [4]. Thus the large amounts of radiation

emission characteristic

edge plasmas near the density limit may help to enhance turbulence.
increase transport

radiation

in the
of many

The resulting

would help cool the edge plasma further.

Diffusion coefficients obtained

in the outer regions of high-density

Alcator C plas-

mas compare well with the scaling given by a theory of resistivity-gradient-driven
turbulence.

This demonstrates

that no strong dependence

eters is required to explain the dramatic

in particle confinement

near

the density limit in Alcator C. Global energy confinement

data is also consistent

with

enhanced

which causes little increase

particle transport

deterioration

upon local plasma param-

due to a type of turbulence

in the conducted energy flux.
Deterioration
nounced on T-10.
satisfactorily

in particle

confinement

The dynamical

near the density

evolution

modelled using edge transport

limit is also rather

of the density

limit discharge

is also

coefficients which scale as in the RGDT

theory combined with a scrape-off layer model with a density

which saturates

respect to particle flux. A scaling from a theory of the dissipative circulating
132

pro-

with

electron

mode can also be used to model T-10 edge transport.

Its dependences

eters are similar to those of the resistive ballooning

transport

compared
terioration

with MTX data.

on key param-

coefficient which was

The overall model succeeds in describing

the sharp de-

in density decay time observed following pellet injection near the density

limit in T-10. The inverse temperature

dependence

of the transport

coefficients can

also explain the increase in the limit density with increased auxilliary heating power.
These and other experimental

observations

given suggest that the enhanced trans-

port which has been observed in the outer regions of the bulk plasma on tokamaks
such as Alcator C, T-10 and DITE near the density limit is associated with narrowing
of the temperature

profiles. The coefficient profiles from MTX provide evidence that

the mechanism

responsible is confined to regions of relatively

causes particle

transport

coefficients to increase through

Tr and LTe. The T-10, Alcator
moderately
temperature
heated

Alcator

extending

C plasmas

hence decreasing current.
and associated

and

an inverse dependence

on

C and DITE density limit plasmas studied all have

high qa and have regions of low electron
gradients

low temperatures

temperature

and low electron

well into the plasma from the limiter. In ohmically

the temperature
Higher radiation

profile narrows with increasing
losses from the high-density

Marfes also cool the edge plasma.

q_ and

bulk plasma

An increase in turbulent

transport

can result in further cooling of the plasma.
In large tokamaks it is observed that the density limit is caused by processes which
occur at the plasma edge. If the deterioration
by turbulence

in particle confinement

which occurs only in the lower temperature

is indeed caused

regions of the plasma, such

as a resistive mode, then one would not expect to see any deterioration
confinement

cause an intrinsic limit to the maximum

plasma such as in TFTR.
of device, the relatively

density in the core of a hotter

If such a mechanism of turbulence
high temperature

plasma periphery.
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in particle

was present in this type

profile would confine its activity

to the

Chapter

7

Conclusions
The gas modulation
ticle transport

technique is a valuable tool for extracting

in a plasma.

sity perturbations

position remains

It must be applied with suitable care to ensure that den-

in a quasi-steady-state

stable.

for the study of particle

At higher densities

during modulation

This requires a dedicated
transport

and periodic gas puff modulation

experimental

near the density limit.

only a single puff modulation

from shot to shot, facilitating

up to 10 times so that statistical

tributions

that

and that the plasma
effort, particularly

In MTX both single puff

could be used at low densities (_e < 1.6 × 102°m-3).
could be used because

creasing density decay time and the limited shot length.

Perturbed

about par-

create changes in n and Vn which are small and not correlated,

the plasma remains

reproducible

information

of the in-

Plasma behavior

was quite

the repetition of the modulation

discharge

errors were minimized.

particle diffusion and convection coefficients D, V were obtained.

from off-diagonal transport

effects are manifest

Con-

in V. Coefficient profiles

from spectral and time domain analysis of the same periodic modulation

are similar.

Both the profiles of V and D increase toward the outside of the plasma in ali of the
MTX discharged

studied.

An anomalous

inward pinch exists, and is especially appar-

ent in the outer half of the plasma minor radius. Values of the ratio of aV/D, shown
in fig. 4.13 for 0.4 < r/a < 0.8, maintain
the equilibrium

a ratio roughly similar to that expected for

coefficients. The dependences

plasma parameters

have a significant

of the particle transport

coefficients on

influence on values of the perturbed
134

transport

coefficients.
Profiles of D are generally similar to those determined
sawtooth heat pulse propagation

previously for Xe,HP from

[77]. Values of D are typically smaller than those of

Xe,HP by a factor of 2-5.
The behavior of the transport coefficients was studied for a number of shots at
constant current and toroidal field (Br = 6.25 T, q = 4.8) for a range of line-averaged
densities extending to the Greenwald density limit. As shown in fig. 4.11, relatively
little variation was observed in profiles of D for densities through most of the saturated
ohmic confinement regime. At the Greenwald density limit threshold (_, = _J) a
dramatic increase occurred in both the perturbed particle convection and diffusion
transport coefficients in the outer region of the plasma.

The increases were most

pronounced at the outermost range of the radii where coefficients were determined
(r/a=0.8).

The regions where the increase occurred extended

well into the plasma

interior.
These results are consistent with the dramatic decrease in the density decay time
of the Alcator C core plasma following pellet injection observed near the density
limit. The increase in transport rates is due to the increase in the perturbed diffusion
coefficient accompanied
Density profiles maintain

by an increase in the perturbed inward convection velocity.
a similar shape near the density limit, congruous with the

similar behavior of the transport

coefficients.

No dramatic deterioration

in global

energy confinement is measured.
These increases in the transport coefficients occur in the collisional, relatively low
temperature (Te <250 eV) outer portion of the plasma.

In these high-density

plasmas,

these regions were in the Pfirsch-Schlfiter collisionality regime. The variation of D in
this region compared well with the scaling from a theory of resistivity-gradient-driven
turbulence.
to explain

There is no need to invoke a strong scaling with local plasma parameters
the increase in transport

thermal transport
particle flux.
the observed

is associated

Such a mechanism

coefficients in the data.

almost entirely with convection
for enhanced

absence of deterioration

transport

theory

by the electrostatic

would be consistent

in the energy confinement
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In the RGDT

with

time in the data. lt

would also be consistent

with the observation

that the only loss in energy confinement

from the Alcator C pellet experiments

was the convective

loss directly associated

with the flux of particles.
The T-10 device is another

tokamak

where the deterioration

ment near the density limit is rather apparent.
discharges

were simulated

transport

with a model which utilized

an RGDT-type

coefficients in the plasma edge. The model did a satisfactory

particle confinement

is reproduced

pendence of the edge transport
is primarily

responsible

primarily

coefficients.

scaling for
job of simu-

The deterioration

in edge

because of the inverse temperature
The inverse dependence

for the increase in D calculated

the MTX density limit data.

confine-

The dynamics of T-10 density limit

lating features of the dynamic evolution of the discharge.

transport

in particle

This observation

suggests

de-

on Tc and LTe

from the RGDT scaling for
that the increase in edge

coefficients is related to the narrowing of the Tc profiles observed at high

density through a similar type of inverse dependence.
The MTX data shows that the increase in the particle transport
the density limit is most pronounced

coefficients near

at the largest radii where coefficients were mea-

sured. This suggests that the increase may be due to an enhancement

of an instability

which occurs only in the relativcly cool regions of the plasma, such as a resistive instability. In this case the mechanism
confinement
stantially

through

turbulent

hotter temperature

could not directly cause a deterioration

transport

of particle

in the core plasma in a device with sub-

profiles. If present in such a device, its action would be

confined to the plasma periphery.
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Appendix

A

Calculation
Consider the refraction
approximation

of Refraction
angle introduced

is appropriate

Angle

as a beam traverses the plasma.

when the beam wavelength

is very small compared

the distance over which the plasma index of refraction changes.
represented

to

The wave fields are

as
Eo

=

e(r)e_i-_s(r)-i_'t

(A.1)

Ho

=

h(r)e i_s(r)-iwt

(A.2)

with S(r) defined as the optical path.
metrical

The eikonal

wave-fronts

The surfaces of constant

[65]. Two of Maxwell's

equations

S(r) are the geo-

are fourier transformed

in

time and expressed in terms of the plasma dielectric constant fcc the case of O-mode
propagation,

_2 = 1 - -_2_ ,

By substituting
'

V x H

=

-i_oa2E

(A.3)

V x E

=

i_oB.

(A.4)

in the eikonal expressions for the field, and using some vector iden-

tities one obtains
C
Zt.U

_Sxh+ce0_2e
VSxe-c/z0h

=
=

=
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-:-Vxh
c V x e.
-i--w

(A.5)
(A.6)

In the eikonal approximation
are negligible.

the terms on the right hand sides of the above equations

The fields can be eliminated

to obtain the eikonal equation

+

+ T;z =

which is a special case of the Hamilton-Jacobi

equation.

OS

cki

Oqi

w

(A.7)
Using the transformation

= --. = --

Pi

and defining q as the spatial coordinate

(A.S)

we obtain the Hamiltonian
2

H (p, q, t) = pS _ 1 + wv,/w

2

= 0

(A.9)

from which the O-mode dispersion relation is obtained
ws

The solution

2 + cs k 2 .
= wv_

to the eikonal equation

for a given set of boundary

the ray orbits which foliate a Lagrangian
equations

of Hamilton

(A.10)

manifold

conditions

in phase space.

gives

The canonical

are used to obtain a set of first order relations

equations

for

these orbits
qi

OH
= --,

OH
= --.
--[9i
Oqi

Opi

(A.11)

Since the plasma density is far below the cutoff density for the fir laser wavelength
the refraction

angle is small and the ray path through the plasma is nearly straight.

In this case the beam path through the plasma is approximately

along a line parallel

to the y axis a distance x from the plasma axis. The differential

change in the angle

of refraction

_ dk_/k

as the beam traverses a differential segment dy is
dkx
dv
.__r /k_
=

With ww/wss = n/nc

1 o_
_k
_
k _
,_ yo_

s
1
Oww
2cSk s Ox "

and cSk s = w2 _ wws _"_ws the integral for the refraction

(A.12)
angle

becomes
AO =

1
2n_

f_'On
oo_x dy"

(A.13)

With use of the relation
On
On x
=
Oz
Or r
138

(A.14)

this integral can be parameterized

in terms of the radial coordinate

Ao= -n--_
z fnoOn
Or ,cir2drI.
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x2"

as

(A.15)

Appendix

B

Spectral

Form

of Continuity

Equation
The terms in the continuity equation with dimensions of length are normalized

to the

radius of the last closed flux surface yielding
D
b = (a(1-

V
I_01))2'

which have units of inverse time.
normalized

B.1

geometry

Finite

V = a (1 - 16ol)'

(B.1)

The integral form of the continuity

equation

in

becomes

Difference

Equations

for

Spectral

Analysis
Density profile coefficients are averaged over groups of four adjacent

radial positions

in the original 50 point grid
1 4
i=1

in order to obtain

a smoother

profile of values at 12 radial positions.

number of flux surfaces is comparable

This reduced

to the number of chord measurements.
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Second

order spatial differencing is used to calculate the density gradient
On _ nj+l - nj-1
_pp 2Api
'

n.i = n(ps)

(B.4)

except at the grid boundaries where first order differencing is applied.
The integral form of the continuity equation is discretized as follows
nj,,,,_

+

On
Api
-bj = iwna,,,,
q
Op j,,,
2

(B._)

Api.
pj z_,i=2

2

The first term on the right hand side results from the inner boundary flux surface
having a non-zero radius.

B.2

Finite

Difference

Periodic

Equations

for Simulation

of

Modulation

The differential form of the spectral continuity

- pop

O_

equation

Op +Vn

+S

(B.6)

is differenced as

(Aoj)_

-

(Am)_

+

2Ap
ps_(nj+'-nj-i)

2A0

= pj (Si - iwnj)

_J +
(B.7 )

where
1 (bj-lPj-1

@ bjpj)

(B.8)

1 (bj+lpj+,

+ Djpj)

(B.9)

-. (_ - I_ol)
This tridiagonal

set of equations

(B.10)

can be expressed in the form

A;nj_, + Bj,_s+ Cj_j+_= SjOj
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(B.11)

with

Aj

=

(zXoj)2

2Am

(Api)2

+ iwpj .

2Api

The boundary conditions for the simulation are an l0 = 0 and n(pN) = O. The inner
boundary condition is implemented
recast into tridiagonal

with second order accuracy• The equations are

form by adding a suitable multiple of the second row to the

first.
X.n=S

S/3+B/C

X =

(B.12)

0 0

...

0

0

A2

B2

C2

0

...

0

0

0

A3

B3

C3

...

0

0

:

:

:

:

..

o

o

0

0

0

0

AN-1

BN-1

VN-1

0

...

0

0

0

0

1

(B.13)

$2p2/C2
$2P2

S =

$3p3

SN-lPN-1

0
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(B.14)

Appendix

(3

Equations

for Analysis

Time

in the

Domain

Profiles of n(p,t) are obtained for each time step from the singular value decomposition
solution.

The averaged values of density and density gradient are used in the integral

form of the normalized
in Appendix

continuity

equation

ali according to the conventions

adopted

B. This equation

_(o,t)+ _(0)_(o,t) dS
:

is evaluated

(C.1)

at discrete points as
On

On

n(pj,tk) P (p_) + -g-_D
(p_,tk)D(pj) =
2p--_i=2
The time derivative

tk) =

(pl,tk)

Apl

(C.2)

+

-gi(o_,t_)o,+-gi(o,_,,tk)p,_,Ap_. (C.3)

of density is evaluated

On
0--7(pi'

-_

with a centered differencing formula:

n (pi,_!k+,,k
) -- n (pi,tk-,,k) "
2AtAk

Linear regression analysis is then applied to determine the transport
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(C.4)
coefficients.

C.1

Equations

The differential

for Simulation

form of the normalized

continuity

of Modulation

Data

equation

in space

is differenced

with the formula

(Api)2

-

(am) 2

= So
The boundary

conditions

case of Appendix

2ap

Crank-Nicholson

in the following tridiagonal

Ajnj-1
A'i + Bj
k-, + (Pi)
= -AINU_,

=J+

- {(o-=p=o=)]
]

(c.6)

are the same ones used for the simulation

B. The semi-implicit

differencing, resulting

+

method

in the spectral
is used for time

form for the equations

njk-1 + Csnj+
k-11

+ (Pi
-_ - Bj ) n sk - CSnj+
k , + -_(SS,k
1
+ SS,k_, )

(C.7)

with

As =

[DP]J-1/2_Ps._VJ
2 (Api) 2
4Aps

2 (Api) 2

Cs =

2Ap_

i-

+

4Aps

2Aps"

The inner boundary condition is implemented to second order accuracy according to
the formula used in Appendix B. The equations are cast in tridiagonal form by adding
a suitable multiple of the second row to the first. These equations
L. n k = R. n k-1 + _1 (S k + S__I)

(C.8)

have the solution
1
nk = L-'

[R. nk-' + _ (Sk + Sk-')]
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(C.9)

with the associate matrices given by

-_ + _Ga -8
3 + (_+_)
Ga

o

"""

o

o

C2

0

"'"

0

0

C3

"'"

0

0

0

0

A2

_At + B2

0

A3

:

:

:

:

'.

0

0

0

0

AN-I

0

...

0

0

0

tri+B3
_t

L =

R =

o

(C.10)
PN-1
At

+ BN-I

CN-1

0

1

_A_
Ga

(B_-_/At)
Ga

0

0

...

0

0

-A2

n.
At _ B2

-C2

0

"'"

0

0

0

-As

-C3

"'"

0

0

:

:

:

:

".

0

0

0

0

0

0

--AN-1

0

...

0

0

0

n.
At _

B3

pN-1
At

BN-1
0

(C.1I)

--CN-1

0

Sk-_/2.,
2
P2
P3

S =

Sk-1/2 _
N-1

PN-1

0
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(C.12)

Appendix

D

Technicalities

of Experimental

Hardware
The 15-chord far infrared interferometer

used to measure density profiles on MTX is

discussed in this appendix along with some details of the gas fuelling system installed
for these experiments.

D.1

Interferometer

The interferometer
corner-cube

Design

laser is operated

at a wavelength

GaAs Schottky detectors

of 184 #m and detected

[44]. The laser is located in a room outside of

the tokamak vault in order to allow access to it during tokamak operations.
is transported

to the vault in a large-diameter

with dry air. The detectors
of the tokamak
resolution.

support

coil were of concern.

Noise levels measured
energized.

eddy currents

To maximize strength,

hybrid stainless steel/G10

Low frequency

by a tower which is independent

in order to minimize

Besides floor vibrations,

The beam

hollow dielectric waveguide [45] filled

and optics are supported

structure

with

the effect of vibrations

on

from the air-core ohmic heating

while minimizing

eddy current effects, a

design was used [46].
during plasma breakdown
components

shots with all of the magnets

(10's of Hz) have an RMS amplitude

2×1017m -2. The signals are low pass filtered with a cutoff frequency
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of ne =

of 4 kHz and

digitized at 10 kHz with a set of 10-bit LeCroy 8210 digitizers.
calibrated

The interferometer

is

in place, using the same filters and digitizers as during plasma operation.

A thin polyethylene

slab is inserted into the plasma probe beam and rotated

using a

small motor, changing the effective path length. This allows the digitized signal from
the phase comparator
scope.

to be compared

The absolute

accuracy

with the phase shift measured

of the calibration

on an oscillo-

is estimated

at 4-1% immediately

experiments,

a computer-controlled

following the procedure.

D.2

Gas Fuelling

In order to facilitate operations

System
for gas modulation

gas fuelling system was installed on MTX. This was a modified version of the system
used on the Tandem Mirror Experiment
dently.
system's

[27] which could fire two valves indepen-

Waveforms for the gas valve voltage could be created
Hewlett Packard 9836 computer

and modified on the

through a number of options, one of which

was simply to draw it. Waveforms could be stored on disk for quick recall.
were loaded into LeCroy 8201 memory modules.
function

generators

PV-10 piezoelectric
side of the valves.

The outputs

of the associated

These
8601

were amplified by Kepco bipolar power supplies which drove the
leak valves.

Transducers

measured

the pressure

on the output

This was recorded by the gas box system and could be used to

assess the performance

of the valves.
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Appendix

E

Lowpass

/ Bandstop

Filter

When selecting a filter one must choose between a set of characteristics
the best compromise for the given application.
it occurs

most frequently

transient

is essentially

for this application.

When interferometer

signals break up

in the very last stages of a shot, after the modulation

complete.

For this reason a causal digital filter was selected

The response of the filter function to fringe shifts late in the shot

occurs after the fringe shift and does not contaminate
gas modulation.

that represent

the segment of data during

Another selection which must be made is the balance between the

dispersion of the filter and the rate of fall off above the cutoff frequency.
filter gives a large amount
"ripple"

of attenuation

in the transmission

the filter function
leads to dispersion

amplitude

in the stop band for a given amount
in the pass band.

in the filtered signal.

A Maximum

of

The rate of change of

phase in the pass band is, however, the most nonlinear

excellent phase shift characteristics
a rapid attenuation

A Chebyshev

[28] and

Flat Time Delay filter has

for use when the filter amplitude

just above cutoff. For the present application

need not display
Butterworth

filters

were chosen because they offered a good compromise between flat delay and constant
amplitude

of the pass band of the function.

A 5 pole Butterworth

filter utilized for the lowpass filter function is given by the

expression
1
Bs(p) = 1 . 3.236068 p . 5.236068 p2 + 5.236068 p3 + 3.236068 p4 + p5
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(E.1)

for 0 _< p < o¢. The analytic form for B(p) shown in equation
to the form appropriate

E.1 is transformed

for the finite frequency domain of the digital record through

the following change of variables, using the standard

bilinear transformation

[28]. For

the lowpass filter this becomes
p = C 1 - z -1
sT
1 + z -_ = C tanh(-_-)
where z = expsT,

s = jw and T = t(1) - t(0).

(E.2)

The coefficient C = cot(_)

the filter cutoff frequency and f, the Nyquist frequency.

with f_

A band stop filter is created

with use of the following transformation

P-

D(1-z
-2)
1- Ez -1 + z -2

with D - tan (_-_.), B = filter bandwidth,
frequency.
separate

E = 2cos(_1-_z)where f2 ---bandstop

The filter function was optimized
two pole Butterworth

bandstop

(E.3)

for this application

center

with addition of two

filters,

.

1
B2(p) = 1 + 1.4142136 p + p2

(E.4)

centered at 60 and 110 Hz cascaded with the lowpass filter. The composite function
is thus the product
cutoff frequency

of the three individual

was found to be 90 Hz.
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functions.

The optimum

low pass filter

Appendix
Spectral

F
Analysis

Two methods for determining

the particle transport

analysis are given in this appendix.
with periodic gas modulation

F.1

Issues

Methods

A spectral

coefficients based upon spectral

analysis method

was used on data

taken at low density.

Associated

with

Finite

Fourier

Trans-

form
Prior to Fourier analysis the average slope of the interferometer
tracted

off. If this is not done the approximation

steady-state

background

profile is not valid.

signal must be sub-

of a linear perturbation

about a

The time evolution of the background

profile would also have to be considered in the analysis. But as long as the changes in
the background

profile are slow compared with the periodic modulation

the effect of changing background

conditions

of the signal

can be minimized by subtracting

off the

average slope.
Since only a few periods of modulation
it is also important

that the numerical

can be completed

side-lobe leakage be minimized.

due to the finite time length of the record analyzed.
a signal x(t) can be represented

during a shot in MTX

as the product
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This effect is

The finite Fourier transform

of an unlimited

of

time history record
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Figure F.I: Plot of Ig(f)l versus frequency
V(t) multiplied

by a rectangular

time window u(t) where [58]

_(_)=

-

_

010<t<T
otherwise

x(t) =u(t)V(t).
The Fourier transform

of x(t) is the convolution

(F.1)
of the Fourier transforms

u(t) and

V(t):
X(f)
The Fourier transform

oou(/_) V(f - _) d/_.

- T \/'sin-_-_
_rfT)

and f the frequency.

This is particularly

modulation

e -j_IT

This is illustrated

allow spec*ral power to leak to frequencies
window.

(F.2)

of u(t) is given by

U(I)
with T=t(1)-t(0)

=

(F.3)
fig F.1. The large side lobes

far from the main lobe of the spectral

significant for the analysis here since the fundamental

frequency is only a few times the fundamental
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frequency of the transform;
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Figure
low frequency

"noise"

bins, introducing
exactly

will not be subject
Leakage

of other

function.

This

most effective

fa.irly narrow

of Hanning

If the record

of modulation

to leakage,

resulting

components

the time history

for this application

of the Fourier

periods,

function.

length

of the signal

frequency

such that

component

it is
itself

in the signal to noise ratio.

is minimized

at its ends.

is selected

the modulation

in an improvement

in the signal

and its first derivative

central

transform

distortion.

H(t)=_
The magnitude

10

of drift in the data can easily leak into the modulation

number

tapers

..........

0
offset in units of frequency bins

F.2: Fourier

significant

an integral

in the signal

....
-10

...........................

¢o

_

through

to eliminate

A Hanning

use of a window
the discontinuities

window

was found

to be

and is given by

1-cos-transform

lobe and a rapid

0_<t_<T
of H(t),

plotted

in figure F.2, shows

fall off of the side lobes.
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(F.4)
it has a

F.2

Spectral

The autocorrelation

Quantities
power spectral density of a signal is
G_,=(f) = X'(f)X(f)

and is equal to the Fourier transform

(F.5)

of the autocorrelation

function.

The cross power

spectral density of two signals is given by
G_,y(f) = X*(f)Y(f)

(F.6)

and is likewise the Fourier transform

of the cross correlation

function which relates the amplitude

and phase of the components

to those of X(f) is determined

function.

of the record Y(f)

by [58]
h(f) = G_y(f)
G=_(f)

with the associated

IG_y(f)l
ax_(f)Gyy(f)"

For the interferometer signals considered
number of modulation

nature
function

(F.7)

coherence function given by
2
"Y_u(f)-

dominated

The transfer

periods spanning

by a single component

(F.8)

in these experiments,

having a small

the record, the spectral density function is

at the modulation

of these signals, we see that the most accurate

frequency.
determination

Given the special
of the spectral

results when the entire signal length is analyzed at once and no summation

of frequency bins is performed.

F.3

Methodology

An array of complex numbers of the form
Ni e jt'

--

4 hi _

(F.9)

is obtained

form the data where Ni is the amplitude

component

of the chord, while ¢i is the phase of the component
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of the ith periodic frequency
relative to that of the

reference chord, denoted as signal x. The central chord is used as the reference because
it typically has the highest signal level and is least affected by other systematic
such as those from refraction,
can vary somewhat

uncertainty

in position, etc.

the corresponding

condition

by adding an additional

1.12 times that of the outermost

and line integrated

with a path

value decomposition,
the equations
ill-conditioned

components

length matrix

density coefficients, is produced

approach outlined in Chapter

[59]. Singular value decomposition
The system

designed to be well-conditioned.
to avoid the numerical

instability

equation

and then fit with a cubic
the local

analogous

the least-squares

with the

solution to

is especially

useful for diagnosing

described

above was, however,

of equations

One reason for using an over determined
which exists in an uniquely

determined

system is
system if

The array of ft(p) is used in

cast in integral, spectral form,

Op
+ l)fi(p,w) )
_oPiW_z(p,,w) p' dp' = pl (L)(r) On(P'w)
with the perturbed

for each

system is solved using singular

the rank of the square matrix is less than its dimension.
the continuity

coefficients

in a manner

3. This overdetermined

equal to

density modulation

DY, which relates

which is equivalent to determining

matrices.

errors resulting

point with a minor radius

The complex density

into real and imaginary

A set of equations

values

The outer boundary

chord. The real and imaginary

are set equal to zero here.

chord are separated
spline.

In this way systematic

variation of the plasma position are minimized.

is obtained

components

chord density

densities as a function of the flux surface

radius. Results from several shots are summed.
from intershot

Since plasma geometry

from shot to shot the array of complex

is inverted to determine

errors

particle

(F.10)

source term neglected in the interior region considered.

The local values of flux surface radii p and density-dependent

variables are obtained

from averaging 4 adjacent values, as described

in Appendix

tions for D(p) and V(p) at 12 radial positions,

similar to the number of chords avail-

able for the measurement.

At each radial position

and imaginary

The resulting

transport,

components.

equation

C. This results in equa-

F.10 is split into real

(2 x 2) matrix equations

coefficient values.
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are solved for the

F.4

Complementary

A complementary

spectral

Spectral

Analysis

Method

method of analysis was also implemented.

In this case

the chord data waz spline fit for each time step, then inverted using the same matrix
inversion

technique

described

earlier.

integral form of the continuity

The perturbed

equation

flux is determined

in the time domain.

from the

Local values of these

variables obtained from averaging over groups of four adjacent radial values are then
Fourier analyzed.

The perturbed

flux

F(r, ca) = D(r) O_
-_r (r,w) + V(r)_(r,w)
is correlated
equation

with OfOr

and fi using multidimensional

(F.11)

spectral analysis through

the

[58]
GTy = Gxx (V,D) T .

(F.12)

The principal difference between this method and the method of the preceding section
is in the error propagation

due to the different nature of the signal used for spline fits.

Results of analysis of periodic modulation
are compared

with the analytic

are similar to the results obtained
when either simulated

signals simulated

functional

forms of D, V in fig. F.3. These profiles

from the other methods.

or experimental

at MTX chord positions

periodic modulation
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This is typically the case
data are analyzed.
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generated

,

,

,
0.6

at MTX

0.8

chord

positions

with

Appendix

G

Accuracy

of Fit

The analysis presented in this section will demonstrate
values of the transport

coefficients is dominated

that the overall uncertainty

by the systematic

is not possible to assign exact limits to the overall uncertainty.
in experimental
Reasonable

plasma physics, particularly

estimates

these systematic
as parameters

of the uncertainties

measurements.

coefficient values due to

in the fit routine are varied over relevant ranges of uncertainty.

the flux itself will be examined

Statistical

with several statistical

Tests

tests.

of Models
that the linear model

2.2, which is of the form
y = alx:l + a2x2 + e.,

is appropriate

to describe

section statistical

the relation

between

the perturbed

(G.1)
quantities.

evidence is presented which shows that this relation

In addition to the above assumption
statistical

This

First, the relevance of the model used for

The validity of the results presented depends on the assumption
of equation

This is often the case

effects are obtained by examining the changes in the coefficient values

will be discussed later later in this section.

G.1

errors. Therefore it

with transport-related

in the transport

in

In this

is appropriate.

of linearity, formulas for confidence intervals and

hypothesis tests for the results of linear regression analysis depend on three
157

"inference"

assumptions

• 1. Constant

[64]. These are listed below:

Variance - different populations

variable corresponding
• 2. Independence

of potential values of the dependent

to different values of x have equal variances

- any one value of the dependent

variable is statistically

inde-

pendent of any other value of this variable
• 3. Normality-

For any value xi of the independent

values of the dependent

variable x the corresponding

variable has a normal distribution

Since a low pass filter has been applied to the FIR data to remove periodic components, points in the filtered record separated

by a time small compared to the inverse

of the filter cutoff frequency are not statistically
of calculating

independent.

confidence intervals and conducting

statistical

of the data points in the filtered records, separated

not independent,

tests, we use a subset

by equal time steps of 6 msec.

The differences between the values of the independent
from the least squares fit are called the residuals.

Thus for the purposes

variables and values resulting

If the time ordered

residuals are

then they are termed autocorrelated.

The Durbin-Watson

test [64] is used to detect first-order

data. The Durbin-Watson

autocorrelation

in the

static is defined as

d = E .=2(e, - e-i

)2

Z,"=_ e_
where el, e2,...,

e, are the time-ordered

(O.2)

residuals.

It has been shown that values

denoted du,, exist such that if d > du,,_ the hypothesis
autocorrelated

is accepted

with probability

1-_.

As described earlier, records were obtained
all of the shots in the group.
6 msec intervals,
autocorrelated

that the error terms are not

for each data point by averaging over

When a subset of the points in the record, taken at

was used the Durbin-Watson

with greater than 99% certainty

test indicated

in every instance.

since the low pass filter transfer function amplitude
of values well above the cutoff frequency.

the residuals

were not

This is plausible

decays toward zero over a range

The presence of spectral components
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of the
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Figure G.I: Representative
signal at frequencies

well above the cutoff frequency

intervals to be statistically
The constant
versus dependent
were collected.

plots of residuals from fit versus other variables.
allows values taken at 6 msec

independent.

variance

assumption

or independent
Representative

is tested

variables,

with the use of plots of residuals

or versus the time order in which they

plots are presented

in figure G.1 for modulation

at p= .8 from plasma with rf,,20 = 2.6, Ip = 285 kA. No trend is apparent,
constant

data

indicating

variance, a result which is almost always true in the data.

The third assumption

of normality is aptly examined here with the use of a normal

plot. With this technique,

discussed by Anscombe and Tukey [66], the residuals ei are

ordered from smallest to largest and plotted against zi. Here, zi is defined to be the
location on abscissa of the standard

normal curve so that the area under this curve to

the left is (3i-1)/(3n+1).

When the assumption

has the correct functional

form, then the plot should have the appearance

line. Substantial
the normality

variations

assumption

from the straight-line

of normality

appearance

[66]. A result for gas modulation
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holds and if the model

indicate

of a straight
a violation of

data is plotted in fig. G.2
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Figure G.2: Normal plots for fit to _,20 = 2.6, Ip = 285 kA data at p = .55.
for the same data considered above. This curve has a definite straight-line
indicating

that the normality

point resulted

assumption

approximately

from averaging signals from 8-10 repeatable

a good signal-to-noise

ratio.

The the total amount

data is much greater than it might appear.
modulation

holds.

shots in TFTR,

appearance

Note the each data

shots in order to obtain

of information

contained

in the

In the regression analysis applied to gas

data from numerous reproducible

shots was averaged for

this same reason [67]. We see that the typical data analyzed with the multidimensional
linear regression routine approximately

G.2

F-Test

of the Model

Now we consider the hypothesis
flux are related

that the independent

to the perturbed

for the model F = -DVn
H0" D=

satisfies the three inference assumptions.

flux itself.

+ Vn +

V=0
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variables in the model for the

Specifically we test the null hypothesis

normalized radius

F-statistic

.076

2.13

.198

2.83

.320

5.61

.442

14.8

.564

36.1

.686

26.5

.808

6.85

Table G.I" Values of F-statistic
which says that none of the independent
ternative

variables

for model
ft, Vfi affects f" versus the al-

hypothesis

H1 " at least one of D, V -_ 0.
We use the overall F-statistic

[64] calculated

reject H0 in favor of H1 with probability

from the linear regression fit. We can

1-a if F(model)>

F_(k-:'"-k).

F(_-1,"-k} is defined as the point on the scale of the F-distribution

The quantity

having k-1 and n-k

degrees of freedom such that the area under the curve to the right of it is a [64]. For
the model here k=3 and n is the number of data points.

In the data at 285 kA the

F-statistic

and independent

indicates a definite relation between dependent

ft, Vfi at the local position at greater
Most of the remaining
Values of the F-statistic

cases indicate

variables

than the 99% confidence level in most cases.
a positive relation

at the 95% confidence level.

for _e,20 = 1.8, Ip = 285 kA fit at relevant radii are presented

in table G.1. The values of the F-statistic

for 95% and 99% confidence levels are 4.74

and 9.55 respectively.
The multiple
data.

correlation

coefficient is a measure of how well the model fits the

The square of the multiple correlation

coefficient is defined as

R2 = Explained variation
Total variation

(G.3)

For the 285 kA data, values of R at various radii range typically
fig. G.3 the empirical

flux is compared

from 0.8 to 0.99. In

with the fit from the linear relationship

= 0.65 for _e,20 = 2.2, iv = 285 kA. A multiple correlation
161

at p

coefficient in excess of 0.5
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Figure G.3: Comparison
is considered

I , , , , , , , = = I , , , , A, , , ,

0.290

0.300

of empirical flux with linear fit.
to hold [58]. It is not

For example, inside the region r/a < 0.2 the overall integrated

In multidimensional
independent

linear regression

analysis there is no requirement

coefficient between independent

erwise the matrix
the independent

used in the linear regression
variables

ear regression operator
the independent

flux is small

ratio is often poor.

variables be mutually uncorrelated

the correlation

0.310

a good regression fit to the data at every relevant radial

so that the signal-to-noise

uncertainty

0.280
time(sec)

necessary for the linear regression assumptions

always possible to obtain
position.

I .........

0.270

are only moderately

[58]. A practical

in the transport

requirement

is that

variables not be close to unity, othanalysis becomes nearly singular.
correlated

is a powerful tool for detcrmining

variables and the dependent

that the

variable.

the multidimensional

If
lin-

the linear relation between
The statistical

coefficients is almost always a rather

portion of the

small fraction of

the coefficient value. The exceptions occur near the center of the plasma (r/a < 0.2)
where the transport

coefficient values are usually smallest and the signal-to-noise

tio is lowest. Also mixing due to sawteeth

influences transport
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ra-

there. Typical values

normalized

Table G.2: Transport

radius

V (m/sec)D

(m2/sec)

.076

.634- .15

.024- .016

.198

.514- .13

.0524- .010

.320

.444- .12

.0474- .009

.442

.604- .072

.154- .019

.564

.554- .072

.12+ .0122

.686

.57={=.061

.204- .0099

.808

1.84- .067

.274- .0088

coefficients and associated

statistical

uncertainties

of V and D and their associated 95% statistical_ confidence intervals versus radius are
illustrated

G.3

for the case of _,20 = 2.6, Ip = 285 kA in table G.2.

Partial

F-test

The partial F-statistic

is an indicator

of whether

the model are significantly related to the dependent
reduced models for the flux, F = -DV5

individual independent

variable. Here we consider the two

and F = -VS.

with the above reduced models and from the composite
partial F-statistics

variables in

Residuals from fits obtained
model are used to calculate

for each reduced model. If the partial F-statistic

is greater

than

F_ -g'n-k) then at least one of the variables excluded in the reduced model is related
to the dependent

variable at the 1-c_ confidence level [64]. The quantity

the same function
number of variables

as was described in relation to the F-statistic,

F_ -g'"-k) is

but with p-g, the

in the composite model excluded from the reduced model, equal

to one here.
In table G.3 partial F-statistics

for each model are shown as functions of radius for

_,20 = 2.2, lp = 285 kA. The values of F_ '_-k for the 95% and 99% confidence levels
are 5.59 and 12.25 respectively.
and Vfi are significantly
correlation

It is clear from the example of table G.3 that both

related

to F. Table G.4 lists the values of the multiple

coefficients for the reduced and composite
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models for the flux at various

normalized

Table G.3: F-statistic
normalized

radius

radius

F=-DVn

F=-Vn

.076

13.5

3.79

.198

42.6

30.3

.320

13.0

11.9

.442

14.5

20.2

.564

5.21

5.00

.686

5.80

4.02

.800

59.6

55.8

values for the reduced models versus radial position.
R(F=-D

Vn-Vn)

R(F

=-DVn)

R(F=-Vn)

.076

.844

.741

.836

.198

.951

.873

.828

.320

.977

.960

.894

.442

.934

.773

.796

.564

.796

.702

.639

.686

.893

.821

.513

.800

.992

.634

.450

Table G.4: Correlation

coefficients for the reduced and composite

models versus ra-

dius.
radii for the plasma with _,_0 = 2.6, lp = 285 kA. The accuracy of the overall fit is
substantially

G.4

reduced when either of the reduced models is used.

Error

Having established

Propagation
that the model for the flux is a statistically

fits the data reasonably
results obtained.
to the uncertainty

valid description

which

well, we can now consider the question of the accuracy of the

As demonstrated
in the transport

in the previous section, the statistical

contribution

coefficients is typically quite small..

The particle

source term is highly localized to the edge in these plasmas
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and is not a significant

source of error in the region treated.

The relative importance

of the effect of low pass

filtering on the signals was discussed in chapter 3. It was shown that this effect is less
significant than the error introduced

through

the spline fit for the values of transport

coefficients found in MTX.
Dominant

contributions

plasma position

to the error arise from factors such as uncertainty

and geometry

and uncertainties

necessarily

introduced

through

spline fit. As evidenced in table 4.1 the changes in the plasma horizontal
from shot to shot are well quar, tified.

Since the uncertainties

position are larger they will be the basis for estimating
transport

position

in absolute

the consequent

the

plasma

effect on the

coefficients.

The sensitivity
plasma position

of the values of transport
and geometry

values of fit parameters

coefficients obtained

was examined

which characterized

used in the time dependent

artificial offsets to the

the background

fit, then applying

from an equilibrium

parameter

The large aspect ratio expansion

a in eq. 3.3. The Shafronov
interferometer

of the Grad-Shafronov

is an excellent approximation

with nearly circular flux surfaces produced

and line-averaged

the

The three principal fit parameters

fit to polarimeter,

shot data using the large aspect ratio expansion

.5 plasmas

in

analysis routine are the plasma offset 6°, the Shafronov

shift co and the flux surface geometry
used was obtained

to uncertainties

by introducing

time domain analysis routine to the biased data.

currents

in the

shift

and other

equation

[55].

for the low/3rot -_.3-

in MTX. Over the range of

densities at which gas modulation

experiments

were per-

formed the values of the Shafronov shift at the center of the plasma relative to that
at the last closed flux surface determined
amount.

by the code varied by a rather

The value used in the analysis of all shot data here is eo = -0.0825 = 1.36

=

cm, determined

=

eo is .015 (0.25 cm). This value is much greater than the standard
of eo determined

-

for a typical gas modulation

from the equilibrium

of the plasmas in which gas modulation

shot. An estimate

fit to polarimeter
experiments

of the un "ertainty of
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deviation

of values

and other data for a variety

were performed.

Values of eo were calcu!Lated for a range of profiles of electron

_

modest

temperature

and

density of the form

Tr(r)

=

T, oe

ne(r)

=

neo

using the large aspect ratio expansion
C the empirical
temperature

relation

describing

_

(G.4)

1-

(G.5)

of the Grad-Shafronov

equation.

the width of the Gaussian

In Alcator

fit to the electron

profile is

(3qo

(G.6)

with qo is the safety factor at the center of the plasma and q_ is the value at the
limiter.

The density gradient

electron

temperature

scale lengths are considerably

profile exponent

/_

does not have much of an impact upon the value of the Shafronov shift parameter

eo

calculated.

profile, so that

longer than those of the

they value of the density

Over the range of values of Ip, at and n_0 found in the gas modulation

data the values of eo resulting from this calculation

varied from 1.2 to 1.7 cm. These

profiles of the ShMronov shift are well approximated
a "2.75.

For all of the values of current,

run the calculated
evaluated

by the function

eo(1 - pa) with

at and n_0 covered in the gas modulation

profile shapes fit well within a region defined by the above function

for a = 2.25 and 3.25. Therefore the value of uncertainty

in c_ is put at

=k.5.
The uncertainty

in the plasma offset is taken to be 0.4 cm. This is close to the

maximum discrepancy

in offset determined

When the offset parameter
tine adjusts

from polarimeter

and interferometer

alone is varied by such a modest amount the analysis rou-

the size scale of the grid of plasma flux surfaces.

positions p at which transport
though the calculated
so that values obtained

data.

coefficient values are calculated

values change as their positions

Normalized

shift accordingly.

effect variation in this parameter

considered
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change

here, the most pronounced

has is to cause some expansion

radial scale of coefficient profiles.

Al-

shift, they vary in such a way

at the original "unbiased" radii through interpolation

relatively little. Over the raL_e of uncertainty

radial

or contraction

in the

The overall effect of these systematic

on the transport

coefficients is

assessed by adding offsets to the values of 6o, a and eo simultaneously.

These offsets

vary over the range of uncertainties
The same combination

uncertainties

associated

with each parameter

as stated above.

of offsets is used for each shot in the summation

ali of the shots associated

with a particular

induced error is systematic,

of data from

plasma state (i.e. _e, Ip). In this way the

yielding a conservative

estimate.

The effects of the offsets added to the values of $o, a and Co were examined
number of such combinations
aggregate

uncertainties

and random errors.

varied through

in D(r) and V(r) result from the combination

Examples

the plasma uncertainties

in D of order 15% are not unusual.
smaller, the fractional

of systematic

Near the plasma center,

uncertainties

can be quite

When the values of coefficients cover a sizable range across the plasma

cross section the smaller values cannot be accurately
simply localized to a small range. The fractional

d_.ta having coefficient values like the ones determined
The changes in thc transport
limit are clearly significant.

unprocessed

Their value are

in V(r) are generally

even when analyzing

simulated

for MTX plasmas.

coefficients in the outer plasma near the density

The substantial

in shots near the density

determined.

uncertainties

larger than those for D(r). This result was obtained

behavior

The

of these are shown in fig. 4.20. In the outer region of

where the values of D are rather
substantial.

the stated ranges of uncertainty.

for a

difference between the plasma transport

limit and at lower densities

was evident

central chord FIR signals shown in chapter 4, fig. 4.21 as well.
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in the

Appendix
Model

H
with

Explicitly
In principal
separated

'Temperature

Effects

Included

the effects of the four perturbed

quantities

(h, Vfi,

T, V:F) could be

by expressing the flux as
OF.
OF
= _n n + _nVn

and performing

a four dimensional

OF OF
+ _--_T + _VT

regression correlation.

perature and density perturbations
produce perturbations

.

(H.1)
In practice,

since the tem-

of the slow wave are coupled, it is not possible to

to these variables (ft, T) which are uncorrelated

using a single

gas puff in MTX.
When independent

variables in the data are highly correlated,

in the linear regression analysis.

arise

The term which has been coined in the literature

to describe this is multicollinearity
written in matrix notation

difficulties

[64, 68, 69]. The linear regression model can be

as y = X3 . e with
yl

31

y2

32

y-

3Y_

_
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1

x11

x12

• •.

Xlk

I

x21

x22

•..

X2k

I

xn_

xn2

• ••

Xnk

x--

where n is the number of observations

and k is the number of independent

variables.

The regression coefficients are obtained simply from

=(x x) -' X y.
A high degree of correlation
xTx

between independent

(H.2)

variables in the model causes the

matrix to become nearly singular• In this case small variations

values of the independent
through

in the individual

variables can cause large changes in the coefficients obtained

multidimensional

linear regression analysis•

The coefficient values are then

subject to large errors.
The degree of multicollinearity
largest to smallest eigenvalues

present can be diagnosed by taking the ratio of the
of the matrix xTx

to determine

its condition

num-

ber [69]. If the condition number is less than 100 there is generally no serious problem
with multicollinearity

[69]. Condition numbers between 100 and 1000 signal moderate

to strong multicollinearity.
Temperatdre

Values in excess of 1000 indicate

severe multicollinearity.

and density data from the 285 kA density scan are correlated

with F

according to the relation of H.1 for 0< p < 0.65. Values of condition numbers obtained
for these data sets with the four dimensional
1000, with the great majority
obtained

implicitly

numbers

range ,.'com _100 to nearly

near the lower end of this range.

are generally quite similar to values of D obtained

were included
condition

correlation

rather

than explicitly.

are in the low 100's.

Values of OF/OVn

when temperature

effects

This holds true in particular

The values of the other coefficients

when
vary

wildly due to the effects of multicollinearity.

H.1

Biased

Estimators

The only type of method suited for dealing with multicollinearity
I,;_,,A ,_o_;m_or t,_h,;,_,,,_

ItiA_,,

rogroq,_ion_
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principal

applicable here is the

components

regression

and

other biased estimator
They are considered
The purpose

techniques are discussed in detail in the literature
controversial.

of the application

as bias is introduced
components

Each method

has its supporters

here is to examine the behavior

into the estimation

procedure.

[64, 68, 69].

and opponents.
of the coefficients

We will con_ider the principal

regression method here.

In the principal components

model
y = Za + c

where Z = XT, a = Tiff
the eigenvalues of xTx

and TTXTXT

regressors

= zTz = A, with A a diagonal matrix of

and T an orthogonal

tors associated with the eigenvalues.
which are referred

(H.3)

matrix whose columns are the eigenvec-

The columns of Z define a new set of orthogonal

to as principal

regression the principal components

components.

which correspond

In principal

to near zero eigenvalues are re-

moved and least squares analysis is applied to the remaining
Mason [70] compared
regression,

generated
that

data with varying amounts

principal

components

components.

when ridge regression,

latent root and least squares estimators

numerically
indicated

results obtained

regression

components

Gunst and

principal components

were applied to sizable amounts of
of multicollinearity.

Their results

yielded values of coefficients much

more accurate than the least squares estimate when the data are ill-conditioned.
ing the model of equation

H.1, the principal components

the 285 kA data at 6 msec intervals.
small eigenvalues,

principal components.

components

For most of the data this corresponded
Results obtained

to the values of D obtained

corresponding

to

eigen-

to removing one of the

for OF/O_Tn with this method

when the T_ and VT_ were not explicitly

are very close
included.

A

is shown in fig. H.1 for the plasma with _ = 2.2×102°m -3 and I, = 285

kA. This result is fully consistent

with the derivation

the effect of off diagonal terms appears
distinctly

regression was applied to

having values less than of order .01 that of the maximum

value were removed.

comparison

The principal

Us-

different quantities

Estimates

of sec. 2.2 which showed that

in V. We recognize that V and OFOn

are

here.

of the values of OF/On obtained
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with principal

components

regression
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......

0.40
plasma

I |

0.50

0.60

radius

of or obtained

from p. c. regression

are sh gwn in fig. H.2, for 0< p <0.65, for cases where the multicollinearlity
the inclusion of the T,, VT, data was moderate,
the same sign as obtained

for V earlier.

not severe.

They are generally

due to

Values obtained
somewhat

are of

smaller than

those for V but usually not by more than a factor of 2.

H.2

Statistical

Tests

of Extended

In past sections we used the partial F-test to determine
were significantly

partial
variables

_

related

to the dependent

F-test to yield misleading

variable.

indications

whether individual

Multicollinearity

about the importance

[64]. We must examine other methods
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Models
variables

can cause the

of independent

of assessing the significance of the

model fit to the data.
One measure used earlier was the multiple correlation
of any independent

coefficient, R. The addition

variable to a regression model will increase the multiple correlation

coefficient and decrease the sum of the squares of the residuals.
that the new model is a better description
dependent

variables.

of the relation

The multiple correlation

This does not mean

between independent

and

coefficient R will always increase, even

if the variable added is unimportant.
Another
statistic.

criterion

for comparing

separate

regression

This is often called the Ck statistic

set of p potential

independent

variables.

models is known as the C

in the statistical

literature.

Consider a

If we choose a regression model based upon

a subset of these variables
Y -/_o +
then the C statistic

_IXl

-_-""'

"Jt"_k-lXk-1

(H.4)

"4- £

for the model is defined as
SSE
C=

with the unexplained
parameters

variation

in the model.

square error' calculated

(n-

SSE = _'_=l(Yi-

_)i)2, and k the total

number

of

and sp is the mean

from the model

which contains all p independent

variables

We want C to be small.

+/_pxp + e

and thus p+l

SSE
2
Sp=n_(p+l

According

(H.5)

Here n is the number of observations

y = _o + _1xl +...

increase.

2k).

If an unimportant

parameters,

variable is added to the model C can

roughly equals k, the number

When a model has a C statistic

substantially

i.e.
(H.7)

)"

to the theory behind the C statistic

for which the C statistic

(H.6)

we wish to find a model

of parameters

in the model.

greater than k, it can be shown that

the model has has substantial

bias [64]. We consider to what extent

we are biasing

the results of the regression

analysis by using only the density-related

independent
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normalized

radius

ff_,20 = 2.9

ff_,20 = 2.6

ff_,20 = 2.2

ff_,20 = 1.8

.073

4.0

3.1

5.8

2.2

.190

4.4

1.1

1.9

2.7

.306

3.4

2.3

2.3

5.2

.540

1.3

2.2

1.3

2.0

.657

11.8

2.5

1.1

1.9

Table H.I: Values of C statistic

at various line densities and radii

variables.

Table H.1 gives values of the C statistic

calculated

for the (unbiased)

at various radii for several cases

linear regression model using (n, Vn) from the set of

variables (n, Vn, T, _TT). Again data is used at 6 msec intervals.
the C statistic

is less than or not substantially

model is not significantly
density-related
_TT is excluded

biased. Comparing

greater than k=3.
C statistics

variables and one temperature-related

In most of the cases
Thus the reduced

for models containing

both

variable, we find the case where

usually has a lower value of C than the case where T is excluded.

This implies that T is more closely correlated
Since T is highly correlated
We conclude that,

with F in this data than VT.

with ft, the information

contained

in T is redundant.

at least to within our ability to measure the T_ profile, we can

use a model for F in the regression analysis which excludes an explicit dependence
T_ and VT_ without

introducing

manifest in the perturbed

on

significant bias. The effect of these terms becomes

convection velocity V.
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Appendix
Outline
Resist

I
of

ivity- G radient-

Turbulence

Theories

A summary

derivations

of the published

D riven

of several versions of the RGDT theory [89,

90, 92, 42, 115] is included for reference in this appendix.

The theoretical

sidered is based upon the reduced resistive magnetohydrodynamic
in cylindrical geometry

model con-

(MHD) equations

[91]. These are

E+V

dV
p-_-

=

-Vp+J×B

(I.1)

×B

=

r/J

(I.2)

=

#oJ

(1.3)

=

0

(I.4)

VxB
V. B

If beta is small, _3<< (a/Ro) 2, the spatial variation in the toroidal field due to diamagnetic effects in the resulting ordering is also small. Thus the equations,

in cylindrical

geometry, reduce to

0¢
Ell =
dU
d--_-_=

0--_- BzVjI¢ = og_

(I.5)

B_Vllgll

(I.6)
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with ¢ the poloidal flux function (=-R AC) and ¢ the fluid stream function
where (I)is the electrostatic

potential.

(=(I)/B,),

The current density is given by

Jz = 1V_¢
/to
and U is the component

(I.7)

of vorticity in the z direction
U = V_. (p_V_¢).

Here pm is the mass density and the coordinate
axis. An additional

(I.8)

z is in the direction of the cylinder

equation describes resistivity evolution.

In its most basic form it

is
d,/,p
dt .= VIIXIIVIIT/,p.
In this equation
derivative

XI{is the parallel electron thermal

diffusivity.

The total convective

and parallel gradient are
d

0

d-t -

0-_ + (Vj.¢ x _}). V

BzVII Equations

(I.9)

(I.10)

0
× _,). V + B,O---_.

(Vx¢

(I.11)

1.5-I.9 are the basis for the resistivity-gradient-driven

By using the electrostatic

model.

approximation
VII =
=

Vll°)= b.V

(I.12)

0

(I.13)

(with b parallel to the field) and linearizing the equations
-B=Vl{°)¢

=

d 2
pmaV,¢
=
d,}
V(0),2
d-)-- Xll
') =
The current perturbation

turbulence

they can be reduced to

r_J,o + r/oJ_

(I.14)

B, VllO)j,

(I.15)

1 0¢ 0,70
-7 0---#0"--_-"

(I.16)

can now be eliminated

resulting in two nonlinear

equations

for ¢, and r/,v
Pm -av
d 2"¢'
do
-_

=

XllVl{0)o_) _

_lv(0),2h
"
r10¢&?o
cO0dr"
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_)
- J_o_(o)
- " ( 7o
k

(I.17)

/

(i.i8)

Equations

1.17, 1.18 are used as the model for resistivity-gradient-driven

turbulence

calculations.
Two energy-like

quantities

are identified which are quadratic

in the fluctuation

level. These are the fluid kinetic energy

1i

EK = _

d3x 1V±¢{2

and the mean square resistivity fluctuation

(I.19)

level

1
ET -- "_i d3x l_12"
From equations

(I.20)

1.17, 1.18 it was shown that these satisfy the following evolution

equations

o_.o
, : ._'_
i "_[-_::o,, _o ,o
o-r-=
,ood, x,,Ivf,°',_l
.
The fluid kinetic energy Ek evolves by a competition
force induced by resistivity

perturbations

(I.22)

between a destabilizing

and a stabilizing

J x B force induced

the magnetic field line diffusion [89]. The mean square resistivity fluctuation
is driven by relaxation

of the average resistivity

J × B

gradient and damped

by

level Ez'

by dissipation

due to XIl"
The nonlinear saturation

condition

is given by

OEr,.
(9ET
= 0.
Ot
Ot
The requirement

OEK/Ot = 0 is equivalent

(I.23)

to imposing the criterion that [89]

j dax ¢* Vll °,,]: = O.
A sufficient, but not necessary,
0. This condition
rational

condition

for satisfying

is satisfied approximately

criterion

is Jz =

vicinity of the

The _ and ¢ eigenfunctions,

about the mode resonant
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the latter

except in the immediate

surface on which the mode in located.

are skewed off symmetry

(I.24)

which

surface in the linear theory, are

broadened

by turbulent

diffusion as the fluctuation

level increases

[89]. Thus the

region located at the singular surface is irrelevant to the nonlinear dynamics of rippling
mode turbulence.
Because of the Jt = 0 condition

the vorticity equation

resulting in considerable

simplification.

turbulence

by a balance of thermal

is determined

The radial mode structure
convection

by the linear eigenmode width. Thus the saturated
scale length is radically different in character
an asymptotic

balance

of thermal

decouples from the system,
of the saturated

with diffusion and not

state with Jz = 0 and a nonlinear

from the linear regime [89]. By taking

conduction

with diffusion an expression

for the

radial scale for Ok was obtained
1

AT,= Dk/x,k,
where
ko

rn

kll= kilX -- -_x = _x.
Lsrs
The subscript
(m,n).

k denotes

The quantity

the combination

(I.26)

of poloidal and toroidal

A_ is an amplitude-dependent

so that the source and sine terms balance.
balance between parallel thermal

mode numbers

mixing length which adjusts

From the second saturation

condition,

conduction and the resistivity gradient driving term

yields

1

.
By eliminating

a

(,.27)

A_ from the two relations one obtains
4

Dk
At saturation

damping

(I.28)

occurs when a resistivity

finite x by radial diffusion and then destroyed
to Xli(klt&7_)2. We observe that the saturated
coefficient are rather weakly dependent
Average levels of turbulent

fluctuation

by thermal

dissipation,

quantities

to

proportional

mixing length and associated

upon Xlt in equations

fluctuating

parcel is scattered

diffusion

1.27 and 1.28.

are estimated

from nonlinear

theory. The mean square radial velocity for the system is ca'.culated as [89, 94]
/ L.Eo\
(_7_)_m__ 1.23 _LT_)
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"

(1.29)

IIII1"°
,_ I1_

112_

I_ I_1_

'

_,_Ulll._.o
Ilil[_

IIIII
'25llln'.-4 tiiti_

Analytic

scaling laws derived from nonlinear

numerical studies.

The nonlinear equations

theory were compared

with results of

1.5- 1.9 were solved by a three-dimensional

initial value code. Ali of the numerical results showed very clear evidence of a nonlinear saturation

mechanism.

The fluctuation

and transport

levels compared

favorably

with the scalings of the analytic expressions.

1.1

RGDT

with Impurity

Dynamics

Included

A version of the theory was developed which included the effect of impurity dynamics [90]. A single low Z impurity species was considered.

An equation describing the

evolution of Z_f! was derived from a model given by Rutherford [95]. This equation
is
dZe$$

dt

= VIIxzVIIZefs

where Xz = Vt_,i/Z2u, is the effective transport
field lines, resulting
impurity-ion

friction.

(I.30)

coefficient for impurity-ion

from the balance of the parallel impurity
The derivation

flow along

pressure gradient with

of the theory proceeds along the same lines as

presented in the last section. The principal difference is that resistivity fluctuations
this case are driven primarily by fluctuations
by impurity
impurity

in

in Z_ff. Therefore this mode is governed

ion flow along field lines proportional

gradient driven modes are significantly

to xzVIIZ_I].

Since X_ << XII the

more robust than their temperature

gradient driven analogs.
In the published
rived from nonlinear
calculation

results expressions

for fluctuation

theory and are in good agreement

[90]. The turbulent

and transport

with the results of numerical

particle flux is given by
4

r. = L--:
with L_I = _,,_1_dr, rlz = L,/Lz
respectively.

levels are de-

(1+

1

x k,

(I.31)

and Eo, B_ the toroidal electric and magnetic fields

Since the particle flux is linear in Vn the equilibrium
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and perturbed

diffusion coefficients are equal. The diffusion coefficient is
4

/

=

(I+ r/z) (XzkHt2)
-_

whichscales
as
.

D,, ,'., T-S/_n '/a (L;'

(1.32)

1\4/3

+ L-_ )

"-',T2_-4/3'"413*'2/a'4/3.'-'z
"L ", .,,.o •

(I.33)

with the shear length defined as L° = Rq/,_.
For typical tokamak profiles this diffusion coefficient increases with radius,
scales as D-_ I_ ,-_ q2 so that particle
current;

conversely,

this transport

confinement

mechanism

lt also

should improve with increasing

would be enhanced

in plasmas

with

high q.
The particle flux carries a convective thermal flux given by
Q=ToF,
The calculated

magnetic

mode is predominantly

fluctuation

caused primarily
Results

that

_T

The associated
diffusive thermal

thermal transport

the Caltech

(I.34)

thermal
transport

diffusiwity decreases
is insignificant.

Thus

in a cool, highly resistive edge plasma is

by convection [90].

from TEXT

indicate

that a very high fraction

plasma edge, if not all, is driven by electrostatic
surements

"

levels (B_/Bz)_,,_s are quite small so that the

electrostatic.

with radius and the corresponding
the model predicts

1+,7_

of the electrostatic

fluctuation

[97], Tosca [98] and TEXT

turbulent

of particle

flux at the

fluctuations

[96]. Mea-

driven particle fluxes at the plasma edge in
[99] and DITE [100] tokamaks indicate

can account for a large fraction of the total thermal

they

flux. In TEXT the electrostatic

portion of the energy flux dominates at the edge for all but the lowest densities [111].

1.2

NeoclassicalResistivity-Gradient-DrivenTurbulence

The resistivity-gradient-driven
upon reduced equations

turbulence

models considered

of resistive magnetohydrodynamics
180

so far have been based
which were derived for a

plasma in the P_,rsch-Schlfiter
based upon neoclassical
neoclassical
density

MHD equations

resistivity-gradient-driven

gradient through

neoclassical

collisionality

resistivity

regime. A version of the rippling theory

[114] was developed
turbulence

the dependence

[115]. In this theory of

the rippling

of neoclassical

modes couple to the

resistivity

on density.

The

can be written as [114, 116]

,,.,{1+

+

where v,< = v, lwb, e311. Thus the structure

+

of the neoclassical

resistivity

fluctuation

can be written as

,_,.<.__._._
_
L - C.-- -Ct_-

(1.36)

no
where

6'.-

Oln

(1

1.07v._)2

1+

1 + 1.02v._ + 1.07v**

-.'i-_/_-

(I.37)

and
Ct =

0 In r/,_ _ 3 _ 2C,.
Oln T,
2

(I.a8)

The density coupling coefficient to the neoclassical resistivity

has a maximum

value

around v,, ..,1 and vanishes in the limits v,, _ 0 or v,, _ exp. The equilibration
density fluctuations

is affected by collisions between trapped

This has a much weaker stabilizing
region where resistivity-gradient-driven

effect than thermal
turbulence

and untrapped

conduction.

is significantly

inward from the edge of the plasma to the region where v,, <1 [115].
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particles.

Therefore
excited

of

the

broadens
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